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·Cybemetics and Ghosts 
"':, \, 

Lecture delivered in Turin and other Italian cities. 
November 1967. 

I 

It all began with the first storyteller of the tribe. 
Men were already exchanging articulate sounds. refer
ring to the practical needs of their daily lives. Dialogue 
was already in existence, and so were the rules that it 
was forced to follow. This was the life of the tribe, a 
very complex set of rules on which every action and 
every situation had to be based. The number of words 
was limited. and. faced with the multiform world and 
its countless things. men defended themselves by in
venting a finite number of sounds combined in various 
ways. Modes of behavior, customs, and gestures too 
were what they were and none other, constantly re
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peated while harvesting COOOl)ut$ or IClvenging for wild 
!PQts, while hunting lions or ~t''''arxying in order 
to create 1lC'Y. bonds of reJatio~~'e'~~~,e the clan, or 
at ~ fil'St mOPlen~ qfli(e. C?r~;~~.;4nd the more 
limi~ weJ'C; ~nh~o£p~~_~, i;he more 

1 the.,.,_ •.I..~;';/..'.. ·'.''-.,'fI'/:1'=.]ii"l£I!k.,,";.;,,'~..~·U•., "'~'" \."'~ ,. £; cedcomp ex '.~' "~~J.J,~~e,«!;~were or 
to ~me,~ PJ'~" ~_\a 
of situatio~~. ·The F.~DlC; 
world tben~y~le to ~ 
all-embra~g code ~f rulet 

The ~t:qan,~. 
cause 4e thoulb~ .,. 
dictable words. but to test the ~~to which words 
could fit with one another, coulq sive \lirth to one an
other, in order to e~ra~ an ~pJ=1l9f tqe world 
from the thread ofevery possi~le ",.., .tJl~rrative. and 
from the arabesque that nouns ~an.d:verbs, subjects and 
predicates performed as they unC9lded from one an
other. The figures available to the*ryten~ were very 
few: the J~guar, tl;at;, COyot~t.,~.~p" t~e Pir~; or 
else fa~ aIid SO~t .brother-;llt-1a~ ,~4 Il1)cle, Wlfe and 
mother 3lld sister and mo~..Jp;:~~.Jl~C'! ~ctiops th~ 
figqres eQuId peifQr\n were Ji,~~~.1:'1:';.linU~: ~ey, ul ,. . uI ~.:m)5 I, eli I) 
cc;» ,~, J>e h9m, 4i~" cop: a;te. ,~ l",' ~UPt, " m 
tr~. di$ ~urrqws, ~~ an4 ~W:9~.;i~~O~ vC'!g~QJ~ 
fi~, ~ prohibitions, tr~""~...,,,~~ or gi,ve 
a\V~y fruit or oth~J:' things-tlw"tS" ~~W~ also classi
fied iq ~ limi~,ca,talore. Tbcr, ~~~eJJ:plored the 
po~p~tiRS ~pliedin his oWl?; ~F~~ combining 
an~ c~~g ~e permutations of:~ .~~ and the 
actions, and of the objects on which. ,w.~ .ctions could 
be brought to bear. What emerged w. storiCs~ straight
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Cybernetics and Ghosts 

forward constructions that always contained corre
spondences or contraries-the sky and the earth, fire 
and ,wa~r, animals that Bew and thoSe that dug bur
rows....Land each term had its array of attributes and a 
repertoire ofits own. The telling ofstories allowed cer
tain relationships among the various elements and not 
others/ and things could happen in a certain order and 
not in others: prohibition had to come before transgres
siOn, punishment after transgression, the gift of magic 
objects before the trial ofcourage. The immobile world 
that surrounded tribal man. strewn with signs of the 
fleeting correspondences between words and things, came 
to life in the voice of the storyteller, spun out into the 
Bow of a spoken narrative within which each word ac
quired new values and transmitted them to the ideas and 
images they defined. Every animal, every object. every 
relationship took on beneficial or malign powers that 
came to be called magical powers but should, rather. 
have been called narrative powers, potentialities con
tained in the word, in its ability to link itself to other 
words on the plane of discourse. 

Primitive oral narrative, like the folk tale that has 
, been handed down almost to the present day. is modeled 
on fixed structures, on, we might almost say, prefab
ricated elements-elements, however, that allow of an 
enormous number ofcombinations. Vladimir Propp, in 
the course of his studies of Russian folk tales, came to 
the conclusion that all such tales were like variants of a 
single tale. and could be broken down into a limited 
number ofnarrative functions. Forty years later Claude 
Levi-Strauss, working on the myths of the Indians of 
Bmil, saw these as a system of logical operations be-
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tween p~tnJ,1,tabl~ ~erms. so.~tt;q}fl~~d be studied 
aq:o~~Qg to. thcr mathem~tical. PF~,~of combina

',u l' ,....t,pft.. ~. y$lS. "~ ,'",)' ".~ 
,.:e~cm i(~he (o~ im,agp,a~iqq.~·:~~Ff9{J:.no~ bound

l~sf l*eth~~e:Uh tPf;l;'f i~ .~;{~_~~ trunk of it as 
being ,like a \v~~f ~.~pfi'~~_~~ PI) an equal 
~clqf~~~ ~;,~'''~~VP•.like those 
O.f' a""'"""." . . ;...1:.'" m\t~~4., ~~Mifc .from one 
PS9ple: ~ .• 9W~~r. on the 
~is~~th~_qttmt~ry imite4 

.. 
..•' thi~ ~e op,iY Qfqral 


jt pe ~ainWne(i .of ~~i. 


a,gq AlJlltt\e:x:iti~? ~s~r!y 


~o'~fJ~q~g~ to m*e 

QJ:>je~ of· tb.criJ;' a.nalysis; 

~~ructuf~ ~ f~cqo.ll;u ~m~f~ 
seJPioJ"g~~'~nn901 of. ~9~Q,4, 
eQ~d its krl;f,~ Qn the ',,"~9.F.9_ 

, ("'.,:1........ .

w9~" ,,'~p :lI:1~g~ .\ 

~oQ ~9~~;$h~~~g~ 

• uQ~;p,.,·W~,$."Q~~ ~Q 
sP9ft s~~n?:: ~atpl'~lty enolls9",.~ 
.~ts~lr. :~~.~ tAis .Jcind o( tr~llt,~S.~ .•!fJ1, to q~ f~~d 
~ ~~vagq~ (9fms of pop~~;~~.,(~¥ ~us~ 
s~~e4 #le. S~erlo,ck Holm~ ~~.,,~)' ~ 15 James 
B~4\"Khopr9~~ ~h~sf~,'tftW ~pir most 
ap~ exem.plars. , "H~7,l;r,.: 

But ~his is merely the first step jp. d.J,eg~mmar and 
syn~x 9f narrative fictio~. T~ec?J11~a,~orial play of 
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narrative possibilities soon passes beyond the level of 
content to touch upon the relationship of the narrator 
to the material related and to the reader: and this brings 
US to the ·toughest set ofproblems facing contemporary 
fiction. It is no coincidence that the researches of the 
French structuralists go hand in hand (and sometimes 
coexist in the same person) with the creative work of 
the ~·Tel Que .. ' group. For the latter-and here I am 
paraphrasing statements by one of their authorized in
terpr~rs-writing consists no longer in narrating but 
in saying that one is narrating. and what one says be
comes identified with the very act of saying. The psy
chological person is replaced by a linguistic or even a 
grammatical person, defined solely by his place in the 
discourse. These formal repercussions of a literature at 
the second or third degree, such as occurred in France 
with the nouveau roman of ten years ago, for which an
other of its exponents suggested the word "scriptural- . 
ism," can be traced back to combinations of a certain 
number of logico-linguistic (or better, syntactical
rhetorical) operations, in such a way as to be reducible 
to fonnulas that are the more general as they become 
less complex . 

I will not go into technical details on which I could 
only be an unauthorized and rather unreliable commen
tator. My intention here is merely to sum up the situ
ation, to make connections between a number ofbooks 
I have recendy read, and to put these in the context of 
a few general reflections. In the particular way tQday's 
culture looks at the world, one tendency is emerging 
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from several directions at once. The world in its various 
aspects is increasingly looked upon as discrete rather than 
continuous. I am using the term "discrete" in the sense 
it bears in mathematics. a discrete quantity being one 
made up of separate parts. Thought, which until the 
other day appeared to us as something fluid, evoking 
linear im~ges such as a flowing river or an unwinding 
thread. or else gaseous images such as a kind ofvaporous 
cloud-to the point where it was sometimes call~ "spirit" 
(in the sense of "breath")-.we now tep,cho think of as 
a series ofdiscontinuous states. of corp.bmations of im
pulses acting on a .fu.U,te (though enormoWi) pumber of 
sensory and motor orgaos. Electronic brains. even if 
they are still far from producing all the (~ctioQ.s ofthe 
human brain. are nonetheless capable of providing us 
with a convincing th.e9retical model foJ' th,e most com
plex processes ofour memory, our mental associations. 
our imagination. our conscience. Sharmon. Weiner. von 
Neumann. and Turing have radically altered our image 
ofour mental precesses. In the place of the ever-changing 
cloud that we carried in our head.$ until the other. 
day, the condensing and dispersal of which we at
tempte4 to understand by describing impalpab4= 
psychological states and shadowy landscapes of the soul
in the place of all this we now feel the rapid passage of 
signals on the intricate circuits that cQnnect the relays. 
the diodes, the transistors with which .f:)J1r $kulls are 
crammed. Just as no chess player will ever live long 
enough to exhaust all the combinations ()f possible moves 
for the thirty-two pieces on the chessboard. so we kn.ow 
(given . the fact that our minds are chessboards with 
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hundreds ofbillions ofpieces) that not even in a lifetime 
lasting as long as the universe would one ever manage 
to make all possible plays. But we also know that all 
these are implicit in the overall code of mental plays. 
according to the rules by which each of us, from one 
moment to the next. formulates his thoughts. swift or 
sluggish. cloudy or crystalline as they may be. 

I might also say that what is finite and numerically 
calculable is superseding the indeterminateness of ideas 
that cannot be subjected to measurement and delimi
tation; but this formulation runs the risk of giving an 
oversimplified notion of how things stand. In fact, the 
very opposite is true: every analytical process. every 
division into parts. tends to provide an image of the 
world that is ever more complicated. just as Zeno of 
Elea. by refusing to accept space as continuous, ended 
up by separating Achilles from the tottoise by an infinite 

\ 
number of intermediate points. But mathematical com
plexity can be digested instantly by electronic brains. 
Their abacus of only two numerals permits them to 
make instantaneous calculations of a complexity un
thinkable for human brains. They have only to count 
on two fingers to bring into play incredibly rapid ma
trices of astronomical sums. One of the most arduous 
intellectual efforts of the Middle Ages has only now 
become entkely real~ I refer to the Catalan monk Ray
mond Lully and 'his ars combinatoria. 

The process going on today is the triumph of dis
continuity. divisibility, and combination over all that is 
flux. or a series of minute nuances following one upon 
the other. The nineteenth century, from Hegel to Dar
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win, saw the triumph of historical continuity and bio-
1,9gical continuity as they healed all the fractures ofdi
alectical antitheses and genetic mutations. Today this 
perspective is radically altered. In history we no longer 
follow the courSe of a spirit immanent in the ev~nts of 
the world. but the curves of statistical diagrams. and 
historical· research is leaning more and more toward 
mathematics. And as for biology. Watson and Crick 
have shown us how the ttansmision afme characteristics 
of the species consists in the duplication of a certain 
number of spiral-shaped molecules formed from a Cet:'

tain numb« of acids and bases. In oth.er words, tl:le 
endless variety of living forms can be reduced to the 
combination of certain finite, quantities. H~e again., it 
is information theory that imposes its patterns. The pro
cesses that· appeared mo~t resistant to a formulation in 
terms of number, to a quantitative description, are not 
translated into mathematical patterns. 

Born and raised on quite different terrain. structural 
linguistics tends to appear in terms ofa play ofcontraries 
every bit as simple as information theory. And linguists. 
too, have begun to talk in terms ofcodes and messases. 
to attempt ,to establish the entropy of language On all 
levels. in.clu~g that of literature., ' 

Mankind is beginning to understand how to dis
mandeand reassemble the most complex and unpre
dictable of aD its machines: language. Today's world is 
far richer in. words and concepts anel signs than the world 
that surrounded primitive man, and the uses of the var
ious levels of language arc a great deal more romple:x. 
Using transformational mathematical patterns. the 

Cybernetics and Ghosts 

American school led by Chomsky is exploring the deep 
structure of language, lying at the roots of the logical 
processes that may constitute no longer a historical char
acteristic of man, ~ut a biological one. And extreme 
simplificatiQn oflogical formulas, on the other hand, is 
used by the French school ofstructural semantics headed' 
by A. J. Greimas. This school analyzes the narrative 
quality ofall discourse. which may be reduced to a ratio 
between what they call actanls. 

After a gap of almost thirty years, a "Neo
Formalist" school has been reborn in the Soviet Union, 
employing the results of cybernetic research and struc
tural semiology for the analysis ofliterature. Headed by 
a mathematician. Kholmogorov. this school carries out 
studies of a highly academic scientific nature based on 
the calculation of probabilities and the quantity of in
formation contained in poems. 

A further encounter between mathematics and lit
erature is taking place in France, under the banner of 
hoaxing and practical joking. This is the Ouvroir de 
LitteratDre Potentie11e (Oulipo). founded by Raymond 
Queneau and.' a number of his mathematician friends. 
This almost clandestine group of ten people is an off
shoot ofthe College de Pataphysique. the literary Society 
founc:f.ed in memory of Alfred Jarry as a kind of acad
emy of intellectual scorn. Meanwhile. the researches of 
Oulipo into the mathematical structure of the sestina in 
the work ofthe Proven~ troubadours and ofOante are 
no less austere than the studies of the Soviet cyberneti
ruts. It'shQuld not be forgotten that Queneau is the 
author of a bOQk called Cent Mille Milliards de poemes, 
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which purports to be not so much a book as the rudi .. 
mentary model of a machine for making sonnets. each 
one different from the last. 

Having laid down these procedllres and entrusted 
a computer with the task of carrying out these opera
tions. will we have a machine capable of replacing the 
poet and the author? JUSt as we already have machines 
that can read. machines that perform a liuguisric analysis 
of literary texts. machines that make tra,nslations and 
summaries, will we also have machine$ Qpablc: Qfcon
ceiving and compo5ing poems ~d novels? 

The interesting thing.is not so much the questjon 
wh~theJ" dris problem is sohlble in practice-hcx:amc in 
any case it would not be worth the tro"ble of c:on
structing such acomplicated machin.e-as the theoretical 
possibility of it. which would give rise to a series of 
unusual conjectuteS. And I am nQt ,now thinking of a 
machine .capablelllerely of"assemhly-line"li~ary pro
duction. which would already be mechaniq,l iu i~sd£ I 
am thinking of a writing machine that would brillg to 
the pageaU those things that we are accustomed to con
sider as the mast jealously guatded attributes of ou.r 
p~ychQlogical life. of our daily experience. Out unpre:
di~able cl1;wges of mood and inner datioll$, despairs 
and moments of illumination. What ~e thC$e ifnot $0 

many JWguistic "fields." for which we might wen sue
~d. in establishing the vOCOlbul;ny, gramlll4f,'yntu, 
and. properties of permutation? 

What would be the style ofa literary automaton? I 
believe that its true v.ocatian would be for classi~m. 

I. 

The test of a 

diture; 

literature. 

,"... .............".,M...__ ._h.
~.~._.". _ 
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poetic-electronic machine would be its 
ability to produce traditional works. poems with closed 
metrical forms. novels that follow all the rules. In this 
s~nse the use so far made of machines by the literary 
avant-garde'is still too human. Especially in Italy. the 
machine used in these experiments is an instrument of 
chance. of the destructuralization of form, of protest 
against every habitu~llogical connection. I would there
fore say that it is still an entirely lyrical instrument. . 
serving a typical human need: the production of dis
order. The true literature machine will be one that itself 
feels the need to produce disorder. as a reaction against 
its preceding production of order: a machine that will 
produce avant-garde work to free its circuits when they 
are choked by too long a production of classicism. In 
fact, given that developments in cybernetics lean toward 
machines capable of learning. of changing their own 
programs, ofdeveloping their own sensibilities and their 
own needs. nothing prevents us from foreseeing a lit
erature machine that at a certain point feels unsatisfied 
with its own traditionalism and starts to propose new 
ways of writing. turning its own codes completely up
side down. To gratify critics who look for similarities 
between things literary and things historical. sociolog
ical. or economic, the machine could correlate its own 
changes of style to the variations in certain statistical 
indices of production, or income, or military expen

or the distribution of' decision-making powers. 
That indeed will be the literature that corresponds per
fectly to a theoretical hypothesis: it will. at last. be the 
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",. II 

Now, some of you may wonder why I so gaily 
announce prospects that in most men of letters arouse 
tearful laments punctuated. by cries of execration. The 
reason is that I have always known, more or less ob
scurely, that things stood this way, not the way they 
were commonly said to stand. Various aesthetic theories 
maintained that poetry was a matter of insp.iration de
scending from I know not what lofty place, or welling 
up from I know not what great depths, or els~ pure 
intuition, or an otherwise not identified moment in the 
life of the spirit, or the Voice of the Times with which 
the Spirit of the World chooses. to speak to the poet, or 
a reflection of social structures that by means of some 
unknown optical phenomenon is projected on the page, 
or a direct grasp' on the psychology of the depths that 
enables us to ladle out images of tile unconscloU$, both 
individual and colle~ve; or at any rate something in .. 
tuitive, immediate, authentic, 'lnd all-embracing' that 
springs up who knows how, something equivalent and 
homologous to something else, and symbolic, of it. lmt 
in these theories there always remained a void that no 
,one knew how to fill, a zone ofdarkness between CI\lSC 
and effect:.how does one arrive at the written pagc:? By 
what route is the soul or history or socictyQr tb.c $uo.. 
conscio\1,s transformed into a series ofblack _ on a 
white pager Even the most outstanding theories ofa.<:$
theties were silent on this point. I felt like s.oJlleQne who, 
due to some misunderstanding, finds himself among 
people who are discussing business that is no business 
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of his. Literature as I knew it was a constant series of 
attempts to make one word stay put after another' by 
fonowing certain definite rules; or, more often, rules 
that were neither defmite nor definable, but that might 
be extracted from a series of examples, or rules made 
up for the occasion-that is to say, derived from the. 
rules followed by other writers. And in these operations 
the person "I," whether explicit or implicit, splits into 
a number ofdj.fferent figures: into an "I" who is writ~g 
and an "I" who is written, into an empirical "I" who 
looks ovcr the shoulder of the "I" who is writing and 
into a mythical "I." who serves as a model for the "I" 
who is written. The "1ft of the author is dissolved in 
the writing. The so--called personality ofthe writer exists 
within the very act of writing: it is the product and the 
instrument of the writing process. A writing machine 
that has been fed an instruction appropriate to the case 
could also devise an exact and unmistakable "person- . 
ality" of an author, or else it could be adjusted in such 
a way as to evolve or change "personality" with each 
work it composes. Writers, as they have always been up 
to now" are already writing machines; or at least they 
are when things are going well. What Romantic ter
minology call"d genius or talent or inspiration or in
tuition is nothing other than finding the right road 
empiri+a1ly, following one's nose, taking short cu~, 
whereas the machine would follow a systematic and 
co~cicntious route while being extremely rapid and 
multiple at the same time. 

Once we have dismantled and reassembled the pro
cess of literary composition, the decisive moment of 
literary life will be that of rC'lding. In d,lis sense, even 
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though entrusted to machines, ,literature will continue 
,t8 be a "place" of privilege within the human con.. 

" sciousness, a way of exercising the potentialities con
tained in the system of signs belonging to all societies 
at' aU times. The wor~wi1I continue to be born, to be . 
judged. to be destroyed or cOll$tandy renewed on COB

tact with the eye of the reader. What will vanish is the 
figure of the author, that pellSonage to whom we persist 
iA 'attrib'utingfunCtions that do ~otbclong to him, the 
aqthor 'as an ~xlUhitor ofhis OQ SQUJ mthe pennan.cnt 
Exhibition of Souls, the author ~ ~e ~ploiJer of$CD

$ory and; interpretive organs mO~ t~c .rban du: 
avera,g'.. ; . The audu;m that ana.oni~,pefSQQge,· 
the bearer 'of messages, the~rector oC CQP$cir,Qces, the· 
gNer of_tu~ to cultural bo<1lWs. The _ w.~ are ~ 
ebraim$ I all' thi$ .tnom.e~lt would be ~Uld. if ¥f,C Wa'C 

unatlle to give it the seR$C of a funcraJr~ice. $Cclng 
the aU$or Qt'Fto the Nether Regions 3nd cdeb_g the 
constaftt i fC$lUlCcUOn' of. the wQrk of literatlU'e; if ·we 
wete unable tp _troduce in~ this a_IO,foun ~QJ,Coo. 
thing of' the ~ of'those _ral rca.tJ· ~l which. 
~ts~~ their (on~~ Witb'living thing$. 

l:! Alto: JO'die'autholli~~ .q)oilc6~bijd 4£ 
i~~ ,give ,hw3e to a IJlQU> .o~ghd\:al.·~· 
,.I.~~;;wbQ'wW" k;rlew that $e'audlot ~·a ~~~bj~o,; 

...;.~':;...:n 1...., ...:... I..:~ _._1..:_ 1.._
!\IiQH' w~~OIIlfI'~W fiq.&lt ~e.WiQru.
J. . ",
M">' "I j ~. A ,,~, 

. '!." . ., ,i i .. ,j' 

Hw I.A!' lin ID ,! 
:I~ , 

':)1 'lAr' this point I dUnk I have done enough to explain 
why'lit is"with a deaf conscience an4~without regrets 
tha~ I st.;l.te that my place could perfectly well be occupied 
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by a mechanical device. But I am sure that many ofyou 
will remain. rather unconvinced by my explanation. 
tincling that my attitude of oft..repeated abnegatio{l •. of 
renunciation.ofme writer's prerogatives out of the love 

.of trUth. must surely be wrong; and that under all this 
something else must be lurking. I already feel that you 
are searching for less flattering motives for my attitude. 
I have nothing against this sort of inquiry. Behind every 
i~tic position that we adopt we can find the nitty.. 
gritty.ofpractical interest, or, even more often. ofsome 
basic psychological motivation. Let us see what my psy.. 
chological reaction is when I learn that writing is purely 
and simply a process of combination among given ele
ments. Well. then. what I instinctively feel is a sense 
Qf relief. of security. The same sort of relief and sense 
of security that I feel every time I discover that a mess 
ofvague and in4eterminate lines turns out to be a preci,e 
geometric form; or every time I succeed in discerning a 
series of ticts, and choices to be made out of a finite 
~tuJ1ber of possibilities. in the otherwise shapeless av
~c:he of events. Faced with the vertigo of what is 
c'¥I»tlCl$, unclassifiable. in a state offlux, I feel reassured 
1>y w4at i$ ~te, "discrete, to and reduced to a system. 
Why ~ this? Does my attitude contain a h,idden element 
Qffcar ofd1~ unknown. of the wish to set limits to my 
wodd ~d cr.wl back into my shell? Thus my stance, 
which wu intended to be provocative and eVen profane, 
allows ofthe suspicion that, on the contrary, it is dictated 
by ~OJl'lC kind ofintellectual agoraphobia; almost a form 
of exorcism to defend me from the whirlwinds that 
lite1'ature so constantly has to face. 

Let us attempt a thesis contrary to the one I have 
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developed so far (this is always the best way to avoid 
getting trapped in the spiral ofone's own ~hougllts). Did 
.wesay that literature is entirely involved with l~e, 
is merely the permutation ofa res.tricted number ofele
ments and fWlctions? But is ~he tension in literature not 
continually striving to ~qape·from t!W. fU1itenwnber? 
Does it not continually attempt to say sornething it can
not say, something that it does not knqw. and that no 
one eould 'e1ler know? A thing cannot be known when 
the WOlds ~d concepts used to say it and think it have 
not y~t been used in that position, not yet arr:angc,d in 
that order. with that meaning. The stNggle ofliteratute 
is in fact ~ strUggle to' escape from the confines of Ian. 
guag¢; it stretches out from the utmO$t limits of what 
can be said; what stitsliterature is the call and attraction 
of whatis not in the dictionary. 

Tqe storyteJ)er of the tribe puts together plq-",es 
and images: the younger son gets los.t in' the forest, he 
sees a light in.tJlc dis~ce.. he w~ and walb;. tbefable 
unwmds. tip. ~teJ1ce to $Cllten~.a.nd wbere is it 1*", 
ing?To.~point at which sQJlletbing not·yet said, so~ 
~ as y.·~4arkly felt by pr~timant, sl.¥iww.y .. 
appears ami seilcfi us and tears us to ~,.~the!ans~ 
of,.~~ting witch. Thtougb the fq~Cit f)f ~_ . 
~ ,yibratl¢Y ot.myth pasNS like a~r 01 W'ind. ;. 
,:'." ·M"t\l·j$·the lUd4eu· p~ of cvcr¥. sb¥Y, _ hl#'icd 

·P3l't.· "c;r.gionthat is s.tillUJl~plQ~ bc.caUse .~ are 
asy. np words to enable us to get tb.ct:e. The ~rts 
voil;e in the daily. tribal !l$S~~b1ies is not enouPto·,el* 
the myth. One needs s~ timesandp4ce•• sc!U$;vc 
meetings; the word$ alone arc not enough, aDd we need 
a whole series of signs. with many m~nings, which is 
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to say a rite. Myth is nourished by silence as well as by 
words. A silent myth makes its presence felt in secular 
narra,tive and everyday words; it is a language vacuum 
that draws words up into its vortex and bestows a form 

on fable. 
But what is a language vacuum if not a vestige of ' 

taboo, of a ban on mentioning something, on pro
. nouncing certain names, of a prohibition either present 
or andent? Literature follows paths that flank and cros~ 
thebarriets ofPJohibition, that lead to saying what could 
not be said. to an invention that is always a reinvention 
of words and stories that have been banished from the 
individual or collective memory. Therefore myth acts 
on fable as a repetitive force, obliging it to go back on 
its tracks even when it has set offin directionS that appear 
to lead somewhere completely different. 

The unconscious is the ocean of the Wlsayable, of 
what has ~n expelled from the land of language, re
moved'as a result of ancient prohibitions. The uncon
scious apeakS-in dreams, in verbal. slips, in sudden 
assQciatio~whh borrowed words, stolen symbols. 
linpi$tic contraband, Wltilliterature redeems these ter-' 
rito~ and 3MC~ them to the language oCthe waking 
WQdd. 

The power of modern literature lies in its willing
ness t:9 give a voice to what has remained Wlexpressed 
in the socia1or individual Wlconscious: this is the gaunt
let'it throws down time and again. The more enlightened 
our hOQSes are, the more their walls ooze ghosts. Dreams 

.of progress . and reason are haunted by nightmares. 
Shakespeare warns us that the. triumph of the Renais
sance did not lay the ghosts of the medieval world who 
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appear on the ramparts at Dunsinane or Elsinore. At the 

h,;ight of the Enlightenment. Sade and the ,Gothic novel 


.appear~ At one stroke Edgar Allan Poe initiates thcJit.,. 
erature of aestheticism and the liter~ture of the mwes. 
naming and liberating $e ghosts that Puritan America 
trails i:p. its walcc. LautfCimont explodes the syntax of 
the imaginati9n. expanding the viaiouaryworld of the 
Gothic n~vel to· the propoI1ions ofa Last Ju.dg~. lu, ' 
automatic auociations of Vl(ords and, images .dt.e Sufi'¢.
allsts discover an obJective llad,qnalc.to.tall:y opposed to 
that of our intellcctuallogic. Is this w tfiumph Qfthe 
irrational? Or is it the refusal to belicv.thatthe irrational 
exists. that anything in the world can be considered 
eXtraneo~ tQ the reason of things. even if something 
eludes ¥1e reasons deter.m.iruul,by our biJtori&al condir 
tion. and also eludes lim.ited'J.nd dd"cnsiIVe s~ ra... 
tionalism? 

So 1:1ere we are. carried offinto an idcologica11and ... 
scape quitediffcrent from the QIlC¥le thouglu we: had 
decided to live Pt. there with the r~ays .of .diodes of 
electronic computef$. But are we rtally all dlat far away? 

,1 I', i" t ~ 

, , ." i 

IV, ,) 

. ,'I'herelationshipbetween COJllbinatorial play and 
the uncgl)llcious ,m artistic activity lios at the h.cart of 
one of tI¥I mOlt convincing .es~tic thc.orics CU1TCJ1tly , 
in circulation•. a'n>rmulathat.d.raws upon both p.ycho.
analysis'and thepractica1 experience of art and letters. 
We all know that in matters of literature and the arts 
Freud was a man of traditional ta.$~. and that in WI 

~ 

Cybernetics and Ghosts 

writings connected with aesthetics .he did not give us 
any pointers worthy ofhis genius. It was a Freudian art 
histQriaQ. :Smst Kris, who first put forward Freud's study 
of WQrd...pb.y as the key to a possible aesthetics of psy
cho~y$is. A.nother gifted art historian, Ernst Gom
bricll. developed this notion in his essay on Freud and 
the. psychology of art. 

The pleasure of puns and feeble jokes is obtained 
.	by following the possibilities of permutation and trans
formation implicit in language. We start from the par
ticular p1e~sure given by any combinatorial play, and at 
a certain point, out of the countless combinations of 
words with similar sounds. one becomes charged with 
special significan~e. causing laughter. What has hap
pened is that the juxtaposition ofconcepts that we have 
stumbled aCfO$S by chance unexpectedly unleashes a pre

. const;ious idea. an idea. that is. half buried in or erased 
from Qllr consciousness. or maybe only held at arm's 
length or pushed aside, bu~ powerful enough to appear 
in the consciousness if suggested not by any intention 
on OUt part. but by an objective process. 
~ processes of poetry and art. says Gombrich. 

are. ~Qgous t.q tho5C of a play on words. It is the 
childish pleasllre. of the combinatorial game that leads 
the painter tQ try out arrangements of lines and colors • 
the poet to experiment with juxtapositions of words. 
At a certain moment things click into place. and one of 
the combinations obtained-through the combinatorial 
mechanism itself. independently ofany search for mean
ing or effect on any other level-becomes charged with 
an unexpected meaning or unforeseen effect which the 
conscious mind would not have arrived at deliberately: 
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an pnconscious meaning, in fact, or at least the pre
m9Dition of an unconscious meaning. 
"' -" So we sec that the two routes followed by my ar
gument have here come together. Literature is a com
bina,orial game that PlU'Suc;s the pos$ibilities implicit in 
its own'material,:inde~t oftlw pCllSonalityaBbe 
poet, but it is a game that a~ a ce~ point is invested 
with an1.inexpeeted meaning, a ~that is not pat
en,t on theiliaguistic plane on, which"\W WCl'e workins 
but hP'qp~: in'&oJD( anochcr.:lcwoJ; ~dug.omo.
tWns that ~n"that'sCcend J.tyelil GI"'*liClQ~ to the 
al;f.$or Of "IU$ ~. The liteta.e ,.chino.:a per
fo. 3Jl~PffG~~lI on."~givenlq~tcRaI, 
~... ~:R$Ult.'\YW'pc .tM pam. effoct10f. f)(le 

ot~ pm:r1..tatAOQS 01l· a man CIldow" "with a eon- " 
scioU$lle$.$ (U)(I" an unconscious. that· is. aA empirical and 
histQJical. man. It will be the shock that O.¢~only if 
the writing,maclUne is surro1Ulded~y,.ehi_'ghQtts 
of dJo iqdi~ lad ofhis soeicty. "" ' t 

".I~%\U'''U»'od.le stofYtellQl1Ofthe·tri". ~.eoatiO... 

ill,1~~Pabl¥ .,,,.his ~utatiQ.Q' ofj_~ap and 

tou~l__,ma~ c;:oma"w. ~ Ofi.... ~ 


~1i*1~~"iAtq 3 ~_~.,.'*'
,bL.)..f ""J..... " ... ' ..._..1' .. ' ...1.",,_
W~~_~·"l~¥",,'~.~ ~",!
,~J',)l:! hl.'" \:I,4"ljfi, .' '''i''·~''j.'''''" i)j\, ,', I .,' ;'j, ',' ",' _.1," 

/ ~ ~ '--\". - ", ' 
I _"'rl'/_'I;.';(:,_",'. ,.~: 'i.~t",tr ,',i 

J"C ; v 
!;''-::I., it,'''' 

·1 iJD awac4' tll.u this colldu$iOfJ ofmine concndiets 
the rU.Ostauthorltative. thcori~ about. the rdatio~ 
between myth wi fa.We. 

;.a 

Cyb~rne~icsand Ghosts 

Un~U JU)W it has generally been said that the fab\e 
11 a "profane" story, something that comes after myth. 
a corruption or vulgarization or secularization of it. or 
th3t fallle· and myth coexist and counterbalance each 
other ~ different functions ofa single culture. The logic 
of my atSl.'f.ntcmt, however-until some more convinc~ 
ing new ~mQnstration comes along to blow it sky.. 
Wgh-leads to th~ c~mclusion that the making of fables 
pre~des the making of myths. Mythic significance is 
something Q~ ~rnes across only ifone persists in play
;,qg. ~<mnd wjth narrative functions. 

Myth teQ4s to crystallize instantly, to fall into set 
p~rD$Jto p~s fforo the phase of myth-making into 
~t QfJjtpal, and hence out ofthe hands of the narrator 
into tho~e 9f the tribal institutions responsible for the 
Pff*~atiqQ, aAd celebration ofmyths, The tribal system 
of$j~ is ~rm.lge4 in relation to myth; a certain number 
of.~gnl ~ taboo, and the "secular" storyteller c~n 
~_ DQ ~ \1&e; ofthem. He goes on circling around 
~mv;q~ neVI( ~velopments in composition. until 
~ • s:q~~ of this methodical and objective labor he 
,_~y g~ ~o$er flash of enlightenment from the 
YA"'~ ~sl Pte forbidden. And this forces the tribe 
_.ge ~ ~QfsigJl~ once more. . 

:. llimtP.p\w general cOntext. the functioQ of litera
tpt~ vW~ ",cC9~~g to the situation. For long periods 
o( time UteratQ.re appe~rs to work in favor of consecra
tiqD.. Ute co.n.mIJlation of values, the acceptance of au
thoriw, But at a certain moment, something in the 
m~m is triggered, and literature gives birth to a 
move~en,t jn the opposite direction, refusing to see 
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things and say things the way they have been seen and 
s;ct until now. 
-' This is the main theme of a book called Le due 
tension; (The Two Tensions). which comprises tile pre
viously unpuhli$he4 notes of Elio Vittorini· (Milan: 11 
Saggiatore. 1967). A~J;ding to VittClrini.1iterature until 
noW: has been too much the "accomplice ofnature. U that 
is. of therQistalten notion of an immutable nature, a 
Mother Natl,Jre. whereas its true valu~ emerges only . 
when ;it b~mes a critic of the world.·and, OW' way· 01 
loqlting at the world. In oae ~_t~;wcllsta. 
his', definitive po!!ition,· ViueRni ',MCm$" ~ ~. starting 
from scratch on a study oS. place of.literat'lH'e in 
human history. As soon as wridngand·books'are hom. 
hc'.ay$~!th~ human race is divided 1mt& a civilized paf1--'o
the part bE the race that long ago tookthe.ep into the 
NedU.mc Age-and another part (ea1Wd'uvage) that got 
stuck' bt i the p.ueolithic. and in wbioh. the: Neo1itbics 
could ftOt even recognize thei1" 'ancestors: a pan of hu.. I 

map.itylwt thinks that thin~s' have always been the way . 
theY.are,: j~fasthey' itbini ~hat masters'andservan~ . 
have alwa~ ~cd. Written; U*ranire is bOrn aJreatly'; 
ladCn .w:i.ill.,d}e,~~ of co~ti.Qn~ of supporting'the 
~b~~omr C?f~;-1"hi$~~laad that it ~iscatds .._-- 
.. , .....;;,~".:".Ll·. ~~.\t.i'inthe:course Ofi~ .bdtomin,Ii""'r.,,~y """'W"n 	 . . . .•. . g 

/ iJl~p~Japrivatc~g. ~bliD.g poet$and'writ~ 
toI~.'. . ... $. th..•. 'own·. '... Pcridtl.'al.'\UOU.· ....and.'· r....·.thcm..-."... '" cu" ..... 	 ... b.·~ .•.tq·tbd..~ QfCQ~!IJ.,i~PtStotbis point;) 

I *~ta4~iW'.~'ofcQltlbinatorialgama~t<~· 

.~j-mOllJ_bocome:etwSc4 with Pnconscibus 

subject D1attcr. and at lasdinda voice. fcrthcse. An:d it 

if by uu.s road to "codom o~ed up by literature dlat 
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men achieved the critical spirit, and transmitted it to 
collective thought and culture. 

VI 

Concerning this double aspect of literature. here. 
toward. the end ofmy little talk. it is relevant to mention 
an essay by the German poet and critic Hans Magn~ 
B~ber8er. ~'Topological Structures in Modem Lit
era~e.", wPich I read in the Buenos Aires magazine Sur 
(May...June 19(6). fie reviews the numerous instances 
oflabyrinthine narratives from ancient times up to Borges 
and Robbe-Grillet. or of narra.tives one inside another 
like Chinese boxes. and he asks himself the meaning of 
modem literature's insistence on these themes. He evokes 
the image ofa world in which it is easy to lose oneself, 
to "get disoriented-a world in which the effort of re.. . 
gaining one's orientation acquires a particular value, al
m0St dult ofa training for survival. "Every orientation." 

. he writes. ~'presupposes a disorientation. Only someone 
.who has experienced bewilderment can free himself of 
it. But these games pf orientation are in tum games of 
..1!A_"!· • "Il'L • 1! __ .L_!_ ~__ ...:.__ • A 1.. • 

.._-_.. 	~~ ",.uerem -~. ~lJtilt1On an..,.- tI'WtC1~r---
risk!~ IThe labyrinth is made so that whoever enters it 
wU1 sby ·and get lost. But the labyrinth also poses the 
visitor'. challenge: that he reconstruct the plan ofit and 
dissolve its pOwer. Ifhe succeeds. he will have destroyed 
the labyrinth; for one who has passed through it. no 
labyrinth exists. tt And Enzensbcrger concludes: "The 
momCllt a topological structure appears as a metaphys
ical structure the Rame loses its dialectical balance, and 
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literature turns "into a means of demonstrating that the 
~9rld is essentially impenetrable. that any communi

. 'cation is impossible. The labyrinth thus ceases to be a 
challenge to human intelligence and establishes itself as 
a facsimile of the world and of society." 

Enzensberger's thesis can be applied to everything 
b.l literature and culture that today-after von Neu
mann-we sec as a combinatorial mathematical game, 
The game can work as a challenge to understand the 
world or as a dissuasion fro~ \U1derstanding it. Liter
ature can work in acritic:al vein 'Of tQ coutir.JIl things as 
they are and 3S we know them to ~. The boUDdary is 
not always dearly marked. and I WOLJJd say that on ~ 
SeQ,.-!; the spirit in w~ch one read$ is <fed$ive; it is liP 
to the. reader to see to it that ll.tc:rature ~erts iu Qi,tica1" . , . . 

forq;. and thi$ cau occur inde~n~;I,y 9.f the ,,,,mor', 
int~riDns. 

J UUnk tbis is dle meaning one might givt: to IllY 
mpst f~nt $,tory. which com~ at we end ofJnY bQQi 
'I ~erQ. In..this st1lry we see Alexandre Dum,s taiing bj~ 
novel 'The CQMnl ofMonte Crl$IQ,from a SLJPernovel that 
conta~ all possible varia,lltsQfthe Ufe story ofEdmQnd 
D~t~, W. tb~r dunge~>n .ijdP1op,d O<mt~ ~d ~hcAbbot 
PiN gp'.oV" me pl.an$ fol:' 'the,~ ef~pe'·1J.J4 W()~l 
wbi<;b Qfd:le pQ$$ibl!: V~q ~,J:be ngm one. Tlw AbbQt 

, fwdig$ ~~ ~cap(: frQJIl ~castle. h\ltlle~.. 
W;lYs gQeS wrCiN.1g ~d en4Jup in ever...Qeep.;r ~, On. 
~ b,"~ ofP3ri;l'~ rni$tak~ O/U1~ tri~ ~o ~w a map 
qf w.~ q1$~. WPJIe F~rj.a. by fhe ~~... I\~Per of ~ 
~t~Pt~. CQ~e$ close to achie~$ ~he p~ct C$cap~, 
D~~ moves tQw~r4 i~agining dle. perf~t pri,son

;6 
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the one from which no escape is possible. His reasons 
are explained in the passage I shall now quote: 

If I succeed in mentally constructing a fortress from which it 
is impossible to escape,tbis imagined fortress either will be 
the same as the real on~and in this case it is certaitt we shan 
QCver escape from here, but at least we will achieve the se
renity ofknowing we are here because we could be nowhere 
cbe-or it will be a fortress from which escape is even more 
impossible than from here-whidl would be a sign that here 
an qpportunity of escape exis,ts: we have only to identify the 
point where the imagined fortress does not coincide with the 
real one and then find it. 

. And that is the most optimistic finale that I have 
~ged to give to my story, to my book, and also to 
this essay. 
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Introduction 

Microhistory 

September of 1960, an exceptionally diverse group met at Cerisy-Ia
. on the occasion of a colloquium devoted to the work of Raymond 

.. The title of these proceedings, "Une nouvelle defense et illus
de la langue fran4Saise," was in many ways exemplary: if it recalled 

and its poetic manifesto, it also announced another group, the 
de Litterature Potentielle. For it was at Cerisy, on the initiative of 
and Fran~ois Le Lionnais, that the Oulipo was conceived. It was 
months later, on 24 November 1960, to be precise, the day of its 

official meeting. The ten founding members came from various dis
: writers, mathematicians, university professors, and pataphysi

.1. The group began as a subcommittee of the College de Pataphy
(although, early on, the official affiliation with that group would be 

under the title, "Seminaire de Litterature Experimentale." But 
second meeting, the more modest and (to their way of thinking) 

title was adopted: '~Ouvroir de Litterature Potentielle." Since 
Oulipo has pursued its research with admirable assiduity. In the 
~'-five years, several more people have joined the group; today, 

includes twenty-five members.2 
first years, the Oulipo worked in voluntary obscurity. During its 

decade, the group's public activities were relatively rare: a presenta
of their work to the College de Pataphysique in 1961, a special issue 

Metes devoted to the Oulipo in 1964, and, in the same year, a 
ml-n11Olic meeting" of the group recorded for Belgian radio. In its first 

however, various members of the Oulipo individually published 
were in large measure inspired by that group's work, notably 

Bens's 41 Sonnets irrationnels (1965), Jacques Roubaud's E 
Jacques Du<:hateau's Zinga 8 (1967), Noel Arnaud's Poemes Algol 
and Georges Perec's La Disparition (1969). 

'. in 1973, with the publication of La Litt~rature potentielle, that 
began to affirm itself openly. The collection offered a repre

sampling of Oulipian production, including theoretical texts and 
All are relatively short, and as a group they exemplify the two 

directions of Oulipian research: analysis, that is, the identifica
'recuperation of older, .even ancient (but not necessarily inten

~xperiments in form; and synthesis, the elaboration of new forms. 
Lionnais puts it in the "First Manifesto": "Anoulipism is 

1 
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, , "devoted to discovery, Synthoulipism to invention. From one to the other 
there exist many subtle channels." With the publication of La Litterature 
poten/ielie, the Oulipo's timidity slowly began to erode, and the group 
began to participate in colloquia and programs of various sorts: a presen
tation at Reed Hall in 1973, at "Europalia 75 France" in Brussels in 1975, 

, on France-Culture Radio in 1976, at the Centre Pompidou in 1977, at the 
"Fon'dation de Royaumont in 1978, and at the Festival de la Chartreuse de 

VilIeneuve-les-Avignon since 1977. 
Three important texts have appeared in recent years. In Oulipo 1960

1963 (1980), Jacques Bens, the first "provisional secretary" of the group, 
published the minutes of the Oulipo's monthly meetings from 1960 to 
1963. These documents are both interesting and amusing: if they furnish 
material for future literary historians, they also testify eloquently to the 
ludic spirit that has consistently animated the group. Atlas de Utterature 

, 
I':, potentielle (1981), a collective effort, responds to La Litterature poten
I 
~': tiel/e,' like the latter, it includes both theoretical texts and illustrative ex
r ercises, offering an update on OUlipian activity since 1973. In La Biblio

theque Oulipienne (1981), Slatkine has collected and reprinted the first 
,r·:'" sixteen volumes of the Oulipo's "library." This series was created in 1974 

on Queneau's initiative; it consists of texts written by members of the~ 
Oulipo and published privately, the edition of each volume being limited 
to 150 copies The texts includediuLa Bibliotheque Oulipienrle are inter~ 
ro'ediary forms; that is, they fall somewhere between the short exercises 

i 
I 	 of the previous collections and longer works such as Perec's La Vie mode 

d' emploi and Iralo Calvino's If on a winter's night a traveler. But like 
these other writings, each text in La Bibliotheque Oulipienne results from 
the application of a given Oulipian principle or theory.

~",~ 
,~, 
f 

One Hundred 'frillion Poems 

<"' 	 Of what do Oulipian theories consist? The purpose of the present collec
tion is to respond to that question and to give the English-speaking reader 

.: ingress into the Oulipian labyrinth. The texts have been chosen to provide 
a sampler of Oulipian poetic theory, from the polemical language of the 
early manifestoes to the more elaborate formulations of a startling literary 
aesthetic. 

Many of the texts included herein were either produced or inspired by 
Raymond Queneau (of whom Roland Barthes said, "His entire oeuvre 
embraces the literary myth"); more than any other, Queneau nourished 
and directed the evolution of the group. Queneau's definition of the Ouli
po's. work is, moreover, succinct: potential literature is "the search for new 
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forms and structures that may be used by writers in any way they see fit." 
And Fran~ois Le Lionnais adds, "The Oulipo's goal is to discover new 
structures and to furnish for each structure a small number of examples." 
It is obvious, then, thatQueneau and Le Lionnais conceive of the OuUpo's 
vocation in terms of a formal quest. In order to render its parameters more 
precisely, one might briefly consider Queneau's Cent Mille Milliards de 
poemes (one hundred thousand billion poems), for this work, exemplary 
in many ways, echoes throughout the essays in this collection and per
meates the OuJipian enterprise as a whole: it may be regarded as the semi
nal Oulipian text. 

At first glance, it looks like nothing more than a collection of ten son
nets, but these poems obey formal laws far more vast and rigorous than 
those of the traditional sonnet. In fact, they constitute a combinatory en
semble: each line of each poem may replace (or be replaced by) its homo
logue in the nine other poems. Thus, to each of the ten first lines, the 
reader can. add any of ten different second lines; there exist therefore 10

2
, 

or one hundred possible combinations for the first two lines. Given that 
the sonnet has fourteen Jines, the possibilities offered by the collection as 
a whole are of the order of 1014, or one hundred trillion sonnets. The text, 
in its potential state, thus results from the Cartesian product of fourteen 
sets of ten elements each; that is, the combinf.ttory possibilities are @x

u 

flamted-and repetit16fi of combina.tIon is excluded. Faced with a work of 
this kind, the reader will necessarily encounter a certain number of prac
tical problems. Queneau himself, in the preface, acknowledges the most 
thorny among them: the time which a close textual reading demands. Ac
cording to his calculations, if one read a sonnet per minute, eight hours a 
day, two hundred days per year, it would take more than a million centu

ries to finish the text. Fran90is Le Lionnais, in his postface to the work, 

notes the same problem, if in a somewhat less brutal manner: 'Thanks to 

this technical superiority, the work you are holding in your hands repre

sents, itself alone, a quantity of text far greater than everything man has 

written since the invention of writing, including popular novels, business 

letters, diplomatic correspondence, private mail, rough drafts thrown into 

the wastebasket, and graffiti." 

This text may engender a whole range of reactions: where certain indi
viduals see an example of original, conscious, and lucid poetic innova
tion, others will see only empty acrobatics, pretension, and literary mad
ness. Polemics of this sort frequently surround the experimental text; very 
often, the latter draws (or exhausts) the better part of its force therein. The 
principal disadvantage of these controversies is that they neglect the capi
tally important question of textual mechanism. And as interesting as this 
whole problematic may be, it will not lead us very far in a consideration 
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of the Cent Mille Milliardsde poemes. Without then entering into a po
lemic concerning the literary value of this text, we may at least draw one 
firm conclusion: the Cent Mille Milliards de poemes, in its conception and 
its execution, stands as the foremost model for the oulipian enterprise. 

First of all, it responds amply to the "analytic" intent, the desire to 
recuperate and revivify traditional constraining forms. If the sonnet is a 
far less ancient form than, say, rhopalic verse (a fine example of which is 
offered by Harry Mathews's "Liminal Poem"), it imposes nonetheless a 
multiplicity of constraints that are, of course, arbitrary at the outset but 
become highly codified through use (and it is precisely this "use" that 
separates the normative text from the experimental). Moreover, given that 
the sonnet as a poetic form has fallen into disuse, it is not surprising that 
it eiicited the interest of Queneau, who called the death of the ballade and 

the rondeau "disasters."
In addition, the Cent Mille Milliards de poemes faithfully reflects the 

"synthetic" aspect of Oulipian work, the obvious intent behind it being to 
elaborate a new poetic form, a combinatory form. In fact, this new form, 
given its basic material, the individual precombinatory sonnet, erects a 
whole system of meta-constraints: if the traditional metrics remain essen

i 	
tially intact (the combinatory integer being the alexandrine), the rhyme 
scheme and the syntactic and semantic structures must, on the contrary, 
bow to the new formal rules imposed by the combinatory ensemble. Each 
line of the ten master sonnets must be capable of being coherently inte

grated into a quasi-infinity of derived sonnets . 
. This leads to a final conclusion about this text: like a hulking iceberg, 

the Cent Mille Milliards de poemes manifests only a fraction of its bulk. 
I:. Its reader can accede to a certain number of derived sonnets (the quantity 
,~ 

depending on the degree of the reader's initiative, or perhaps on the depth 
., of his or her monomania); turning to mathematics, the reader can deter:f 
.~ 	 mine their exact number. But it is obvious that even in a lifetime of dili
( 	 gent reading, one can read only a small portion of the sonnets theoretically 

engendered by the combinatory mechanism: ars longa, vita brevis. The 
rest remain in the potential state, and this fact, more than anything else, 
accounts for the status of this text within the Ouvroir de Litterature poten

tielle. 

i: 
~~' 

' 	 Literary Madness and the Canon 

Left unanalyzed, this innovation, this seemingly ferocious (post)mod
emism, would appear to belie the Oulipo's avowed respect for literary 
tradition. That is, what Oulipians call the "analytic" and the "synthetic" 
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aspects of their work would seem necessarily to be in contradiction. In 
fact, this is not the case, the apparent problem residing in the word "tra
dition": the Oulipo manifests enormous respect for the experimentalist 
tendency within the tradition of literature. Its members have pointed out 
and paid homage to writers from Lasus of Hermione to the Grands Rhe
toriqueurs, from Rabelais to Roussel: these they consider to be their direct 
antecedents, qualifying the work of those writers, slyly, as "plagiarisms 
by anticipation," thereby suggesting the desire of the Oulipo to inscribe 
itself within a certain literary tradition. Georges Perec's "History of the 
Lipogram," for instance, testifies to the importance he accorded to tradi
tion in the production of La Disparition, a 300-page novel written without 
the letter E. This example, perhaps more clearly than another, shatters the 
apparent paradox I alluded to, for as Perec's essay suggests, La Dispari
tion, received as resolutely avant-gardist, is in fact merely the most recent 
manifestation of a venerable literary tradition that can be traced back to 
the sixth century B.C. . 

In that same essay, Perec protests "a critical misappreciation as tena
cious as it is contemptuous": 

Exclusively preoccupied with its great capitals (Work, Style, Inspi
ration, World-Vision, Fundamental Options, Genius, Creation, etc.), 
literary history seems deliberately to ignore writing as practice, as 
work, as play. Systematic artifices, formal mannerisms (that w~ich, 
in the final analysis, constitutes Rabelais, Sterne, Roussel ... ) are 
relegated to the registers of asylums for literary madmen, the "Curi
osities": "Amusing Library," "Treasure of Singularities," "Philologi
cal Entertainments," "Literary Frivolities," compilations of a mania
cal erudition where rhetorical "exploits" are described with suspect 
complaisance, useless exaggeration, and cretinous ignorance. Con
straints are treated therein as aberrations, as pathological monstrosi
ties of language and of writing; the works resulting from them are not 
even worthy to be called "works": locked away, once and for all and 
without appeal, and often by their authors themselves, these works, 
in their prowess and their skillfulness, remain paraliterary monsters 
justiciable only to a symptomology whose enumeration and classifi
cation order a dictionary of literary madness. 

Perec, like the other members of the Oulipo, is aware that the notion of 
literary madness is often invoked in order to suppress innovation and thus 

. to maintain the hegemony of the canon. The Oulipo's attitude toward the 
, concept is thus somewhat ambivalent: on the one hand, relying heavily on 

systematic artifice and formal mannerisms in their own literary praxis, 
they are open to accusations of literary madness, accusations intended to 
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confine them and their work in the literary ghetto. On the other hand, they 
profess interest in literary madmen and, more generally (for obvious rea
sons), in literary marginalia of many sorts. The problem perhaps lies in 
the definition of literary madness and in the rhetoric in which the notion 
is couched. Queneau, who studied literary madmen in the 1930s at the 
Bibliotheque Nationale with a view toward elaborating an encyclopedia of 
folie litteraire, preferred the term "heteroclite." Andre Blavier, whose Les 
Fous litteraires (1982) follows Queneau's initiative, insists that "the ap
pellation 'literary madman' is used nonpejoratively." For the purposes of 
his work, moreover, Blavier establishes several criteria for literary mad
ness: the writer in question must be afou avere (an ~'established madman," 
which may seem to beg the question); he must have been entirely ignored 
by the critics and the general public; his work must have been published 
in printed form; and, finally, he most probably was a rich bourgeois, since 
he would have had to pay the publication costs himself. 

Jean Lescure, in his "Brief History of the Oulipo," alludes to a discus
sion that focused upon the notion of literary madness: 

The position of the Oulipo in regard to literature is determined in 
. memorandum #4, minutes of the meeting on 13 February 1961, in 
the following form: Jean Queval intervened to ask if we are infavor 
of literary madmen. To this delicate question, F. Le Lionnais replied 
very subtly: 

- We are not against them, but the literary vocation interests us 
above all else. 

And R. Queneau stated precisely: 
,-The only literature is voluntary literature. 

We shall have occasion to return to this notion of "voluntary literature"; 
for the moment, suffice it to say that it is linked to the notion of writing as 
praxis. It is through this more than anything else that the Oulipo lays its 
claim to sanity: Georges Perec, asked by an interviewer how he faced the 
risk of madness while writing, responded that he had been accumulating 
experiences of literary "madness" for years without having the impression 
that he was doing anything "madder" than, quite simply, writing.3 

Tradition and Experiment 

The OuJipo's relation to the literary establishment is thus problematical. 
Fran<;ois Le Lionnais addresses this question with ironic relativism: 

The truth is that the Quarrel of the Ancients and the Moderns is per
manent. It began with Zinjanthropus (a million seven hundred and -.~ 
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fifty thousand years ago) and'will end only with humanity-or per
haps the mutants who succeed us will take up the cause. A Quarrel, 
by the way, very badly named. Those who are called the Ancients are 
often the stuffy old descendants of those who in their own day were 
Moderns; and the latter, if they came back among us, would in many 
cases take sides with the innovators and renounce their all too faithful 
imitators. 

For the time being, at least, the weight of the canon or, more properly, 
that of the institutions which codify and guarantee it, is oppressive. And 
for all the radical refusal and apparent subversion of traditional literary 
norms, a rather touching yearning also echoes within the Oulipian enter
prise. If their indignation at being excluded from the mainstream is genu
ine, so is their nostalgia for a time when inclusion, rather than eXclusion, 
was the rule. The former sentiment is perhaps more legitimate than the 
latter, but it is no more insistent in the Oulipo's work, where patently 
polemical stances are often implied through Adamic language:4 palin
dromes, lipograms, tautograms, heretograms, pangrams . 

The tension thus engendered results in a curious paradox in Oulipian 
"analysis": on the one hand, Queneau's work on literary madmen, Bla
vier's Les Fous litteraires, and Perec's "History of the Lipogram," focus
ing as they do upon writers who must surely stand as the most obscure 
figures of Western literature, may be read as prolegomena to a systematic 
erection of an anti-canon. On the other hand, the OUlipo has proclaimed 
its spiritual affinity to literary figures whose place in the canon is unques
tioned by even the most orthodox. In the "Second Manifesto," Fran90is 
Le Lionnais announces this, attenuating the solemnity of an avowal of 
literary debt through irony: "OccaSionally, we discover that a structure we 

believed to be entirely new had in fact already been discovered or invented 

in the past, sometimes even in a distant past. We make it a point of honor 

to recognize such a state of things in qualifying the text in question as 

'plagiarism by ariticipation.' Thus justice is done, and each is rewarded 

according to his merit." 

Jacques Bens returns to this notion, rendering it somewhat more spe
cific, citing as exemplary plagiarizers-by-anticipation Rabelais, Villon, 
Marot, and the Grands Rhetoriqueurs. "And we shall not forget that there 
existed in their time an eminently potential type of literature, the comme
dia dell' arte, which acquired really definite form only at the very moment 
of its staging." 

Perhaps both concerns, the recuperation of obscure literary figures and 
the work on major figures, are symptomatic of a broader irredentist im
pulse. This seems clear, for instance, in Jean Lescure's account of an early 
Oulipian project, a history of experimeiltalliterature: that study undoubt
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edly would have put normative literary hierarchies into question, through 
savant juxtaposition of the marginal and the mainstream; But it must be 
noted (a commentary on this whole problematic as eloquent as any other) 
that the project has thus far failed to bear tangible fruit: 

Our first labors immediately indicated the desire to inscribe the Ou
lipo within a history. The Oulipo didn't claim to innovate at any 
price. The first papers dealt with ancient works, works that might 
serve as ancestors if not as models for the work we wanted to begin. 
This led us to consider according a good deal of our efforts to an 
H.L.E., or Histoire des litteratures experimentales. Here, we saw the 
notion of experimentation or exercise reappear; at the same time we 
were beginning to realize that which distinguished us from the past: 
potentiality.... It's because we had the profound feeling that we 
were not an absolute beginning but rather that we belonged to a tra
dition that the Oulipo decided to bring together texts for an anthology 
of experimental literature. 

In the "synthetic" dimension of the Oulipo's work, devoted to the elab
oration of new poetic structures, an analogous problem presented itself: 
cl\ltural resistance to innovation. As Fran<;ois Le Lionnais puts it in the 
"Second Manifesto": "But can an artificial structure be viable? Does it 
have the slightest chance to take root in the cultural tissue of a society and 
to produce leaf, flower, and fruit? Enthusiastic modernists are convinced 
of it; diehard traditionalists are persuaded of the contrary." 

On this point, "analysis" would seem to inform and 'encourage "synthe
sis," as the Oulipo once again turns to the sonnet, that touchstone of ex
periment in poetic form. Jacques Roubaud pertinently notes that "the first 
sonnet, at the moment of becoming a sonnet, is not a sonnet but a Sicilian 
variant of the Proven<;al cobia. It is only with the thousandth sonnet (or 
more or less-in any case after many sonnets) that the sonnet appears." 
Roubaud further states. that the sonnet, like other traditional constraining 
forms, is imperialistic, for it progressively "invades everything." He ar
gues that this process of multiplication is diametrically opposed to the 
purest concept of potential literature, and warns his' fellow members 
against the temptations thereof: "Oulipian constraint, on the contrary, can 
tend toward multiplicity (toward which, seemingly, it is tending) only in 
ceasing to be Oulipian." 

Multiplicity comes in many colors. Roubaud, I think, speaks for the 
majority in suggesting that the Oulipo not multiply examples of each new 
poetic structure it derives; to do so would be, in a sense, to forge the very 
sort of chains it is trying so diligently to break. But Queneau's Cent Mille 
Milliards de poemes is surely multiple and at the same time, as we have 
seen, quintessentially potential. Thus, whereas the sonnet leads Roubaud 
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to evoke the specter of rigid cultural codification, other members of the 
OUlipo see in that form, on the contrary, possibilities of creative liberty. 

I 
f Fran~ois Le Lionnais alludes to this liberating virtue of form: "Nine or ten 

centuries ago, when a potential writer proposed the sonnet form, he left, 
through certain mechanical processes, the possibility of a choice." If the

I Oulipo has devoted, and continues to devote, much of its effort to an 
examination of the sonnet form, it is largely because of this "choice." I Roubaud notes that "the OUlipian exploration of the sonnet constitutes for 
Queneau a practical means of . . . 'demonstration' according to con
straints." And the demonstration in question takes place in the "analytic" 
as well as the "synthetic" dimensions, as Queneau's experiments on Mal
larme's sonnets in the present collection will show. The latter author oc
cupies a privileged position in the Oulipian laboratory: with poker' face 
firmly in place, Queneau informs us that "Mallarme's sonnets are very 
high-grade material, like the fruit fly in genetics." 

The Workroom 

Returning to first prinCiples, then, there remains the question of methOd; 
here, the image of the laboratory is perhaps not the central one, insofar as 
the group ultimately chose to call itself neither Laboratoire nor Semina ire 
but rather Ouvroir de Litterature Potentielle. The French word ouvroir has 
three principal meanings: it denotes the room in a convent where the nuns 
assemble to 'work, a charitable institution where indigent women engage 
in needlework, and a "sewing circle" Where well-to-do ladies make 
clothes for the poor and vestments for the Church (the English word 
"workroom" thus does not convey the full savor of the term), In choosing 
it, the OUlipo's intention, like that of much of the work produced by the 
group in the last twenty-five years, was undoubtedly both frank and iron
ical. Jean Lescure, in his "Brief History of the OUlipo," playfully suggests 
why the original appellation was changed: "Seminaire bothered us in that 
it conjures up stud farms and artificial insemination; ouvroir, on the con
trary. flattered the modest taste that we shared for beautiful work and good 
deeds: out of rdpect for both fine arts and morals, we consented to join 
the ou to the Ii." 

Moreover, ouvroir is etymologically related to the verb ouvrer, "to 
work," in the sense of "working" a given material: wood, copper, stone, 
and so forth. It is also related to the noun ouvrier, "worker"-as Larousse 
would have it, "a person who, in exchange for a salary, performs manual 
work for an employer." Last, it is related to oeuvre,' herein, one can detect 
the final level of Oulipian taxonomic play. For oeuvre has strayed from 
the etymon in a striking manner: applied to an individual literary text, for 
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instance, it connotes far more than a mere "\I{ork"; applied to a body of 
texts produced by an author, it suggests completion, consecration, canon
ization if you will. When Perec, for instance, criticizes the literary estab
lishment for its disdain of writing "as practice, as work," he is implicitly 
opposing ouvroir to oeuvre, labor to inspiration, collective effort to indi
vidual genius, the artisan to the artist. 

The notion of the artisanal nature·of literary work is central to OUlipian 
poetics. Jacques Roubaud says, "The claim to craftsmanship reflects an 
affirmat(on of amateurism; it is a voluntary archaism." Here, "voluntary" 
is a key word: Queneau, it will be recalled, invoked it in a discussion of 
literary madmen as the sine qua non of literature. And the Oulipo's claim 
to craftsmanship is intimately related to the concept of "voluntary" or 
"conscious" literature, just as it starkly opposes the myth of literary inspi
ration. Jean Lescure speaks of Queneau's attack on literary inspiration in 
Odile, and suggests its importance for the Oulipo as a whole: 

If I may refer to the henceforth famous dictum in Odile, we can add 
to this notion the considerable consequences resulting from the fact 
that: The truly inspired person is never inspired, but always inspired. 
What does this mean? What? This thing so rare, inspiration, this gift 
of the gods which makes the poet, and which this unhappy man never 
quite deserves in spite of all his heartaches, this enlightenment com
ing from who knows where, is it possible that it might cease to be 
capricious, and that any and everybody might find it faithful and 
compliant to his desires? The serious revolution, the sudden change 
this simple sentence introduced into a conception of literature still 
wholly dominated by romantic effusions and the exaltation of subjec
tivity, has never been fully analyzed. In fact, this sentence implied 
the revolutionary conception of the objectivity of literature, and from 
that time forward opened the latter to all possible modes of manipu
lation. In short, like mathematics, literature could be explored. 

And explore it the OUlipians have, from the pyramids of rhopalic verse to 
the bas-relief of Poe's tomb. As "analysis" nourishes "synthesis," one of 
the Oulipo's principal goals becomes clearer: as Queneau puts it, the Ou
lipo intends to elaborate "a whole arsenal in which the poet may pick and 
choose, whenever he wishes to escape from that which is called inspira
tion," an elegant formulation of the Oulipo Militant. 

Formal Constraint 

Erecting the aesthetic of formal constraint, then, the Oulipo simultane
ously devalues inspiration. As Franc;ois Le Lionnais notes, there are many -
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degrees of constraint, ranging from minimal to maximal: "Every literary 
work begins with an inspiration (at least that's what its author suggests) 
which must accommodate itself as well as possible to a series of con
straints and procedures that fit inside each other like Chinese boxes. Con
straints of vocabulary and grammar, constraints of the novel (division into 
chapters, etc.) or of classical tragedy (rule of the three unities), constraints 
of general versification, constraints of fixed forms (as in the case of the 
rondeau or the sonnet), etc." 

Clearly, Le Lionnais conceives the range of constraint in terms of a 
hierarchy. Simplifying grossly, one might postulate three levels: first, a 
minimal level, constraints of the language in which the text is written; 
second, an intermediate level, including constraints of genre and certain 
literary norms; third, a maximal level, that of consciously preelaborated 
and voluntarily imposed systems of artifice. No text can skirt the minimal 
level and remain readable; perhaps no text can wholly avoid the interme
diate level. But it is the maximal level that concerns the Oulipo: this is 
what they refer toin using the word "constraint"; this is what characterizes 
their Own poetic production and, consequently, the model they propose to others. 

Implicit in the aesthetic of formal constraint is a rather broad leap of 
faith in the passage from production to reception. If the Oulipo insists on 
rigidly constraining formal organization, it is in the belief that this will 
engender texts of exceptional merit, another avatar of the aesthetic of difo 
jiculre vaincue. It rapidly becomes clear that this, too, can be conceived 
as a hierarchy: increaSing the diffiCUlty of the problems posed necessarily 
increaseS-here is the leap of faith-the· merit of its eventual solution. 
Thus, Franc;ois Le Lionnais is moved to argue: 

The efficacy of a structure-that is, the extent to which it helps a 
writer-depends primarily on the degree of difficulty imposed by 
rules that are more or less constraining. 

Most writers and readers feel (or pretend to feel) that extremely 

constraining structures such as the acrostic, spoonerisms, the lipo

gram, the palindrome, or the holorhyme (to cite only these five) are 

mere examples of acrobatics and deserve nothing more than a wry 

grin, since they could never help to engender truly valid works of art. 

Never? Indeed. People are a little too quick to sneer at acrobatics. 

Breaking a record in one of these extremely constraining structures 

can in itself serve to justify the work; the emotion that derives from 

its semantic aspect constitutes a value which should certainly not be 

overlooked, but which remains nonetheless secondary. 


If the OUlipo is unanimous in promoting the use of formal constraint, 
there is, however, some internal debate as to the number of texts reSUlting 

....c 
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from any given constraint. Queneau, as Roubaud sees it, calls for unicity: 
once a constraint is elaborated, a few texts are provided to illustrate it. 
The group then turns to other concerns, and the texts thus engendered are 
disseminated to the public. Roubaud himself, we recall, cautions against 
the proliferation of texts resulting from a given constraint; for him, "the 
ideal constraint gives rise to one text only." Most severely doctrinaire of 
all would seem to be Le Lionnais, characterized by Roubaud as an "ultra" 
because of his insistence that the only text of value is the one that formu
lates the constraint; all texts resulting therefrom, preaches Le Lionnais, 
must be banished to the. limbo of the "applied Oulipo." Roubaud argues 
that Le Lionnais's position neglects the deductive aspect of the method, 
and postulates that "a constraint must 'prove' at least one text." 

Regarding the nature of the constraint itself, though, there seems to be 
widespread agreement. As Roubaud puts it, "A good Oulipian constraint 
is a simple constraint." Of course, this does not mean that the application 
of the constraint will be simple; neither does it mean that the text resulting 
from it will be simple. Consider the case of Georges Perec's La Dispari
tion, the novel written without the letter E. What could be simpler than 
the decision to exclude a letter of the alphabet from a text? Patently, this 
constraint is simple and thus-another leap of faith-elegant. In the pas
sage from conception to application, however, simplicity engenders com
plexity: as Perec himself notes, "the principle of the lipogram is childishly 
simple; its application can prove to be excessively difficult." 

Roubaud postulates "two principles sometimes respected in Oulipian 
work": first, that "a text written according to a constraint must speak of 
this constraint," and second, that "a text written according to a mathema
tizable constraint must contain the consequences of the mathematical 
theory it illustrates."s He cites La Disparition as an example of the first 

. principle, and suggests that it is precisely in this, rather than merely in its 
length, that the text differs from all previous experiments in the lipogram: 

In what does the Oulipization of this constraint, as old or almost as 
old as the alphabet, consist? In this, which is a fundamental trait: 
that, as opposed to the different plagiarists who use the lipogram as a 
process of translation (Nestor of Laranda and the Iliad), process of 
mnemotechnics, mQral or metaphysical formulary ... the constraint 
therein is at once principle of the writing of the text, its developmen
tal mechanism, and at the same time the meaning of the text: La 
Disparition is a novel about a disappearance, thedisappeatance of 
the e; it is thus both the story of what it recounts and the story of the 
constraint that creates that which is recounted. This highly involuted 
aspect of constraint (which is undoubtedly not proper to Oulipian 
constraint, but which is in this case practically pure) is a direct con-
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sequence of the Oulipian constraints, which may be formulated in the 
following manner: 

Axiom: Constraint is a principle, not a means. 

Perec, for his part, lucidly announces the final virtue of the aesthetic 
(already hinted at by Fran~ois Le Lionnais): the liberating potential of 
rigorous formal constraint: "In this sense, the Suppression of the letter, of 
the typographical sign, of the basic prop, is a purer, more objective, more 
decisive operation, something like ,constraint degree zero, after which 
everything becomes possible." This aspect of the aesthetic is startling, 
since it seems so strongly counterintuitive, and yet Perec and his fellow 
members appear to be persuaded of it. Perec, whose considerable poetic 
production might serve as a casebook on systematic artifice, even goes so 
far as to suggest that Writing a poem "freely" would be more problematical 
for him than Writing according to a system of formal constraint: "I don't 
for the moment intend to write poetry other than in adopting such con
straints. . . . The intense difficulty posed by this sort of production . . . 
paUs in comparison to the terror I would feel in writing 'poetry' freely."6 

Granted that formal constraint becomes the hallmark of the Oulipian 
text, Paul Braffort is led to characterize the Oulipo's work as "non
Jourdanian literature."7 The allusion, of course, is to MOliere's Bourgeois 
Gentilhomme, II, iv, where Monsieur Jourdain discovers to his astonish
ment that "everything which is not prose is poetry, and everything which 
is not poetry is prose." Braffort's comment is both amusing and highly 
ironic, but it nonetheless advances the rather serious suggestion that tra
ditional taxonomy is no longer sufficient in distinguishing between "quasi
amorphous texts and texts produced according to rigorous constraints." To 
offer a concrete illustration of this, one might argue, for instance, that La 
Disparition resembles Harry Mathews's "Liminal Poem" more closely 
than it resembles Eugenie Grandet; or that the Cent Mille Milliards de 
poemes is fundamentally more similar to !talo Calvino's novel If on a 

winter's night a traveler, or even to Sceve's Delie, than it is to Nerval's 

Chimeres. Through all these pyrotechnics, the Oulipo's message is at once 

becomingly modest and outrageously bold; Jean Lescure has offered a 

lapidary formulation thereof: "What the Oulipo intended to demonstrate 

was that these constraints are felicitous, generous, and are in fact literature 
itself." 

Mathematics 

OUlipian systems of formal constraint are often based on the alphabet. But 
in many cases, as the reader has undoubtedly begun to suspect, the nature 
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of Oulipian constraint is mathematical. At the center of the group's poetics 
is the idea of the essential analogy of mathematics and literature. Muchof 
their work may be seen as an attempt to demonstrate the complementarity 
of these two modes of discourse, which are thought by many to be mu
tually exclusive. While the reciprocal relations of music and literature 
have received a considerable amount of attention-one could catalogue 
examples from Orpheus to Doctor Faustus-the same is not true of math
ematics and literature, although some suggest that mathematics is the link 
between literature and music, and music is what poetry aspires to. Argu
ably, the connection between architecture and literature (which seems 
clear, for instance, in the architectonic elegance of fixed form poetry, and 
is demonstrably insistent on the thematic level in many works whose for
mal organization would appear to be less rigorous, the most salient ex
ample being Hugo's Notre-Dame de Paris) is essentially a connection be
tween literature and mathematics. 

In spite of this resistance, the notion of the analogy of mathematics and 
literature has always existed on the margins of the latter, and this aspect 
of theOulipian enterprise has a certain number of authoritative antecedc 

ents. Pythagoras, for example, taught that number was the essence of all 
things, and that any relation, from natural relations to those occurring in 
music and poetics, could be expressed mathematically. Plato, in the Meno 
and the Republic, argues that geometry is the foundation of all kilowleag-e: 
this belief, and the consequences for aesthetics that arise from it,revived 
in the neo-Platonic disputes of the Middle Ages. In the Renaissance, the 
aesthetics of mathematics and the mathematics of aesthetics are clear in 
the work of ~eonardQ. Later, in France, .Descartes, Pascal, and d' Alem

~"b_~I1_.were both writers and mathematicians. rn-Germaiiy:"~cliopennatrer 
(in World as Will and Idea) suggested the similarity of poetical and math
ematical conceptualization. Lautreamont, in his Poesies, argues that "po
etry is geometry par excellenc-e~i;uslrigt1rat notion in a global and singu

'I' 	 larly vituperative attack on Romanticism. But it is perhaps Lewis Carroll 
who best achieves what Fran"ois Le Lionnais refers to as the~8.Igam" 
of mathematics and literature: that is, the conscious application of one to 
the other, the exploitation of their potential for interpenetration. In our 
own century, yal¢r;: .studied mathematics as "a model of acts of the mind ," 
and e?J!!"Pound,_,in.Jus . .spirit..91E.~m,!~!!E.!: declares that "poetry is a sort 
of inspired mathematics." Finally, the mutual complementarity of litera
ture and mathematics has been elaborated at some length by Scott Bu

;,t- chanan, in Poe~1JI...E!!!!.._!dathem,!!iE..~~ although it must be noted that hIs 
point of view betrays a distinct bias toward mathematics. 

Fran"ois Le Lionnais situates the Oulipo's contribution to this tradition 
as follows: "Visited by mathematical grace, a small minority of writers 
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and artists (small, but weighty) have written intelligently and enthusiasti
cally about 'the queen of sciences.' Infinitely rarer are those who-like 
Pascal and d'Alembert-possessed double nationality and distinguished 
themselves both as writers (or artists) and as mathematicians. Outside, 
perhaps,'of Lewis Carroll and some Oulipians, I know of only Raymond 
Queneau who has brought about in his work, to such a fine degree, the 
intimate amalgam of poetical inspiration and mathematical sense of structure." 

The notion of "double nationality" is singularly appropriate in the case 
ofthe OuIipo, for the group harbors many fine amateur mathematicians as 
well as three professionals: 15ues Roubaud, Claude Berge, and Paul ?fe, 
Braffort, whose fields of specialization are, respectively, pure mathernat::'" 

tics, graph theory, and artificial intelligence. It is thus wholly logical to 
find that whereas the antimathematical prejudice in literature is often artic
ulated around the more pernicious fear of the mechanistic model that sub-
tends it, the Oulipb embraces this mechanistic model. In doing so, its 
members are conscious of working against the grain of contemporary po
etics, yet they remain convinced that mathematics is functional in even 
the most apparently amathematical text. Queneau himself noted a very 
elemental level of this function: "The poet, however refractory toward 
mathematics he may be, is nonetheless obliged to count up to twelve in 
order to compose an alexandrine." 

Roubaud, for his part, notes the influence of ~icolas Bourbaki's Ete
.!!Jents de Mathematique on ,the Oulipo, calling the former "a soifor math":. 
ematical surrealism." Roubaud further characterizes the essential stance of 
the group in this regard: "To comport oneself toward language as if the 
latter could be mathematized; and language can be mathematized, more~ 
over, in a very specific fashion." This leads him to formUlate a series of ':J 

conjectures aruLp.rinci12ks: "Arithmetic applied to la~~s rise to 

te:!!s"; "Language producing texts gives rise !():.~tQ~fic"; "A constraint ,

~_~Q..~iorii:Of.:a:texe'·;·"Wrmiig'undei"(jUIipran constraint is the equi valenr· 

<.~. 


of the drafting of a mathematical text which may be formalized according 

to the axiomatic method." The polemical, reactive intent of these state
ments is obvious-they of course rejoin the broader attack on the notion 

of literary inspiration-but apart from that, the theory they expose corre
sponds very closely to Oulipian praxis, as several of the essays in the 

present collection will demonstrate. They may also suggest the long 

march from simple arithmetic to the form of higher mathematics that Ou-

Jipo privileges in its work: combinatorics. Claude Berge, in "For a Poten
tial Analysis of Combinatory Literature," has offered a definition of Com
binatorics, suggesting the importance of the discipline within Oulipian 
,ppetics: 
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One has to wait until 1961 for the expression combinatory litera
ture to be used, undoubtedly for the first time, by Fran~ois Le Lion
nais, in the postface to Raymond Queneau's Cent Mille Milliards de 
poemes. Literature is a known quantity, but combinatorics? Makers 
of dictionaries and encyclopedias manifest an extreme degree of cow
ardice when it comes to giving a definition of the latter; one can 
hardly blame their insipid imprecision, since traditional mathemati
cians who "feel" that problems are of combinatory nature very sel
dom are inclined to engage in systematic and independent study of 
the methods of resolving them. 

In an attempt to furnish a more precise definition, we shall rely on 
the concept of configuration; one looks for a configuration each time 
one disposes of a finite number of objects, and one wishes to dispose 
them according to certain constraints postulated in advance; Latin 
squares and finite geometries are configurations, but so is the ar
rangement of packages of different sizes in a drawer that is too small, 
or the disposition of words or sentences given in advance (on the 
condition that the given constraints be sufficiently "crafty" for the 
problem to be real). Just as arithmetic studies whole numbers (along 
with the traditional operations), as algebra studies operations in gen
eral, as analysis studies functions, as geometry studies forms that are 
rigid and topology those that are not, so combinatorics, for its part, 
studies configurations. It attempts to demonstrate the existence of 
configurations of a certain type. And if this existence is no longer in 
doubt, it undertakes to count them (equalities or inequalities of count
ing), or to list them ("listing"), or to extract an "optimal" example 
from them (the problem of optimization). 

It is thus not surprising to learn that a systematic study of these 
problems revealed a large number of new mathematical concepts, 
easily transposable into the realm of language, and that the pruritus 
of combinatorics has wrought its worst on the Oulipian breast. 

Here, it should be noted that Oulipian aesthetics rejoins the critical 
, avant-garde: in the mid-1960s, critics such as ~q_.J~£2...and B. A. 

;!)};;' Uspenski began to apply the name "combinatorics" to the permutational 
phenomena in certain narrative forms (these phenomena and their combi
natoric nature having of course been pointed out, much earlier, by Vladi

~ .~r ~l?P' but without using the magic word). The term graduallyCiiiile 
to acquire the critical vogue that it enjoys tOday. Many of the essays in the 
present collection testify to the Oulipo's concern with combinatorics: Que
neau's "A Story as You Like It" and "The Relation X Takes Y for Z," Italo 
Calvino's "Prose and Anticombinatorics," Paul Fournel's "The Theater 
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Tree: A Combinatory Play," Harry Mathews's "Mathews's AlgOrithm," 
and Bens, Berge, and Braffort's "Recurrent Literature" all speculate upon, 
or exploit, combinatoric theory and its potential. 

If the Oulipo insists upon combinatorics in its poetics, it is perhaps 
because combinatorics, whose status as a mathematical discipline is now 
establishe4, is demonstrably functional in many literary structures, even 
some of the most traditional ones. That is, combinatorics offers a privi
leged locus for the interplay of mathematics and literature. All of this, 
perhaps inevitably, granted the practical problems inherent in the manip
ulation of complex combinatoric structures, leads to experimentation with 
computers. Queneau, in "Potential Literature," which dates from early 
1964, says that the constant lamento of the group at that time was its Jack 
of access to sophisticated machinery. Since then, things have changed for 
the OUlipo, as they have for many of us; Paul Fournel's "Computer and 
Writer: The Centre Pompidou Experiment" seems to suggest that the Ou
lipo in the future progressively will be drawn toward a more systematic 
exploration of the literary possibilities offered by the computer. 

Aleatorics and Anti-Aleatorics 
If the image of the computer has undoubtedly caused many literati to 
shudder, conjuring up as it does the machine and its ghost, it must be 
noted that it is because of the potential the computer furnishes to the 
mechanistic model that the OUIipians are drawn to it. The computer con
stitutes thus another arm in the arsenal they deploy against the notion of 
inspiration and, in a broader sense, against the avowed bete noire of the 
Oulipo: the aleatory. For another way of considering the OUlipian enter
prise is as a sustained attack on the aleatory in literature, a crusade for the 

maximal motivation of the literary sign. All of their work, from short 

exercises in highly constraining form to far longer texts resulting from the 

application of OuIipian theory, from the indications of a nostalgic longing 

for a mythological primitive language to their insistence on voluntary or 

conscious literature, may be read in this light. As Jacques Bens expresses 

the position: "The members of the Oulipo have never hidden their abhor

rence of the aleatory, of bogus fortunetellers and penny-ante lotteries: 

'The OuIipo is anti-chance,' the OUlipian Claude Berge affirmed one day 

with a straight face-:wJiich leaves no doubt about our aversion to the dice 

shaker. Make no mistake about it: potentiality is uncertain, but not a mat

,ter of chance. We know perfectly well everything that can happen, but we 
don't know whether it will happen." 

Jacques Roubaud echoes Bens, in a discussion of Queneau's notion of 

voluntary literature: "The intentional, voluntary character of constraint to 
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which he insistently alludes time and again is for him indissolubly linked 
to this lively refusal of the frequent equation of chance and freedom." The 
seeming paradox we noted in Oulipian aesthetics, the belief that systems 
of formal constraint-far from restricting a writer-actually afford a field 
of creative liberty, is again apparent here. Queneau affirms, "The classic.w, 
pl~y_Wght \!'b9,,'!'{Jjt~SJli_~,!:ra,&e.,~X, <?l.J~~J:Yi.ng"~_~~rtain"nl!.mQ~rgfJ@liUar 
rl.1..c:.\~"isJreer than the poet who writes that which comes into ,his head and 
who is, the'slave'ofotbeffUleS-o(which"he"fs'Gioorani:"The QueneTffan 
vision of liberty IS classic'afinthifsense, insofar as its enabling condition 
is lucidity. His attack on the aleatory springs in part from his reaction 
against the surrealists, a group with which he was briefly associated and 
from which, like many others, he was summarily excommunicated. The 
surrealists erected the aleatory and the psychological construct based on 
it, the unconscious, as a means of transcendence; it becomes rapidly clear 
that Queneau's aesthetic is diametrically opposed to theirs. His attack on 
chance reflects, says Roubaud, "rejection of the mystical belief according 
to which freedom maybe born from ,the random elimination of con
straints ." 

And yet, in this play of terms-in which "aleatory," "random," "inspi
ration," and "ignorance" are opposed to "conscious," "voluntary," "con
straint," and "lucidity"-tensions and even contradictions exist, for the 
aleatory cunningly seems to insinuate itself even where efforts to exclude 
it are most diligent. Roubaud recognizes this and tries to explain it, using 
as an example Queneau's fascination with the series of prime numbers 
(called by Fran~ois Le Lionnais "those rebel angels"): he argues that Que
neau became interested in them precisely because they "imitate chance 
while obeying a law"; consequently, chance is exorcised, since it is rec
ognized for what it is and thus is mastered. His argument suggests a far 
thornier question going directly to the heart of Oulipian poetics: what if 
the law itself is aleatory-for instance, the mathematical law that permits 
us to engender the series of prime numbers or, analogously, the system of 
constraint through which an Oulipian text is generated? Speaking specifi
cally of the Oulipian aesthetic of formal constraint, Roubaud is forced to 
admit a contradiction: "Queneau's attitude (and that of the Oulipo) toward 
traditional constraints, if it is less bold and naive than Bourbaki's, reflects 
nonetheless the inherent ambiguity of the procedure: on the one hand, the 
eminently arbitrary character of constraints is revindicated; at the same 
time traditional constraints are marked as arbitrary, but, precisely because 
they are traditional and solidly anchored in history, they guard a power of 
fascination that situates them elsewhere, beyond the arbitrary ... it is 
difficult to get out of this." 

Jacques Bens touches upon the same problem in a discussion of Que
neau's work: 
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Before soliciting any other sort of potentiality, I would like to re
spond to an objection that came to my mind as we went along. "It is 
well known," one might object, "that Raymond Queneau constructs 
his novels with obstinate and laborious rigor, and cannot tolerate 
leaving anything to chance (he himself says it). How can one recon
cile such rigor with the vagueness, the incertitude, the approxima" tions that'necessarily accompany potentiality?" 

I believe, actually, that the contradictions exist solely in appear
ance. Or rather that there is no contradiction: it is the problem that is 
ill-formulated. For the writer never claimed thathe detested incerti
tude itself but merely that incertitude born of chance, which is not at 
all the same thing. 

On the other hand, it might very well be the same thing, and in any 
case the distinction that Bens draws is too nice to be of much practical 
value in resolving the dilemma. Perhaps one stage in the group's evolution 
is passed when Oulipians realize that a throw of the dice will never abolish 
chance; at least one other aspect of their poetics would seem to support 
such a suspicion: the rehabilitation of the clinamen. In Lucretius's account 
of Epicurean atomic theory, the clinamen atomorum, or swerving of the 
atoms (De rerum natura II, 216-93) is an essential part of the model. The 
random, aleatory nature of the swerving of the atoms as they fall is pos
tulated in opposition to the constant, straight fall of the atoms in Derpo
critus's model. Thus, the random is opposed to the deterministic, and the 
clinamen acquires the status of the locus, and consequently the guarantor, 
of free will. Stone-dead for nigh on two millennia, the clinamen has been 
resurrected in the last decade in critical discourse by a swprising variety 
of people and made to serve a surprising variety of purposes: Harold 
Bloom has used it extensively, as has Michel Serres, who passes it along 
to Jeffrey Mehlman; Rene Thom engendered a polemic articulated around 
the concept, in which Edgar Morin, Henri Atlan, and Ilya Prigogine par
ticipated.

s 
(It is both astonishing and perversely rewarding to note a con

vergence between the OuIipo and Harold Bloom: in both cases, the virus 
of the clinamen seems to have been transmitted, fittingly enough, by
Alfred Jarry. ) 

Within the OUlipo, it is Georges Perec who has furnished the most lucid 
explanation of the clinamen. In a discussion of his novel, La Vie mode 
d' emploi-a text elaborated according to several very rigorous systems of 
formal constraint-Perec notes that a constitutive element (a chapter, in 
this case) of his otherwise rigidly symmetrical structure has been deliber
ately omitted, and ex~lains why this must be so: 

More fundamentally, this chapter must disappear in order to break the 

symmetry, to introduce an error into the system, because when a sys

mailto:l.J~~J:Yi.ng"~_~~rtain"nl!.mQ~rgfJ@liUar
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tern of constraints is established, there must also be anticonstraint 
within it. The system of constraints-and this is important-must be 
destroyed. It must not be rigid; there must be some play in it; it must, 
as they say, "creak" a bit; it must not be completely coherent; there 
must be a clinamen-it's from Epicurean atomic theory: "The world 
functions because from the outset there is a lack of balance." Accord
ing to Klee, "Genius is the error in the system"; perhaps I'm being 
too arrogant in saying that, but in Klee's Vl::ork, it is very important.9 

How are we to interpret this new "swerve" in Oulipian theory? Is it the 
flaw in the system, rather than the system itself, that assures creative lib
erty, just as the clinamen assures free will? Is this the final victory of the 
aleatory over the motivated? Is it the first note of a tocsin and, if so, for 
whom tolls the bell? In any case, probably not for the Oulipians: their 
regenerative powers, one notes with reassurance, are astounding. Italo 
Calvino, for one, is extraordinarily sanguine; in concluding his essay 
"Prose and Anticombinatorics," he brings this whole problematic full 
circle, suggesting that the computer, that scourge of the aleatory, be placed 
at the service of the clinamen: "This clearly demonstrates, we believe, 
that the aid of a computer, far from replacing the creative act of the artist, 
permits the latter rather to liberate himself from the slavery of a combi
natory search, allowing him also the best chance of concentrating on this 
'clinamen' which, alone, can make of the text a true work of art." 

Scriptor Ludens, Lector Ludens 

Even at its most polemical, even at its most ferociously doctrinaire, the 
Oulipo's work over the past twenty-five years has consistently been ani
mated by a most refreshing spirit of playfulness. The Oulipian text is quite 
explicitly offered as a game, as a system of ludic exchange between author 
and reader. Jacques Bens declares that "a potential work is a work which 
is not limited to its appearances, which contains secret riches, which will
ingly lends itself to exploration." Used here to suggest the ideal process of 
reception, the key word is exploration, especially in view of the fact that 
the Oulipo uses the term to characterize its own efforts in the process of 
production. The parallelism thus implied privileges the reader, and this is 
indeed another central concept in Oulipian theory. Says Bens, "For Que
neau (I repeat: for him), there is no, or very little, literature without a 
reader." And Queneau himself demands the reader's participation, refus
ing on behalf of the latter any possibility of passivity toward the literary 
text: "Why shouldn't one demand a certain effort on the reader's part? 
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Everything is alway~p-lained tQ...bim....H~ must eventually tire of being 
treated witlL~pC' For Queneau, reading muStoeaconsctoU.f,
avoluntary act ofdecoding. Speaking of his own work, he declares that 
the novel should resemble an onion, suggesting through this image a hi
erarchy of hermeticism. This textual hierarchy will necessarily be engaged 
by a hierarchy of reading in the reception process, and indeed by a hier
archy of readers, "some being content merely to strip away the first layer 
of Skin, While the others, far fewer, strip it layer after layer." What Que
neau was calling for, from the point of view at once of the writer and of 
the reader, is what Roland Barthes would later come to designate as the 
texte de jouissance, or text of ecstasy. Adopting Queneau's aesthetic and 
broadening it to <:haracterize the Oulipian quest as a whole, Jacques Bens says; 

Potential literature would be that which awaits a reader, which yearns 
for him, which needs him in order to fully realize itself. Here, we are 
suddenly plunged into a somber perplexity, for everything that has 
any claim to be literature presents itself much in this way, from 
Michel de Saint-Pierre to Fran¥ois Mauriac. 

However, if we return to the matter at hand-I mean, to our on
ion-we will recall that the first postulate of potentiality is the secret, 
that which is hidden beneath the appearances, and the encouragement 
for discovery. Nothing prevents us then from deciding that there will 
be potentia/literature if one disposes of both a resistant work and an 
explorer. 

Thus, to the concept of potential writing corresponds that of potential 
reading. Faced with this conclusion, some may feel that OUlipian gener
osity is overshadowed by Oulipian brashness: the radical valorization of 
the status of the reader, rather than a gift, may seem a dare. And perhaps 
it is, but it is largely mitigated by the ludic spirit in which it is proposed. 

. For serious and playful intent are not mutually exclusive in the Oulipo's 
they are, on the contrary, inSistently and reciprocally implicative. 

although this posture leads some to dismiss their work as "mere" 
the OUlipians hold fast to the notion of lUdic literature. Addressing 

question, Jacques Roubaud argues that Oulipian work, granted its 
'fundamentally innovative nature, "cannot avail itself of any so-called se

finality of any of the criteria serving today in scientific domains to 
fl~mmate research that unduly jostles accepted perspectives," and con

;c1l1desthat its categorization as play is thus inevitable. But, he says, "it 
be noted that Queneau does not refuse this often intentionally pejo

(in the case of those who distribute the labels) marginalization of 
OUlip,o." Indeed, far from refusing it, Queneau embraces the notion: 
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I will insist, however, on the qualifier "amusing." Surely, certain of 
our labors may appear to be mere pleasantries, or simple witticisms, 
analogous to certain parlor games. 

Let us remember that topology and the theory of numbers sprang 
hi part from that which used to be called "mathematical entertain
ments," "recreational mathematics." I salute in passing the memory 
of Bachet de Meziriac, author of Problemes plaisants et delectables 
qui se font par les nombres (1612-not, as Larousse says, 1613), 
and one of the first members of the French Academy. Let us also 
remember that the calculation of probabilities was at first nothing 
other than an anthology of "diversions," as Bourbaki states in the 
"~otice Historique" of the twenty-first fascicle on Integration. And 
likewise game theory until von Neumann. 

Franc;ois Le Lionnais foresaw the same problem and attempted to de
fuse it in the "First Manifesto," employing a judicious (and entirely char
acteristic) mixture of humor and polemic: "A word at the end for the 
benefit of those particularly grave people who condemn without consid
eration and without appeal all work wherein is manifested any propensity 
'for pleasantry. When they are the work of poets, entertainments, pranks, 
and hoaxes still fall within the domain of poetry. Potential literature re
mains thus the most serious thing in the world. Q.E.D." 

'But this aspect of Oulipian poetics cuts far deeper than either Queneau 
or Le Lionnais suggests. At its heart is the belief that play is central to 
literature and, in a broader sense, to the aesthetic experience; in this, Ou

~ lipians fervently concur with JQl@!..l-!~izinga, who asserted that "all po
. etry is born of play," extending his argumentfrom poetry to culture itself. 

And play they do, as often as not with the tropes of their own discourse: 
the forbidding Oulipian "arsenal" of literary structures alluded to previ
ously becomes in Le Lionnais the "Institute for Literary Prosthesis," a 
charitable institution (and thus an entirely logical annex of the ouvroir) 
devoted to helping congenitally handicapped authors or those unlucky 
enough to have been maimed in the literary wars. This, then, is the atti
tude they adopt toward their own enterprise, an attitude whereby, through 
recourse to irony and humor, the temptations of self-sufficiency are reso
lutely kept at bay. A definition proposed by the group in its early days 
illustrates this attitude nicely, and will perhaps serve as a convenient point 
of conclusion for these introductory remarks: 

'>X Oulipians: rats who must build the labyrinth from which they propose 
to escape. 

~ 


A Note on the lranslations 


Reading an OUIipian text is challenging; translating it a fortiori, can be 
very difficult ·ndeed. For translation is a sort of rea ng, except that the 
original text m impose its fearful symmetry mor immediately upon a 
translator than u on a reader. My great delight in eading Oulipian work 
(it would be both oolish and useless to try to de this bias) is largely 
engendered by that mmetry, upon which the uUpo has wagered more 
heavily than most, an I hope that some of it Wi 1 survive my translation. 

The texts have been osen from four sour s. "Potential Literature" is 
from Queneau's Batons, chiffres et lettres. 'Rule and Constraint" was 
published in Pratiques 39 983). "Lipo: Fi st Manifesto," "Second Man
ifesto," "Brief History of th OuHpo,"" College de Pataphysique and 
the Oulipo," "History of the L ogram,"" or a Potential Analysis of Com
binatory Literature," "The Re tion X akes Y for Z," "A Story as You 
Like It," and "The Theater Tre A C mbinatory Play" were taken from 
La Utterature potentielle. "Limi 1 oem," "Queneau Oulipian," "Ray
mond Queneau and the Amalgam 0 athematics and Literature," "Math
ematics in the Method of Raym Queneau," "Recurrent Literature," 
"Mathews's Algorithm," "Comp' ter d Writer: The Centre Pompidou 
Experiment," and "Prose and A ticomb atorics" are from Atlas de litter
ature potentielle, as is much 0 the biblio raphical material. 

These texts present a ve ginous rang of style, from the polemical 

language of the manifest to the more c nventionally discursive lan

guage of, for instance," istory of the Lipo m." I hope that some of 

this range will be appare t in translation. In th e instances where canon

ical poets (Ronsard, R ine, Mallarme) are quo ct, I have cravenly cho

sen to use extant au ritative translations, being r my part exceedingly 

reluctant to incur pa al criticism for rushing in whe angels fear to tread. 

I am thus all the re grateful to Harry Mathews fo having supplied his 

Own translation f "L'AlgOrithm de Mathews": tha translation is, of 

course, authori tive in every sense of the word. 


Certain pas ges in the texts presented here assume a amiliarity with 
French cult e or literature uncommon outside of France. n others, the 
author rna allude to Oulipian exercises or procedures,not in uded in this 
collectio . And still other references are obscure, perhaps i entionally 
so. I h e tried to attenuate these difficulties in providing notes wherever 
suppl entary information seemed necessary. These are follow by the 
indi tion (WM); all other notes are the authors' own. The reader hould 
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After attending a lecture in Halle by Wiener 

; (not Norbert, obviously) on the theorems of 
. Desargues and Pappus, David Hilbert, 

t, waiting in the Berlin station for the train to 
Koenigsberg, murmured pensively: Hlnstead 
ofpoints. straight lines, and planes, it would 
be perfectly possible to use the words tables, 
chairs, and tankards." This reflection gave 
birth to a work that appeared in 1899, The 
Fundamentals oj Geometry, in which the author 

established in definitive (or pro,visionally 
definitive) fashion the axiomatic system of 
Euclidean geometry (and of several others 
besides). Taking this illustrious example as 
my model, I have here set out an axiomatic 

system for literature, respect~vely replacing 
the expressions Hpoints," Hstraight lines", 

and IIplanes" of Hilbert's propositions with 

3 
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It ds " II "d II L - " WOl1 , sentences, an paragrap1l5. 

For some time now a translation of The 
Fundamentals tf Geometry has been available in 
English (Open Court, Townsend, New 
York, 1950); the reader can easily refer to 

the original formulations. It should be noted 

that Hilbert presents five groups of axioms: 

those of connection, order, parallels, 

congruence, and continuity. 

1 

4 


FIRST GROUP OF AXIOMS 

(axioms ofconnection) 

I, I ~ A senttnce exists containing two given words. 

COMMENT: Obvious. Example: given the 

two words a and""there exlSts a "" a, . 

sentence containing these two words - ItA 
violinist gives the vocalist her a." 

I, 2 - No more than one sentence exists containing 
two givtn words. . ! 

COMMENT: This, on the other hand, may 

occasion surprise. Nevertheless, if one con
ds 1"siers'd th. e wor "years" and"ear y , once 

the following sentence containing them has 
been written, namely "For years I went to 

bed early," dearly all other sentences such as 

·"For years I went to bed right after supper" 

or ItFor years I did not go to bed late" are 

merely pseudo-sentences that should be 

5 
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rejected by virtue of the above axiom. 

~.' . 'SCHOUUM: Naturally, if IIFor years I went 
to bed right after supper" is the sentence 
written originally, ltFor years I went to bed 

" early" becomes the sentence to be exduded 
by virtue of the axiom I, 2. In other words, 
no one can write A la recherche dutmlpsptrtlu 

.twice. 

1,3- There are at least two words in a sentence; at 

least three words exist that do not all belong to the sa1'(tl 

sentence. 

COMMENT: Thus there are no one-word 
tty " liN ""H lip "sentences. es, o,ey,II sst are 

not sentences. In regard to the second part 
of the axiom: the implicit assumption is that 
the language used comprises at least three 
words . (a truism in the case of French and 
English) and furthermore that the possible 

"existence of a sentence comprising all the 
words in a language (or all wordsJess one, or 

less two) is excluded. \ 

I, 4a - A paragraph exists including three. words that 

6 
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do not all belong to the same sentence. " 

COMMENT: A paragraph consequendy com
prises at least two sentences. 

It is to be noted that the manner in which 
the axioms I, I through t 4 'are formulated 
contradicts axiom I, 2, since all four require 
for their articulation the words U words" and 
/~sentences" whereas, according to the said 

axiom, no more than one sentence con
taining them should exist. 

It is therefore possible to formulate the 
following metaliterary axiom: 

Axioms a~e notgoverned by axioms. 

I, 4b - Every paragraph contains at least one word. 

COMMENT: Thererore es, 0, ey,r:. Ity"" UN "IIH " 
Psst," which according to I, 3 are not 
sentences, cannot by themselves constitute 
paragraphs. 

I, 5 - Not more than one paragraph exists containing 
three words that do not belong to the same sentence. 

CQMMENT: As in I, 2, the question of 

7 
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and adjectives, for example). 

(See the comment on theorem 1.) 

I. 8 - At leastjour words exist that do not belong to 
the same paragraph. 

COMMENT: This means· that a IItext" con.. 

sisting of a single paragraph does not 
deserve the designation IItext"; that, 

furthermore, the language (French, English) 
contains sufficient words (four at least). 

(See as well the Comment to I. 3.) 

In commenting on axiom It 7. we did not 
explore all the consequences that can be 
drawn from it (as well as from other axioms 
already considered). We introduce forthwith 
the first theorem demonstrated by Hilbert: 

THEOREM I . Two discrete sentences in the same 

paragraph have at most one word in common; two 

discrete paragraphs either have no word in common or 

else they have one word in common and no word in 
common outside this sentence. 

COMMENT: If the two paragraphs have one 
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unicity is thus raised. here that of the para

graph. In other terms. if three words that do 
:not belong to the same sentence are used in 
one paragraph. they cannot be reused in 
another paragraph. But what if- as may be 
. objected - they all ,belong to the same sen
tence in . the other paragraph? An 
impossibility. according to this axiom. 

1,6' - If two words in a sentence- belong to 4 para
. graph} all words in the sentence belong to the paragraph. 

COMMENT: No comment required. 

It 7 - If two paragraphs have one word in common} 
they have still another one in common. 

COMMENT: To comply with this axiom, a 
writer must. if in a new paragraph he uses a 
word that has already appeared in the 
preceding paragraph. obligatorily use a 
second word that has appeared· in the pre-· 
ceding paragraph as well. The obligation is 
easily acquitted in the case ofsuch words as 
articles. auxiliary verbs, etc.; it is clearly anti
Flaubertian in regard to signifiers (nouns 

8 
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word in common, they must in fact have a 
second (I, 7); but in that case these two 

" .. words determine the sente~ce and, according " 
to I, I, this sentence is unique. The tw~ 
paragraphs therefore have one sentence in 
common. 

t '", ',' ' We thus come back to a more Flaubertian 
r. 	 ." corl!=eption. The repetition ofa word already 

used in a preceding paragraph requires the 
repetition of the entire sentence - a 
crushing obligation. It is j.ust, as well - and 
far more prudent ,- tQ avoid any repetitiorl 
of the word.' Flaubert complies with this 
axiom scrupulou$ly. 

r 
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SECOND GROuP OF AXIOMS 

(axioms oforder) 

II, I - If a word in a sentence is situated between 

tWo words taken in a particular order, it is also 
situated between them when these two words are taken 
in reverse order. 

COMMENT: A truism. 

II, 2 - If two words are present in a sentence, there 
exists at least one other word so situated that the second 
word appears between it and thefirst word. 

COMMENT: This may occasion surprise. 
The' reader is ~requested to refer to the 
comments on theorems 3 and 7 for fuller 
insight into the question. 

II, 3 - Of three words in a paragraph, one is 
situated between the two others. 

COMMENT: A careful investigation of litera-

II 
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ture will unearth a few sentences to which 
this axiom does not apply - for example, in 
Chapter XCVIII of Tristram Shandy. 

II, 4 - Given three words ina paragrapb that do not 
all belong to the same sentencei given a sentenathat does 
not contain these words but belongs to the slime para
graph; if the latter sentence contains a word oj the 
'sentence determined by two oj the same words, it will 

;',
; , al':'ays contain a word in common witb the senten~e 

determined by one oj these words and the third. 

COMMENT: To elucidate this axiom, let us 
go back to Hilbert, who fomiulates it "more 
'intuitively: a straight line that enters a 
triangle exits from it as well" (p. 7 of the 

English translation)' 

We leave the reader the task of identifying 
or inventing paragraphs true to this axiom. 
Hilbert: subsequently establishes several 
theorems, among them 

t: 

!.', :; , THEOREM 3. Where two words are present, the 
sentence in which they appear includes at least one word 
between these two words. 

12 

And 

THEOREM 7. Between two words oja sentence there 
exists an infinity ojother words. 

COMMENT: No doubt a reader surprised by 
axiom II, 2 will deem his surprised justified. 
To overcome his astonishment and under~ 
stand these theorems he need only admit the 
existence of what we shall call, following the 
example,of traditional projective geometry, 
"imaginary words" and "infinitesimal 
words.'~ Every senterice contains an infinity 
of words; only an extremely limited number 
of them is perceptible; the rest are infini
tesimal or imaginary. Many thoughtful 
minds have had a premonition - but never 
a clear awareness - of this. No longer will 
it be possible for students of rhetoric to 
ignore so crucial a theorem. Linguistics may 
benefit from it as well. 

13 
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AXIOM OF pAR.ALLELS 
~ (Euclid' s axiom) 

Givena~entence and a word that does not belong to tbis 

sentence; in the paragraph determined by the ~entenct 
and the word, no more tban one sentence exists that 

contains this word while having no word in common 

witb tbe given sentence. 

COMMENT: Given the sentence HFor years I 
went to bed early," and the word 
Hawakening," in the paragraph that includes 
them, there is one' sentence and one' only 
that contains the word Ilawak.ening" and no 
word belonging to the sentence "For years I 

.. went. to bed early," namely: ttThi~ belief 
lasted a few seconds after my awakening." 
Thus the opening paragraph of A fa recherche 

du temps perdu follows Euclid's axiom at least· 

locally. 

I4 
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We leave to the reader the task of trans
posing the axioms of congruence and 

continuity. 

The process of transposition might be pur
sued still further. Curiously enough, once 
the domain of conic sections .is reached, 
there is .norn,ore need of transposition. We 
find ourselves immersed in rhetoric. There is 
no talk of anything but ellipses, parabolas, 
and hyperbolas, all figures of speech well 
known to writers, even if in our day ellipsis 
is rare. the parable has been neglected (for 
nearly two thousand years). and hyperbole is 

common com. 

15 
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also be aware that all ellipses in the translated texts are the a,uthors' rather 
than mine. 

Granted that the purpose of thecoliection is to acquaint the Anglo
phonic reader with thepriocipal aspects of Oulipian poetics. rp.ost of the 
texts herein deal witl\-literary theory. Another consideration condition.ng 
this chpice derives-from the OuHpo's own insistence on rigor(W$ f~: if 
their theory does lead to practical demonstrations, the texts(){~s sort 

. resist tranSlation in a way' that the theoretical, texts do ll1ilt. 'Fhink, for 
" 	 example, of the problems posed by' the translat;ion of limy Mathews's 

"LUniDtU Poem" from the original EagJisb into ~y other Ifmg~. Still, 
texts like ','Prose and Anticombinaterics:' "The ~~Q lI; T~s Y for 
Z," "A Story ~ Y04 Like It,'' and "The Theater 1iee:,ACp~tory 
Play" shouldfumish the reader with some_ of the sOft. Or' (~~ that 

i: 'roight result when a give~ BSP4Ct ofOulipiantheory is ..,."" 
::: .' Fillally, and most imponamt. in spite ofany~v~n~ ~Jties that 
\r1::Dj;jghtothetWlse be remarked,.! hOpe the present collectiOllwiUpreserve 
, ,,' fot the ,reaae~ that which has consistently nourished my owe ~B of 

the OuHpo: the pleasure of the te~t.· " , , 

Harry Matheus 
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Rule and Coastraint
" , : ~ . 

.Constrlliftt, as everyone knows, often has a bad press. All tho'$e who es
.. 'teeln'lhe b~p~st value in literature to be sincerity, e1'l)Qt~on. ietti¥Jl. or 
;)l~thenticity mistrust it as a strange and dangerous whim, '1' " 

:, ", Why bridle one's imagi~ation. why browbeat one's liberty tbrouSh the 
voluntary impOsition of constraints, or by placing obstacles in one's own 
path? Even the' most kindly disposed critics pretend to see in tke use of 
constraint nothing more than a game. rarely innocent but fundamentally 
vain .. The only merit that they might accord to it is that it provides, for a 
few linguistic acrobats, for a few verbal jugglers. the circus in which they 
may display their virtuosity. All the while regretting, of course, that so 
much ingenuity, work, and eagerness had not been placed in the service 
of a more "serious" literary ambition. Difficiles nugae. as was generally 

. said even in the last century of anagrams, palindromes. and lipograms, in 
'. order to stigmatize them, these venerable exercises whose antiquity and 
persistence in the corpus of· European literary traditions ought . to have 
preseryed them from sarcasm and banter. And even today,there ate un

, doubtedly certain learned dons in whose eyes neither the Alexandrian 
,poets, nor the Grands Rhetoriqueurs, nor the poets of the German Ba
:roqu~, nor the Russian formalists wiU ever find grace, In the name, of 
l course: of the sacrosanct liberty of the artist, which nothing must shackle; 
IJ~ the, name oithe imprescriptible rights of inspiration. 
,-'Certain types of constraint, however, seem .to have escaped from this 
'discredi~. For four centuries, we have been very comfortable, apparently, 
I, with the laws of prosody-with the fact, for instance, that an alexandrine 
'has twelve syllables, that a sonnet has fourteen lines, whose rhymes are 
Idisposed according to a very precise order. And we do not hesitate to 
,admire in Malherbe or Valery the scrupulous respect of a demanding 
'canon. In fact, it is rather difficult, except for proponents of "automatic 
writing." to imagine a poetics that qoes not rely on rigorous rules and, 
'more generally, a literary production that does not involve the use of cer
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Wn techniques. Even the most rabid critics of formalism are forced to 
admit that there are formal demands which a work cannot elude. Respond-: 
ingto those who were trying to confound. inspiration, liberty, chance, and 
the dictates of the unconscious,l the terms that Raymond Queneau em
ployed in 1938 are well known: ", .. inspiration which consists in blind 
obedience to every impulse is in reality a sort of slavery. The classical 
playwright who writes hi'S tragedy observing a certain number of familiar 
rules is freer than the poet who writes that which comes into his head and 
who is the slave of other rules of which be is ignorant" (Le Voyage en 
Grece. p,94).. . 

Now it is actually in the passage from the rule to the constraint that the 
stllmbliilg block appears: peopLe accept the rule, they tolerate technique, 
but they refu$e constraint. Precjsely because it seems like an unnecessary 
rule, a superfluous redoubling of the exigencies of technique, and conse-' 
quently no longer belongs-so the argument goes-to the admitted norm 
but rather to the process, and thus is exaggerative and excessive. It is as 
if there were a hermetic boundary \letween two domains: the one wh~rein 
the obselYance of rules is a natural fact, and the one wherein the excess 
of rules is perceived as shameful artifice. 

It is precisely this boundary, wholly arbitrary, that must be challenged 
in the name of abeuerknowledge of the functional modes of language 
and writing, One must first admit that language may be treated as an ob
ject in itself, considered in its materiality, and thus freed from its subser~ 
vience to its significatory obligation. It will then be clear that language is 
a complex system, in which various elements are at work, whose combi
nations produce words, sentences, paragraphs, or chapters. Obviously, 
nothing prevents us from studying the behavior, in every possible circum
stance, of each ofthese elemen~. On the contrat:y: it is only in this manner 
that experimental research into the possibilities' of language can proceed. 
And the role that may be assigned to constraint immediately becomes 
apparent: to the extent that constraint goes beyond rules which seem nat
ural only to those people who have barely questioned language. it forces 
the system out of its routine functioning, thereby compelling it to reveal 
its hidden resources. 

Constraint is thus a commodious way of passing from language to writ
ing. If on~ grants that all writing-in the sense both of the act of writing 
and of the product of that act-has its autonomy, its coherence, it must be 
admitted .that writing under constraint is superior to other forms insofar as 
it freely furnishes its own code. 

All thes~ obstacles that one creates for oneself-playing, for example, 
on the nature, the order, the length, or the number of letters. syllables. or 
words-all these interdictions that one postulates reveal their true func
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tion: their final goal is not a mere exhibition of virtuosity but rather an 
exploration of virtualities. 

The work of Georges Perec furnishes an exemplary demonstration of 
everything. that concerns so-called "literal" constraints: As a matter of 

,,' fact;' in Perec one notes a sort of fascination for the letter. Conscious that, 
,;.to,quote J.Roubaucfs beautiful expression, "each page is a bed where 

:lenerstie," Perce produced several of his texts through diligent work on 
'lette~: on their presence, their absence, their repetition, their order of 
occurrence in words, or even their form. Thus; the exclusion of a vowel 

, engenders an extraordinarily rich novel whose functioning is entirely gov
, erned, down to the last detail, by the consequences of this disappear

anee.lThe inverse constraint, which consists in using only the vowel e. 
presides at the birth of exceedingly strange festivities at the bishop's pal
ace in Exeter, involving the derangement of senses and sexes (Les Reve

:nentes). And it is on still another literal constraint that are based the ver
tiginousvariations which fill the two collections La ClOture and 
Alplulbets,that of the heterogram: each verse employs the same set of 
different letters, whose permutations produce the poem. Not without hu
mor, Perce sees in this play of constraints the beginning of a new poetic 
art, capable of replacing the rhetorical vestiges still in use in most modern 
and contemporary poetic production. 

Itisuseful to note in passing, nonetheless,that the petition of bank
'ruptey of traditional rhetoric had been tiled, in less temperate terms, by a 
',contel11porarypoet: "Rhetoric, why should I recall your name? You are no 

"{origer anything but a colonnaded word, the name of a palace which I 
I detest, from which my blood has forever banished itself" (F. Ponge, Meth

odes, pp. 182-83). 
, In progressing from the letter to the word, the techniques of Raymolld 

'Roussel inevitably come to mind, and his way of exploiting to the limit 
the evocative power of the word he chooses: sometimes it is the disloca
tion of an 'utterance; sometimes the bringing together of a given pair of 
words that creates an object (imaginary), described with the utmost pre-

I cisioilj' an event (wholly as imaginary) recounted in minute detail. The 
I unforgettable rails en mou de veau, which so impressed the first readers 
'of Impressions d'Afrique. is only the most striking example of this apti

tude of language in creating myths. Roussel, like Mallarme, elaborates 
, fromthe sole lexicon his own universe; and from the arbitrary choice he 

imposes upon himself, he brings into being a second nature. 
'This paradoxical effect of constraint, which, rather than stifting the 

,iin~gination, serves to awaken it, can actually be explained very readily. 
',' Tllech6ice of a linguistic constraint allows one to skirt, or to ignore, all 
~theseother constraints which do not belong to language and which escape 
, 

Rule and Constraint 

from our emprise. Michel Leiris seized this point perfectly, regarding the 
method used by Raymond Roussel, of whom he said: "His voluntary sub
jugation to a complicated and difficult rule was accompanied, as a corol
lary, by a distraction regarding all the rest, leading to a raising of the 
censure, the latter being far better skirted by this means than by a process 
such as automatic writing .... Juggling apparently gratuitous elements, 
in which he himself trusted, he created true myths, insofar as they are all 
very authentically symbolical" (Brisees, pp. 59-60). 

Thus, it is not only the virtualities of language that are revealed by 
constraint, but also the virtualities of him who accepts to submit himself 
to constraint. 

Curious reversal: here, we are far from the wise praise of classicism 
toward which these few remarks, seemed at first to be directed. In fact, 
one must examine how things really come about. 

Rules, so cherished by the classics, were principally used as a means of 
channeling eventual overflowings of a poorly controlled verbal Hood. Va
l~ry could thus, in his lecture on poetics at the College de France on 10 
December 193', say of the rules of traditional prosody that they are "like 
waves," and that "vague ideas, intuitions. impulsions comb therein." 

Linguistic constraints, for their part, granted their arbitrary exigencies, 
directly create a sort of "great vacuum" into which are sucked and retained 
whole quantities of elements which, without this violent aspiration, would 
otherwise remain concealed. ' 

It is' thus the paradox of writing under constraint that it possesses a 
double virtue of liberation, which may one day permit us to supplant the 
very notion of inspiration. We recall, once again, the fundamental remarks 
of R. Queneau on this theme: ". . . it must be noted that the poet is never 
inspired, if by that one means that inspiration is a function of humor, of 
temperature, ,of political circumstances, of subjective chance, or of the 
subconscious. The poet is never inspired, because he is the master of that 
which appears to others as inspiration. He does not wait for inspiration to 
faU out of the heavens on bim like roasted ortolans. He knows how to 
hunt, and lives by the incontestable proverb, 'God helps them that help 
themselves.' He is never inspired because he is unceasingly inspired, be
cause the powers of poetry are always at his disposition, subjected to his 
wHl, submissive to his own activity ..." (Le Voyage en Greee, p. 126). 
. Since its creation in 1960, the Oulipo has endeavored to explore, to 
inventory, to analyze the intimate processes and resources of the language 
of words, of letters. This exploration is naturally based on the use of 
constraint, either through the use of ancient constraints pushed to the far 
limit of their possibilities, or through systematic research in new con
straints. Recourse to the axiomatic method, the importance of mathemat
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::)0 ical concepts, . the utilization· of combinatorics are the print;:ipal paths of General Table: The Three Circles ofLip03 
. this research. 
. The Oulipo of course does not seek to impose any thesis; itrnerely seeks 
, to fonnulate problems and eventually to offer solutions that $w any and 

:everybody to construct, letter by letter, word by word, a text. Tocrea~ a 
< suucture-Oulipian act par excellence-is thus to propose an as yet un

discovered mode ~f1JI'ganization for linguistic objects. 

The accompanying table offers a systematic and analytic classification 
of elementary linguistic and literary operations; it is complementary to the 

< table elaborated by R. Queneau in 1974, which appears in Atlas de litter
alure pOientielle (pp. 74-77) under the title, "Classification ofthe Works 
of the Oulipo." . 

t The intent of my table is to try to assign a place wittIin a given en~mble 
i to as many linguistic manipulations as possible, with neither ge.,.eric dis

. tinction nor hierarchy. Therein are included Oulipian and pre..Qwipian 
. constraints, as well as popular verbal games and figpres of ch~s$ii:QJ r~et

oric.. 
In order to elaborate this table, the various linguistic objects susceptible 

of manipulation first had to be isolated, from the simple tQ the complex: 
the letter (or typographic sign), the sound, the syllable, the word, the 
group of words (or syntagm), the sentence, the paragraph. The table stops 

,'illtthe paragC'clph, but nothing would prevent us, of course, from workipg 
. on the page, the chapter, the book,even the library.... 

Next, the various opel1ltions to which the linguistic objects may be sub
mitted had to be identified. For the time being, eight have been isolated: 
displacement, substitution, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, 

. deduction, contraction. But it is certain that other means of identifying 
and naming these sorts of operations are possible. Thus, for example, in 
his genetal theory of rhythm, J. Roubaud postulated the following cate

I~ gories: concatenation, imbricatiop, encasement, encroachment, .permuta

~, tion, effacement, parenthesage. 

). Granted that the table seeks to account for the thol,lsand ,and one means 


of arranging language, there can be no question of giving a co~rete illus
tration for each line here. De:finitions and exarnples may be easily found 
in consulting, on the one hand, Alias de lilt~rature potentielle, and, on the 

. other, B. Dupriez's dictionary, Gradus: Les proc~d~s litt~raires (Paris: 

. Union Generale d'Editions, 1984). 

III 
displacement 

II 
character 

I 
letter 

substitution 
decor 

phoneme 
deduction 

event 
syllable 

contraction 
place 
word 

intrication 
duration 
syntagm 
addition 
sensation 
sentence 

subtraction 
emotion 

paragraph 
multiplication 

thought 
page 

division 
memory 
chapter 

I: Circle of linguistic objects 
II: Circle of semantic objects 

III: Circle of operations 

J.. 
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CLQCKlNG THE WORLD ON CUE: 

THE. q-IRONOGRAM FOR 2001 
::. 

N~: The cb,ronogram - a centuries-old literary form - follows a' 


simple but demanding rule: when all letters corresponding to Roman 


numerals (c, d,i, I, m, \I, andx) are added together, they produce a sum equiva


\;- 1. lent to a·spedfic year of the Christian calendar. The single words m£mory and
II 
. \ 

memento are thus chronograms of the year 2000 (m x 2); so are A moment for 

feasts & prayers (m x 2) and A year to pay homase to the dead (m x 1 + d x 2). Both 

the title and text of this work are examples of chronograms of the current year. 

January starts: sun here, stars. there. So what joys & fears has the New 
Year brouant us? 

• In the Irkukst penitentiary ironworks the night shift is finish

ing its stint, skirting weighty pig-iron ingots as it regains the prison 

interior. 

• In Pienza, Emestina is heating tripe fiorentina for thirteen. 

• In Sing-Sing, wearing surreptitious attire, spiting the surpris

ing North Irish negotiations & shrinking ~ensions, Phineas, retiring 

Bishop of Ossining, with the authorities' requisite inattention. is to

night anointing fifteen Fenian ("Fighting Irish"') priests in a rite of 

injurtouspiety. 

~ 
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• Bibi is shirring pigeon eggs in Saint Etienne. 

• In Brighton, gregarious Brother Ignatius is getting high quaff

ing his fifth~traight Irish whisky. 

• In Pretoria, gritty Erwin Higginson (age eight), ignoring fa

tigue & injuries, is winning his point in a bruising nineteen-eighteen 

. tiebreaker against Fritz Spitzfinger (age nine) by returning a wristy 

spinner hip-high & without hesitation whipping it fair, Spitzfinger 

then batting it high into the rows to bring the fifteenth prestigious 

Witherspoon Tennis Initiation Tou'mey to a breathtaking finish. 

• In Fuji, pursuing a hashish high with Quentin, Kenny is perus

ing sporting prints by Hiroshige & Hokusai. 

• Arising at eight in Brisbane, Ian, aspiring historian of propi

tious'intuitions, enjoys the benign aberration that, by getting a grip 

on his utopian fusion of Augustinian with Einsteinian reasoning, he 

is attaining a genuine gnosis. 

• In EtruI1an Tarquinia, Gigi is eating spaghetti with pepperoni. 

• In Austria, zipping past the Inn, ignoring warning signs, Pippo 

Peruzzi, first-string Ferrari whiz, big winner in Spain & Argentina, is 

steering his touring bike (pistons & turbine whirring, its stunning 

furnishings genuine Piniu-Farina) in brisk pursuit of fiery Zizi, his 

Hungarian skier, itinerant antithesis, antagon,ist, tigress, priestess, si

ren, obsession, happiness, wife. 

• Bobbie is sitting with Bert in a Parisian bistro, in whose noisy , 
interior.uutiring opportunists are satisfying pretentious ninnies with 

inferior white wine. 

• Heroin originating in Iquitos is winning first prize with tertiary 

bargaining arbitrators in l1juana. 

• Bonnie is frying onion rings in Triffin (Ohio). 

• In antique Poitiers, Antoinette is refreshing her guests with 
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interpretations of Rossini's quainter offerings, interspersing arias & 

ariettas with his "Nizza" (singer & piano), his "Raisins" & "Noisettes" 
(piano), his firstsin/onia (strings), & his roguish" JphigenieH (bass trio). 

• In TIrana, inept Hussein is paying fifty-eight qintars to fortify 

his Istrian wine with Bosnian raki . 

• In the wiptry outskirts of Pori, Father Tiki Haakinen - enter

prising & itinerant Finnish priest - is repairing hi-fi wiring for a' 

parish benefit. 

• In spite of its threat to her ingratiating Gibson waist, Rikki, in 

Zanzibar, is insisting on heaping & eating piggish portions of spa

ghetti & fig pie. 

• Postponing inopportune issues & putting first things first, 

Kiwanis, Rotarians, & Shriners are putting their agonizing unity in 

writing, sigrting a proposition that reassens their opposition to athe

ists, bigotry, euthanasia ("outright assassination"), heroin, pinkos, the 

Spanish Inquisition, superstition, & unfairness in business arbitra

tion. 

• Fate, or perhaps the outrage of one hun spirit, separates father 
&50n for many years of harsh regret. 

• In Antibes, binging on pastis is getting Winnie higher than nine 
kites.. 

• InKiruna, in white tie, sipping a Perrier, Fafnir Grieg, high 

priest of Ibsen initiates, is testing his register & intonation in pains

taking preparation for his fiftieth signature interpretation of the pro
tagonist in Ghosts. 

• In Gorizia, Anita is working up an appetite for anitra triestina 
ironing sheets. 

• At 1iinity, Robin is boating with his tutor, Isaiah Singe. Isaiah 

is asking if Robin thinks he is going to finish his thesis (Affinities with 
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the Orient: Inqfl,~ries into spuriO'l/S interpretations o/Hajiiin Ario$lo, Ossian 

& Kropotkin) within .lU$ transitory, span of years. . 

- In Bingen, penurious Wmston is spikinS his uninspiring Pepsi 

withSte~r. 

~ -Business-wise Erika O'Higgins is sitting inPitt:sb~ squinting 

with attention at the inftuiatiIlg fine print in 8.1,\' DiS opinion ,assign· 

ing Irish pension b~fits she is Jie~1:ing.'Jbeop~ qu~tk>ns 

her attestation $eparating foreign liJenefits, eamm.cs· ~ i.nstl,rer' in 

Tangier & those in fringepropnc(ary ri$h~ ill :arittea;pi:nJ)ointsgains 

transpiring through inquiries into unwnne;nbutprqJ)iti()us negotia

tions in Haiti; & reinstates profits inherent in elgbt..f1gqre operations 

she is authorizing ip Bisk (Siberia). 
.·In Bonaire (Georgia), hungry, Josiah is'm'l~'into his pip· 

ing-hot grits & grunts. 
• Rehearsing Rjenzi in her Gorki isba, .Anastasia thinks of Patti .' 

singing in 1Puritani, of Kipnis in Boris, of Kili·Te: Kanawa's Rosina in 

a Gottingen Fig~ro. 

• In Ostia, engaging Ethiopian waiters trigger big tips by squirt

, ingrups ofgrappa into porringers of out-of-season fruit. 

• Batting against the Orizaba TIgres in Irapuato, rookie Juanito 

Arias first whiffs in eightstraight opportunities before hitting a ninth

inning zinger & satisfying the inhabitants' hopes of winning the 

Zapatista Series. 

• Zazie ,is biting into rabbit thlghsin Barbizon. 

• Zenia, passionate Aquinist, is pursuing an ingenious hypoth

esis, assigning the origins of Aquinas's interpretations of Gorgias to 

an "Osirian'" genesis arising in th~ writings of inquiring Egyptian 

priests, an origin that the Sophists reinstate, or so Zenia infers in her 

ingenious synthesis. Questioning the suppositions of post.:Aquinist 
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thinkers, Zenia insists on the inferiority of Fourier's "inanities," 

Y'Vittgenstein'$ "gibberish," & Austin's "asininities." 

• High-intensity spirits insp~e high-intensity spirit in noisy Kiri.Q.. 
• In an unirlspiring quarter of Trier, Ohioan Josiah, a boisterous 

nineteen, is infuriating Swiss Inge, a serious thirty, by persisting in 

~tttibutinsthe first apprehension of the Einstein shift to Igor Sikorsky., 

• In a ristorante in Torino, sheepish Antonio's superstitious hesi

tation bf;!tween arrabiata spaghetti & risotto withfunghi both intrigues 

& irritates patient Giorgina. 

·In Ottawa, thirteen Inuit Situationists are signing treaties with 

the nation's highest authorities guaranteeing that their tribes & re

gions inherit proprietary herring-fishing rtghts outright & in perpe

tuity. 

• In Whitby, seagoing Einar, finishing his fifteenth pink gin, in

sists he is quite fine . 

• In'lWinsburg (Ohio), when a nitwit intern, threatening to irri

gate her intestines with his "own unique quinine infusion," brings 

out a giant syringe, Queenie, a patient with hepatitis B, her weary 

inertia shattering at the threat of this aggression, begins reiterating in 

shrieks of irritation & anguish, "No penetration without representa

, tion'" 

• Ski-touring in Bennington, Jiri spits out bits of unripe kiwi in a 

fit of pique. 

• Supine in Biarrit:z, Tristan - unsparing onanist - is perusing 

Gautier's pornographies, whose swift prurient inspiration stiffens his 

waning spirits. 

• In Rosario (Argentina), fiery Antonio is assuaging his thirst 

wi$ sweetish Rhine wine. 

• Ianthe, in Berkshire, is initiating with requisite ingenuity her 
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inquiry into "Oppositions & affinities in the autobiographies of Gib

bon, Twain, & Frank Hanis. " 
~;-' • In the ~, Fill is eating pike patties. , 

;1; • In their frigate-repair station in Hawaii, engineer's assistant 
if Rossetti is preparing to assassinate his superior, Ensign ~ for gra

tuitous insinuations about his inf~rio~ IQ. 
.:. Anisette fizzes are w:inning the night in Springs, whither Henri 

is steering Bettina in his antique Hispano-Sui,za. . 

• Rehearsing Griffith's rdnterpretation .of the Oresteia, Saint Rita 

is pursuing Sinatra - a horrifying AegistheUl ~then k:J;lifing Prank 

in his upstairs bathing unit. Arguing about ·We. ra~& Arian 

heres~es, Ignatius, Athanasius, & Boethius inita~ an otherwise pa

tient Hypatia. Portia is propositioning Iago. 1Weetie, Isaiah, & Sophie 

Goering are intoning Britten's (or is it Griffin's?) "Pair Oriana." With 

Thisbe furnishing her know-how to position the pair, King Henry 

the Fifth is nying to insert his uninteresting penis into a twittering 

ritania. The White Rabbit appraises Pippa passing with irony and 

pity. 
• In Saint-Quentin, Pierre is into his fifth pinldsh Pinot Noir. 

· .• Writing finis to his reign in the prize ring in Ashariti, Nigeria, 


"Tiger" Titus (Niger) is forfeiting a bruising fist fight to his Ibo heir, 


Tobias, thus ratifying his apparent superiority. 


• In a quaint inn in Rieti, Kiki & Brigitte sniff quasi-appetiZing 


brain fritters hissing in swine fat. 


• Fishing in Touraine, Irwin is unkinking Eugenia's rig & fitting 


it with spinners. Their skiff sits in a quiet bight where feiSty, spiky 


pike are rising & biting. First strikel It is raining. 


• Uriah, Iggi, Jennifer, Tabitha are hitting the Pinot Grigio in a 

wine bar in Waiki1d . 

. ,. 
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• In Fife, Inigo Higgins finishes writing his iniquitous Jottings on 
Kinship Etiquette in Barrie, Rattigan, Braine, &: Pinter. 

• Gauging his position in the whitening Pakistanian heights, Piotr 

eats his fiftieth fig out of its tin. . .. 

• Its gregarious parties gathering at a transient staging-point, ship

ping in the Bering Straits, either freight or passenger, is stationary 

tonight - engines quiet, neither jib nor spinaker astir. As the fortieth . 

ship nears, persistent skiffs begin sprinting through the nippy waters, 

swapping ostentatious rations & surprising potations & ferrying a ro-, 

tation of seafaring prostitutes out ofTientsin, Biak, Iquique, Teresina, 

Kauai, Tenerife, Piraeus, & Hoboken. 

• In Whitefriars, PiP infers that he is gaining genuine insights by 

sharing a firkin of Guinness with Brian. 

• In Perugia, unwise Arrigo Panin is preparing a presentation 

that, straining notions of affinities to their breaking-point, risks irk

ing (or boring) knowing trainees in his Institute for Insight & Orien

tation by arguing that it is appropriate to attribute Hopkins's inspira

tion to Whittier, Stein's to Browning. 

• Faith is refrigerating nineteen stingers & braising nine satiating 

portions of bison brisket in Topperish (Washington). 

• Hiking in the interior of Shikoku, Kirk is sustaining a tiring Iris 

with aspirins & interesting attributions of Finnegan's epiphanies. 

• Sophie & Etienne, in an Iberian setting, are Swigging refresh

ing pints of sangria gratis. 

• In Sabine, righteous Sheriff Wmthrop Prior, feinting a right, is 

banging a furlousfist into a hirsute rapist's ribs & a punishing thigh 

into his iniquitous groin. ' 

• Georgianna is nourishing nine aging kittens in Big Sur. 

• Benign skies in Arizona. At a prairie spring, Tintin is watering 
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.. his prpprletol'~s thirty-e~t first-string ponies -'~l'e slQ.ttishpor. 
'I'i; ~e$,stining, neighing, biting, nosing bitten withers, ~g high in 
,,' 

.... bis stirrups,.r~ tight against bit, quinhanging 41 bi.s. wrist, Tintin 
spits; s1ttint"he tips a sparing ration into its ~~~.ping~ :prairie 

~ts t.bJ:QlQ.ng: rain. Harriers bear.mg their~ in th.ln Priiht air. 
.T4ltiu thinkiIlg; this night's attire .>-,wijlte shirt. ~S: tie 1'"""" is dght 

for wi,Iulhlghis engaging donta. m,spiltto W~s.vpisses. 
,·Sipping saldjpGifu, RPslll is g~Q,uite~; 
• Zigza~g in .mty';~reeiglltsona~~;:~m frosty 

~tin.N.ueis.fan~~llj.~usb~Jl\'II~~s 
. "Proserpine." 1 . 

• 'In Pistoja, tiny rierin,o, stripping a thin hl~~~g~off 
th~ shining ribs of a spit-roasting pig. bitesintQ ItWkb,a" griJ,t. 

• Within sight of eternity, Keith Asquitb,wint.ering in Antigua, 
is taking unsparing pains to surprise, spite, & p1Jlli,sh his nowise 

ingratiating Yor~hireheirs - MThe shitsl' 
• In Iowa abstainers are abstaining. 
• In Austin, Ira & Justina, a striking pair, registering at first sight 

~o, antipathies but intriguingaffinjties, wishing to kiss, interiorize 
their, inhibitions, banish their hesitations, skip propositions, & kiss, 
hip against hip. A swift shifting into a pertinent interior to quit their 
attire: whipping off pigskin trainers, unbuttoning Ira's shirt, stripping 
off Justina:s T-shirt, unzipping her tight-Jittingsldrt& his khakis, 
unhooking her brassiere, ripping away panties & briefs, ignoring trin
kets, sldn to sldn .... "Wait,'" interrupts Justina, insisting, "first this 
joint, II to forthwith initiate brisk intakes & an instantaneous high. 

Kissing again, Ira's fingertips graze with finesse Justina's hair, ribs, & 
thighs.' Justina seizes his wrists & entwines his waist between jitter
ing tibias. Straining, Ira nips her tits. Thrashing, her nips stiffening, 

~ 
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Justina tightens her grip. Gratifying Justina's appetite for kissing with 
ingenious bites, in his benign yearning Ira using his weight tips her 
posterior hither, baring Justina's piping fig. Into this engaging shrine 
Ira insinuates his inspissating thing, an insertion that ingratiates writh
ing Justina, inquiring in its penetration of her gripping, shifting pith, 

whose stunning twinges infuse Ira with stinging fire. He begins pant

ing, his sinews stiffen, he hisses, Justina shrieks. It's brief, it's nifty, it's, 
insane. Supine &sw~ating, Ira & Justina sigh faint sighs, kiss, grin, & 

sink into unworrying, tra,nsitory night . 
• In.the Tsinking zoo, unheSitating hippos, giraffes, kiwis, pen\. 

guins, tortoises, VOrpoises, & tigers are ingesting big propitiatory por
tions of grain, onions, trWt, ginger, fish, & pig . 

• On Thirteenth Street & First, Antoine & Honoria are sharing a 
pizza & a knish . 

• Aries & Sirius are shining in 1\misian skies, 
:1] 

6- so our New Year has begun, 

! 

..,. 
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:+ m~.on, the inverse, structures the beginnings),~ it would seemt\rilt 
the are for the time being only nonina,s21 and unditinas,22a few unp~b~ 

} ~~. ~~ttOrdicinas, and a diciottina which i~ .;i? ~ ,p,roeess of7ing 

.~ 

rather vlU'ied generalizations. 	

. i 

EL,..ATION"X TAKES Y FOR Z." Ttijs';~:"'~d, 
:} 

illustrating 'onjecture 2. . ~.'if· 
If its app nt starting point is vaudeville,23 thismM~Jof sentAtion 

" of relations ong characters functioning like a ~. " ineiaevi
" 

deot in many 0 r domains. Algebraic presentAtion; aU~' ble of a law 
.\' 
.~ 	 of composition, 'yes (if.one is interested in ~ ,.,; ,,~' ,Jy impotUnt 

case of groups) the llowmg "~m":! 


'. "The.mu1tiplicqlion. bleo!a lfOlq) corresponti.s 

ation: nobody takes" elffor what he is, nor" . , 

they are, with the excep 'on oj the unityele, . 

what;t is cmd takes the at rs/or what/hey are:~~ m~:';:F'i 

~i:'!~"" ",r , 
'~B.,oi,therelation 

X~Bg prior Ibl'~ formu
lation; QIle may take an additio step in c .ing the .tahJeitsclf as the 

~ 	 mechanism of construction rather an el idatit)n;~relatioD"X takes 
Y for Z" is only, moreover, a possibl re' . zation of the table: the predicate 
"to take an object for another" may eplaced by anY other new predi
cate. Which was tested in a story,25 the relation ··X schemes with Y 
against Z"; therein. the associativity, group StrUC.ture is entrusted to:/ 
the care of Saint Benedict. It shou be no . that this route is exactly the 
inverse of that taken, historically, yalgebra making ele.. with Viele the 
notation of the linguistic.desi . n ofits obj : this method might admit 

:e creation (in 1960) 

I- of the Oulipo, where th .... ome.s. eXPI.ic.it,strategy previous.lY ~SCri= 
systematic, ~d coDe . e. Queneau's role in the form. '. andactivities 
of the group is know We will limit ourselves hereto. positions, 
stated in very near the same terms in a paper presented in T9.64.27 Let 
us remember that Oulipo" is an acronym for "ouvroir de IitteT4ture po
tentielle"; the a ective "Oulipian" may also be used. \ 

t 	 13. Pro/Wsi!' 118: Oulipian work is naive. Queneau'scommentary \ ... this 
propositio says: "I use the word 'naive' in its pertmathemaiicalse:ir.as 
one spe ofthe naive theory ofsets,"28 \ 

The plicit reference to Bourbaki's theory ofsets surely indicates that 
\ 
\ 

\\ 
\ 

""................................ Nt"" ...........uauu UI ......J ...UII~ \lUC1Ic.U IS' 

C4lCV lfl,'It'b F ~(1"·I.r-tJ -- : ...:r ,4'\.:'1 HC.~'" 	 ...., 

, Oulipian practice is underst re as bein reformalited, though ad-
f mitting of a descriptive systematic: ,a e same time the possibility of 
\ a formal syntax is foreseen, of a ~'f< tion" from which the practical, 
\ thus "naive:' procedure would ifted to an activity of "models." 

'~proPosition 9: Oulipian work is amusing. Here again the reference is 

obviously of mathematical order: "Let us remember that. topology and 


.theory o/numbers sprang in partfrom that which used to be called 'math, 

entalical enr,rtaiMlents,' 'recreational mathematics' ... thaI the calcu

I4tion ofprobabiliti~s was at first ItOthing other than an anthology vf 'di

vetsions;'.as Bourbaki states in the 'Notice Historique' ofthe twenty-first 

fascicle on Integration."29 . 


This means that Oulipian work is regarded as fundamentally innovative. 
as being situated on the cutting-edge, that it cannot avail itself of 'any S~ 
called serious finality of any of the criteria serving today in scientific do
mains to eliminate research that unduly jostles accepted perspectives, this 
on behalf of existing smoothly functioning machines, Where the criteria 
are: What good is it? Who guarantees it? What problem does it solve? 

. That it enters thus inevitably into the category of "play." It may be noted 
that Queneau does not refuse this often intentionally pejorative (in the case 
of those who distribute the labels) marginalization of the Oulipo, 

Indeed, it is clear that one cannot respond to the question of "utility" or 
to that of "seriousness" if one is not already both useful and serious (and 
thus incapable of posing oneself that question); that at the same time it is 
not necessary to .affirm this seriousness, this utility, as an unverifiable pos
tulate. 

15. Propo~itionJO: Oulipian work is craftsmanlike. Queneau's commen
tary Seems here to mask something: ", .. this is not essential. We regret 
having no access to machines," I would take it in a slightly different man
ner, and machines would be irrelevant. It seems to me, according to the 
status implied by propositions 9 and 10 (and Queneau's own positions, 'i 
enumerated in propositions 1 to 7), that it is a case of a trait which is, on 
the contrary, essential. The claim to craftsmanship reflects an affirmation j
of amateurism; it is a voluntary archaism (and perhaps, here again. an 
anticipation). ~ , 

16. One will not be surprised to find, then, that the Oulipians, in their 
Oulipian work, whether they' be mathematicians or nOt (or "and not"), 
very gen~rally satisfy the conditions of propositions 8, 9, 10: this is prop
osition 11. t 

J
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17. CONSTRAINT. The Oulipo's first manifesto introduces, in opposition 
to "inspiration," the Oulipian operative concept of constraint-"Every lit
erary work begins with an inspiration (at least thaI's what itS author sug
gests) which must accommodate itself as well as pO$sible to a series of 
constraints and procedures that fit inside each other like Chinese boxes. 
Constraints oj vocabulary and grammar. constraints of the novel.· . . or 
oIclassicattragedy ... constraints ofgeneral versification, constraints 
offixedforms (as in the case ofthe sonnet). etc."30-and proposes as one 
of the Oulipo's goals the search for constraints in ancient or in contempo
rary, though non-Oulipian. works (anticipalOry or ~ynchronous plagia

. risms): this is anoulipism; the putting into play of thQse or new constraints 
. inOulipian works is synthoulipism. The status of constraint is.thus fun
damental. It should be noted that it is not posed as ~ing a priori different 
from that of constraints elaborated by tra4ition, as the first manifesto 
clearly demonstrates. 

18. Let us choose. for example (Queneau himself, who alludes to it first 
in his paper on potentiallit.erature,31 invites us to do so), the lipogram: a 
lipogrammatic text is a text wherein is lacking, for whatever reason, one 
or more letters of the alphabet used to write it (generally, letters of alpha
bets not used in writing the text will be lacking also). This constraint, 
which goes back to most ancient antiquity. presents most rigorously the 
q!lalities Queneau insisted,on for the Oulipian text. which we presented 
abOve (propoSItions 8, 9, 10 of sections 13 to IS): it is naive. amusing. 
crafismanlike; most important. a great Oulipian virtUe: 

. Proposition 12: A good OuHpian constraint is a simple constraint. 
"The suppression of the leller. of the typographical sign. of the basic 

prop. ;sa purer. more ob~ctive. more decisive operation, something like 
constraint degree zero. after which everything becomes possible."Jl 

19. The lipogram. abundantly pre-Oulipian (and undoubtedly peri- ) 
through various plagiarists. became Oulipian with the publication of La . 
Disparitian, a novel by G. Perec:J3 "qui. d' abord, a l'air d' un roman 
jadis fait oil il s' agissait d'un individu qui dormalt tout son sooul."34 

In what does the Oulipization of this constraint, as· old or almost as old 
as the alphabet, consist? In this, which is a fundamental trait: that, as 
opposed to the different plagiarists who use the lipogram as a process, of 
translation (Nestor of Laranda and the lliad),3' process of mnemotech
nics; moral or metaphysical formulary . . . the constraint therein is at 
once principle of the writing of the text, its developmental mechanism, 
and at the same time the meaning of the text: La Disparition is a novel 
about a disappearance, the disappearance of the e; it is thus both the story 

of what it recounts and the story of the constraint which creates that which 
is recounted. This highly involuted aspect of constraint (which is undoubt
edly not proper to OuJipian constraint, but which is in this case practically 
pure) is a direct consequence of the axiom of the OUlipian constraints, 
which may be formulated in the following manner: . 

Axiom: Constraint is a principle, not a means. 
(This axiom has a corollary which we shall evoke further on: see 27,) 
Moreover, La Disparition incorporates several e-Jipogrammatic texts 

written by other Oulipians-in particular, this ene (a- and e-lipogram
matic) by Queneau: 

"Ondoyons un poupon, dit Orgon. fils d' Ubu. Bouffons choux, bijoux, 
poux, puis du mou, du confit; buvons, non point un grog: un punch. 

"36· 

20. A methodical organization of constraints, resembling that which clas
sifies the chemical elements (Mendelejetf's Table), and known as Quene
lejeff's Table, has recently been elaborated by Queneau. 31 

The columns of the table classify the constraints, the lines classify the 
elements upon which they operate (the lipogram appears in column IV, 
line a).38 This systematic classification brings out, as is only natural, sev
eral blank spaces, which must, through some sort ofOulipian alchemy, be 
filled. On the other hand, the table, prolonged by transquenellian ele
mcmts, is in the process of being enlarged, and the new table will undoubt
edly have an enumerable infinity of lines and columns. 

21. ANTI-CHANCE. Proposition 13: The Oulipo's work is anti-chance. 
Presenting potential literature, Queneau takes great pains to specify: 

"we are not concerned with . . . aleatory literature." 3'1 

The intentional, voluntary character of constraint to which he insistently 
alludes time and again is for him indissolubly linked to this lively refusal 
of chance, and even more so to the refusal of the frequent equation of 
chance and freedom. 

"Another entirety false idea in fashion nowadays is the equivalence 
which is established between inspiration, exploration ofthe subconscious, 
and liberation; between chance, automatism, and freedom. Now the In
spiration that consists in blind obediente to every impulse is in reality a 
sort ofslavery. The classical playwright who writes his tragedy observing 
a certain number offamiliar rules is freer than the poet who writes that 
which comes into his head and who is the slave ofother rules of which he 
is ignorant."40 

In this fundamental text (from 1938), the attack, of course, is on surre
alism; for all of that, it is hardly less of current interest. This constant 

I, 
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attitude must be directly related, it seems to me, to the fascination always 
. exercised on him by arithmetical series that imitate chance while obeying 
a law. In the article on s-'additive series already cited,41 he remarks, about 
a series of this type previously studied by Ulam, "it gives the impres$ion 
of great 'irreglJ,larity"'; the finest example of this is obviously the series 
of prime numbers. 42. The exemplary value of such series lay for him in the 
fact .that it is a case of exorcised chance, since recognized as such, thus 
mastered insofar as possible. The refusal of "automatism" is thus for him 
in noway the rejection of mechanical procedures, but only of those that 
are mechanical merely through ignorance. Moreover, to the extent that all 
literature (like language) is subject to automatisms, he is irritated by the 
illusion of thinking that they maybe avoided by simply deciding to act as 
if they did not exist: jamming, etc.; proposition 13 thus means the rejec
tion of the mystical belief according to which freedom maybe born from 
the random elimination of constraints.43 

22 .. I will now take two Oulipian examples that are situated in this per
spective:the Sonnets irrationnels by Jacques Bens,44 and Mezura. 4S 

In each case the sequence of the decimals of the number 11', an example 
of this acknowledged· and thus tamed chance, is given as constraint, on 
the one hand to determine the division into stanzas of that which is still 
called a sonnet, on the other hand to govern the disposition· in segments 
within that which is still called a verse ofa poem. That there results a 
nonregularity disavowing that of. the reference (fixed form on the one 
hand, metric on the other) is undeniable, but this reference to chance does 
not change the fact that the nonregularity is not accidental: it results·from 
the decision to use it, thus is predetermined, thus is constrained. It is 
furthermore supremely difficult, as any computer will tell you, to extract 
spontaneously from one's head nonregular series, and even series that are 
non-grossly-regular. Rigid mechanisms, very poor from the combinatoric 
point of view, will appear: the gesture of freedom will lead to stuttering. 

23. THE AXIOMATIC METHOD. The Oulipo's constraint method leads 
one inexorably to think of another, particularly in favor during the 19408 
tathe 1960s (the Oulipo's incubation years), the axiomatic method. Let 
us listen to Bourbaki:46 

"Strictly speaking, the axiomatic method is nothing other than the an 
of drafting texts whose formalization is easy to conceive. This is by no 
means a new invention, but its systematic use as an instrument ofdiscov
ery is one of the original traits of contemporary mathematics. It matters 
little whether the formalized text is to be written or read, whether one 
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attaches such and such a meaning to the words or signs of this text or 
rather none at all: only the correct observation of the rules of syntax 
matters. It is thus that the same algebraic calculation may. as everyone 
knows, serve to solve problems involving kilograms or francs, parabolas 
or uniformly accelerated movements. The same advantage. and for the 
same reasons, accrues to any text drafted according to the axiomatic 
method . ..." 

One might say that the Oulipian method imitates the axiomatic method, 
that the former is a transposition of the latter, a transfer to the field of 
literature. 

Proposition 14: A constraint is an axiom of a text. 
Proposition 15: Writing under Oulipian constraint is the literary equiv

alent of the drafting of a mathematical text, which may be formalized 
according to the axiomatic method. 

Undoubtedly this is only an ideal situation, for two reasons. First, in 
spite of the undeniable classification progress represented by Quenelejeff's 
Table, it is clear that the domain of the formulation of constraints, as 
opposed to that of axioms (inscribable in the "unique source" of sets, for 
example), remains strongly unhomogeneous, its heterogeneity easily sur
passing that which existed in the nineteenth century between the "obvious 
truths" of geometry (syntactic and semantic "truths" of ordinary language) 
and the even then "freer" (as Bourbaki notes) formulations of algebra (ver
sificative "rules," for example). Second, and still more important, even if 
the "axioms" of an Oulipian constraint may be established with sufficient 
precision (as in the case of the lipogram), what will play the rather pri
mordial role of deduction in mathematics? What is an Oulipian demon
stration? 

One may think that a text composed according to a given constraint (or 
several constraints) will be the equivalent of a theorem. It is a fairly inter
esting hypothesis. It is nonetheless true that the foreseeable means of pas
sage from the Statement of the constraint to its "consequences," the texts, 
remain in a profound metaphorical vagueness. 

This question never ceased to preoccupy Queneau; clearly, if the histor
ical possibi~ity (a question of relative chronology) of disposing early on of 
current developments in the logic of the theory of categories and linguis
tics (multiple deductions: according to a formal system, according to the 
language) had been given to him, he would have furnished decisive prog
ressin the effort to answer this question. In spite of everything, we have 
two indirect testimonies to this preoccupation. 

24. First (see 28 for the second), the constant fascination exercised on him 
(and partly because of him on the Oulipo) by a form, that of the sonnet: 

,~ 
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the writing of sonnets!? the hundred thousand billion poems, whose basic 
dement is the sonnet,48 and certain manipulations and transformations 
brought to these "most sonnetlike of all sonnets:' the sonnets of Mal
larme,49 are all proof of this,. among other proofs: 

Now it is well known that the form and the practice of the sonnet in 
many languagos make it appear as a poetic model of deduction, as "poetic 
reasoning"; this is true not only of the articulation of the discourse of what 
a sonnet says, but also, simultaneously, of the formal, rhythmic organi
zationitself.50 The Oulipian exploration of the sonnet constitutes for Que
neau a practical means of approaching the problem of "demonstration" 
according to constraints.51 

25. An Oulipian work has come close to a possible answer: I am referring 
to G. Perec and M. Benabou's A.P.F.L. (Automatic Production of French 
Literature).'2 

','Method: One chooses two utterances that are as different as possible. 
In each of these two Ullerances, one replaces the significant words with 
their definition to obtain a quotation 'Q la maniere de . .. .' After a series 
oftranSformations, the two original utterances result in a single text." The 
example (partially) treated would re$ult in an Oulipian demonstration of 
the equivalence of the following two utterances: 

. "Utterance I: The presbytery has lost none ofits charm, nor the garden 
its brilliance. 

"Utterance 2: Workers ofthe world, unite." 
.. It has been conjectured that, according to this method, any two utter

ances in a language are always equivalent, that is, that according to this 
mode of deduction, language is tautological. 

26. The OUlipian method, like the axiomatic method, runs into a wholly 
natural, if insidious, difficulty, that of the relation between arbitrariness 
and tradition. Let us listen again to Bourbaki, in the presentation of his 
book on topology: 

"The choice of the axioms to be imposed on the surroundings is ob
viously rather arbitrary, and historically it has caused long gropings . . . 
the system of axioms finally chosen responds to a considerable extent to 
the present needs of Analysis, without falling into an excessive and vain 
generality." 53 

And still again: "The first efforts to define that which the properties of 
sets of points and of functions have in common were carried out by 
Frechet and F. Riecz, but the former, beginning with the notion of enu
merable infinity, did not succeed in. constructing a commodious and fertile 
system ofaxioms . . . ,"'4 

.:t 
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Underneath the good-natured, pragmatic certitude. one sees the diffi
culty arise. Between systems of axioms, considered purely from the for
mal point of view, there is hardly a reason to choose. The reasons for the 
choice: "commodity, utility, fertility, beauty . . ." which vary according to 
the needs of the mathematical schools, are, finally, solidly anchored in the 
historical situation and the state of the tradition. Queneau's attitude (and 
that of the Oulipo) toward traditional constraints, if it is less bold and 
naive than Bourbaki's. reflects nonetheless the inherent ambiguity of the 
procedure: on the one hand, the eminently arbitrary character of con
straints is revindicated; at the same time traditional constraints are marked 
as arbitrary, but. precisely because they are traditional and solidly' an~ 
~pored in history. they guard a power of fascination that situates them 
~Isewhere, beyond the arbitrary ... it is difficult to get out of this; and 
considerations outside the problem, the valorizing justifications of th~ type 
developed "innocently" by Bourbaki in the passages quoted. threaten. 

27. It is undoubtedly the necessity of situating oneself. of distinguishing 

oneself from tradition, which explains one of the strange characteristics of 

the Oulipian method: the tendency-not really explicit but strongly en~ 

couraged. as far as I can judge, by Queneau-toward unicity. It works 

like this: a constraint having been defined, a small number of texts (only 

one, in some cases) are composed by deduction from this axiom. which 

then ceases t() preoccupy the Oulipo; the former then enter either into the 

public domain or into that of the "applied Oulipo" (whose status is but iII

defined), 	 , 


Proposition 16: The ideal constraint gives rise to one text only. (In fact, 

there even exists a tendency, which might be qualified as uLlra. for which 

every text deduced from a constraint must be classed in the "applied" 

domain, the only admissible text, for the Oulipian method being the text 

that formulates the constraint and, in so doing. exhausts it. This. it seems 

to me, is to omit the deductive aspect of the method. Proposition 16a: A 

constraint must "prove" at least one text.)" 


Here. we are at the very antipodes of the functioning of traditional con

straint. The latter presupposes multiplication, and even demands it. To 

return to the (very typical) example of the sonnet, a sonnet is something 

that does n.ot exist. The first sonnet, at the moment of becoming a sonnet, 

is not a sonnet but a Sicilian variant of the Proven~al cobia. It is only with 

the thousandth sonnet (or more or less-in any case after many sonnets) 

that the sonnet appears. Moreover, an efficient traditional constraint tends 

toward imperialism: when the alexandrine triumphs in French prosody, it 

invades everything. French tends to become alexandrine (and non-alexan

drine. to organize itself in relation to the alexandrine). Oulipian con-
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straint, on the contrary. can tend toward multiplicity (toward which, seem
ingly,' it is tending) only in ceasing to be Oulipian. 

28. THE "FOUNDATIONS OF LITERATURE." To use in OUlipian fash
ion the Oulipian method in order to compose a system of axioms for lit
erature: that is'-Queneau's project in one of his very last texts, published 
in th~ Bibliotheque Oulipienne in March 1976:56 

us Fondements de la litterature 
d'apres David Hilbert 

29. The model is in fact one of the fundamental texts of the axiomatic 
method, the famous Grund/agen der Geometrie, the first edition of which 
dates from 1899. In this work, whose impact was very great, Hilbert de
scribed for the first time in a detailed. rather than circular, manner the 
properties of a "geometry," beginning with an explicit system of axioms. 
Querieau in his introduction speaks of Hilbert's starting point: 

"After. having listened at Halle to a paper presented by Wiener . .. 
David Hilbert, waiting for the Konigsberg train in the Berlin station, mur
mured pensively: 'Rather than points. lines. and planes. one might just as 
welllLse the words tables. chairs, and drinking glq,sses. ''''7 

30. The principle adopted by Queneau, after Hilbert. is the following: 
"Taking my inspiration from this famous example, Jpresent here a system 
of axioms for literature, replacing in Hilbert's propositions the words 
'points: 'lines,' and 'planes' with, respectively, 'words: 'sentences,' and 
'paragraphs.' ..'8 

The result. armed with all the unshakable coherence (urnisited by Hil
bert's text, is consistently surprising in its linguistic intuition. ' 

The following axiom: "A sentence having been given, and a word not 
belonging 10 this sentence, in the paragraph determined by the sentence 
and,this word. there exists at the most one sentence including this word 
which has no other word in common with the first given sentence"'9 may 
be merely the Quenellian translation of an obvious truth, "Euclid's Postu
late"; nevertheless, its "literary" pertinence causes some perplexity, 

But certain consequences impose themselves. Thus, this corollary to 
''Theorem 7": 

~'Every sentence includes an ilffinity ofwords,' one perceives only a very 
few ofthem, the others being in the infinite or being imaginary."60 

31. Why? Whatfor? 

32. THE RUIN OF RULES. The "what for" is clear: recourse to mathe
matics according to the modalities we have just described in a few propo

sitions (propositions 1 to 16, conjectures 1 and 2, the axiom about con
straint) has a sole finality: literature. It remains to furnish some hypothesis 
about the "why," in order to better elucidate the "how," 

The solution, undoubtedly, is not unique, We shall choose this one: a 
sentence in Blltons. chiffres et lettres. from 1937"~1 

Proposition 17: There are no rules after the moment when they outlive 
their value. 

The exhaustion of tradition, represented by rules, is the starting point 
in the search for a secondfoundation, that of mathematics. 

Proposition 18: Mathematics repairs the ruin of rules. 
The problem of "value" is to be put in parentheses. 

33, Once the "shift" has been made, from the rule to the constraint by 
axiom, mathematics then furnishes another concept of substitution: for 
repiacing "form," After the 1937 statement that we used for proposition 
17, Queneau wrote: 

"Butforms subsist eternally." 
The notion then substituted for this "etemity." leaving the question of 

"eternity" in darkness, is ofcourse the keystone of the Bourbakian edifice, 
the notion of structure. 

34. STRUCTURES. Structure, in its Quenellian and Oulipian sense, has 
only a minimal relation to "Structuralism," Ideally (like constraint in re
spect to axiom), it refers to the Bourbakian structure: the object in the 
mathematical case is a (or several) set(s} with something "on it" (one or 
several algebraic laws; proximities in topology . , . ); in the case of the 
Oulipo, the Object is linguistic,62 and its structure is a mode of organiza
tion. This structure will satisfy one or many conditions: axioms in one 
case, constraint in another. Thus, a set armed with a law of composition 
will have a monoid structure if this law obeys the axiom of associativity; 
a text will have a lipogrammatic structure if it obeys the constraint of the 
same name. It is clear, and this is an important point, that the Oulipian 
notion of structure is not entirely distinct from that of constraint, many 
structures (traditionally) remaining implicit: must a Iipogrammatic sonnet 
be examined in the same manner as a lipogrammatic novel? A topological 
group is, certainly, a group and a topological space. but its operation and 
its topology are not indifferent one to the other. How may we approach, 
in Oulipian fashion, this link in the case of the lipogram, for example. 
and in that of the sonnet? The neutrality of the conventionality of the props 
(texts, poems, stories ...) is without doubt an obstacle in the develop
ment of the Oulipian notion of structure. In this sense, one understands 
why Queneau never wrote an "Oulipian novel." 

--.J 
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35.. For the present, the most efficient method seems to be that of "struc
ture transport": a set, armed with a given structure, is ".interpreted" in a 
text; 'the elements of the set become the data of the t~xt:. the structures 
existing in the set are converted into procedures for.composing the text, 
with constraints: a privileged experiment is that (}fGeorge$ Perec's work
in-progress, writtenfrom a Latin bi-square.63 . 

/'" 

36. Ail examination, in this perspective, of the celebrated Cent Mille Mil
liards de poemes will permit us to shed some Ugh, on this hoole's place in 
the pas~age from mathematics to its literalization. 

Let us remember this principle: ten SOD1)etsare written~ usiQg tl)e same 
rhymes, The grammatical structure is such thate~ry ve,rse of every 
"base" sonnet may be smoothly interchanged witl) any'.:ot1ler'sitQated in 
thC~ame position within the sonnet.' Thus, each vcrscrQ{·,~n!:;w.sonnet has 
ten wssible independent cho,ices. There are fou~.;~e exist 
thus, virtually, lOf4 or one hundred thousand billion ~ets. . 
. What does this in fact signify? Let us proceed!>')' Pnfl1o~:, let us take 

ten letters; let us then take certain letters a.mong thes~,I.IJlY ~nes, and put 
them one after the other; let us call the result pf this a word. We do not 
impose upon the "words" thus constituted the necessity of figuring in any 
dictionary whatever. The "procedure" works freely and furnishes, accord
ing to the number of letters which one accepts in a "word ,".a more or less 
considerable quantity of such words. One thus has a more or less extensive 
piece of the "free monoid" constructed on the given letters, a "free object" 
of monoid structure. 

Let us then consider the "hundred thousand billion" as "free object" of 
sonnet structure. as the book. metaphorically, of free structure. 
. Whence for this reason also its importance: for let us try, in analogous 
fashion. something very similar with a sonnet by Baudelaire. for instance: 
to substitute one verse for another therein (in this same sonnet or else
where) all the while respecting that which makes it a sonnet (its "struc
ture"). One will run up against what Queneau parried in advance (and that 
is why his "structure" is "free"). difficulties whose nature is. principally 
syntactic.' But-and this is what the "hundred thOUSand billion" really 
teach us~against the constraints of semantic verisimilitude. the sonnet 
structure makes from (virtually) a single sonnet aU possible sonnets 

I througb all' the substitutions that respect it. The proposed sonnet, if it 
imposes' a choice, or rather proposes to impose one, does Rot eliminate 
the other possibilities. which expand it: confrontation of structural "free

I dom" with the constraints of the milieu (linguistic or other) in which it
inscribes itself. 64 

37. We may now situate this key concept of Quenellian work. which ap

1; 
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pears in the OuJipo's very name: pOlentiality. The Oulipo is potential lit
erature because the givens of a structure are those of all the virtualities of 
free objects, if they exist, of all the virtualities of the texts that realize it. 
necessarily multiple; the unicity of the Oulipian text actualizing a con
straint (Proposition 16) being then envisaged only on the condition that 
this text contain all the possibilities of the constraint-texts and virtual. 
potential readings: multiplicity again but, unlike that which traditionally 
results from the'multiplication of examples. implicit and, at the outside. 
imaginary multipliCity (Proposition 16a). exhausted by the very gesture 
that announces or writes the structure. 

38. An explicit trajectory leads thus from mathematics, as reading and 
practice in writing ofthis practiced mathematics: this, in great part, is the 
creation and the advance of the Oulipo. We shall not go any further here; 
that is, to search for the invisible mathematics in the more visible part of 
Queneau'$ work: noyels, pc;ems-:notthat it cannot be found (at least 
partiaUy).6!1 but because its dissimulation is a necessary part of Queneau's 
project and of his method. Let us leave this unmasking to others, and until 
later. Let us merely try to elucidate its meaning. 

, fJ 39. THE MEANING OF COMBINATORICS. We have, above, justified 
the "recourse" to mathematics as a consequence of the "collapse of rules." 
Granted this, it remains to understand the why of the combinatoric choice, 
of the arithmetical bias. Why, anywhere one looks, does one almost al
ways find w~ole 'numbers in Queneau? 

40. A piece of evidence: "It was intolerable to me to leave to chance the 
number ofchapters in these novels.66 Thus, Le Chiendem is composed of 
91 (7 x 13) sections, 91 being the sum of the first thirteen numbers and 
its 'sum' being I. it is thus both the number of the death of beings and 
that of their return to existence, return which I then imagined merely as 
the irresoluble perpetuity of hopeless grief. At that time. I saw in 13 a 
beneficent numbe;, because it denied happiness; as to 7. I took it, and , j 
may still take it, as a numerical image ofmyself. since my last name and 
my first and middle names are each composed of seven letters, and I was 
born on a 21st (3 x 7)." 

Another piece: 
"-Look here, that is awfully idealistic, what you're telling me. ; 
-Realistic, you mean: numbers are realities. They exist, numbers do! 

They exist as much as this table, sempiternal example of philosophers, 
infinitely more than this table! Bang! 

-Couldn't you make a lillie less noise. said the waiter."67 
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41., The o.bvio.us intensity o.f this numerical, o.rrather numerolo.gical, iden

-tincatio.n o.f personal identity, the suggestio.n o.f the extraterrestrial o.r his

to.rical intrinsic reality o.f numbers: all that evo.kes68 a specter which aI

, ready made an insidio.us appearance in section 4 in co.nnectio.n with 

s;.additive series: indeed, let us remember the fo.llowing remark, already 

- quoted above:
69 

"For JI = 1, we discover with pleasure Fibonacci's num
. bers"; no.w Fibo.nacci's numbers, which are constructed (as Queneau gra
cio.usly points o.ut) acco.rding to' a procedure analo.goLis to' that o.n which 
he is wo.rking, have, it is well kno.wn, the partiCUlarity o.fbeing at the 
center o.f very hono.rable and ever-resurgent o.ld esthetico.-metaphysical 
speculatio.ns, since the relatio.nbetween two.. co.nsecutive nUmbers in the 
series tends to.ward a limit, called golden number. One may then allow 

--o.~eself to. Suppose that, somewhere in the study o.r the project o.f the s
additive series, so.mething "additio.nal to." their production intervenes, dif
ferent fro.m the secrets o.f their enumeratio.n: the search fo.r a new multi:.. 
pJicity o.f limits (o.r o.f no.n-limits, when t~e series is interrupted), each the 
fo.under o.f a remarkable and perfect proposition, a number no. lo.nger 
go.lden, but made o.f so.me o.ther precio.us element, "rare earth" o.f esther
,ics: an eminently iro.nical multiplicatio.n o.f the truth o.f beauty. 

42. This, still: "There are forms ofthe novel that impose all the virtues of 
the Number on the material proposed and, springing/rom the very expres
sion and from the various aspects ofthe story, connatural with the guiding 
principle, daughter and mother ofall the elements it polarizes, a structure 

-develops that transmits to the works the last rays of universal light and 
. the last echoes of the Music of the Spheres."70 

43. CONTEMPLATING THIS, WE SHALL PART.?I 

Georges Perec 


/
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History of the Lipogc 

fined by Scho.lem, which' their entirety co.mpose the 
5 books o.f the , the 16th is a mo.no.l ue by Rabbi Simeo.n o.n the 
letters that fo.rm th name o.f God; he giv 70 interpretatio.ns Qf the first 
word o.f the To.rah: B hit. 

In his Praise ofthe ala. Bo.rges aks o.f "this prodigio.us idea Qf a 
book who.lIy impervio.u to. co.ntingey." If it is true that in the beginning 
there was the Wo.rd, an that the o.rk o.f God is called Writing, each 
word, each letter is mo.tiva d: th Bo.o.k is an infinite netwQrk cQnstantly 
traversed by Meaning; the S . t merges with the Letter; the Secret 
(Knowledge, Wisdo.m) is a h den letter, an unspoken wo.rd: the Bo.o.k is 
a crypto.gram who.se code is Alphabet. 

The exegetical fever o.f he balists seems to. have been Qriented in 
three principal directio. . The st, Gematry, co.ncerns the numerical 
value o.f letters (aleph - 1, beth 2, gimel == 3, etc.) and cQmpares 
wo.rds o.f identical to. Is. Its neares rheto.rical equivalent WQuid be the 
chro.no.gram, where e roman numera co.ntained in a verse reflect a sig
nificant date; this as o.ne o.f the spec ties o.f Belgian convents in the 
seventeenth and ighteenth centuries; A ede So.lre enshrined 1670 in 
o.ne, and an Ar of the Chronogram was p lished in Brussels in 1718. 

The seco.n directio.n, Notarikon, treats ch wo.rd o.f the Book as an 
acro.nym; Aa wo.uld mean Atha Gibor Leol Ado.naY. Each letter o.f the 
Book is rely the first letter o.f a wo.rd, and e Bible thus becQmes a 
gigantic' verted acrostic. 

Fo.r t third, Temurah. the Book is an anagram~at encodes (I suppose 
so.me IDg like a hundred tho.usand billio.n times)1 t e name o.f God. . .. 

A o.nsiderably diminished echo. o.f these vertigi o.us preoccupatio.ns 
s to. me to. resound still in the case o.f the lipogra 

Littre defines the lipogram as a "Wo.rk in which o.ne aff'ects to' exclude a 
particular letter o.f the alphabet"; Larousse says, mo.re pre~ly: "literary 
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A Story as You Like It 

This text, submitted at the 83rd meeting 0/ t~ Ollvroir de Litterature 
Potentielle, WQs inspired by the presentation o/.t~ instructions given to 

. . computers. and by Progrt:l1n1ned teaching. It LJ 1/ structure analogous to 
the "tree" literature proposed by FranfOis U Lionnais at the 79thmeeting.. 

1. Do you wish to hear the story of the three alert peas? 
if yes, go to 4 
if no, go to 2 

2. Would you prefer the story of the three big skinny beanpoles?
if yes, go to )6 
if no, go to 3 

3. Would you prefer the story of the three middling mediocre bushes?if yes, go to 17 
if no, go to 21 

4. Once Upon a time there were three peas dressed in green who were 
fast asleep in their pod. Their round faces breathed through the holes in 
their nostrils, and one could hear their soft and harmonious snoring.

if you prefer another description, go to 9 
if this deSCription suits you, go to 5 

5. They were not dreaming. In fact, these little creatures never dream. 
if you prefer that they dr:eam, go to 6 
if not, go to 7 

6. They Were dreaming. In fact, these little creatures always dream and
their nights secrete charming dreams. 


if you wish to know these dreams, go to ) 1 

if you don't care about it, go to 7 


7. Their cute little feet were COvered in warm stockings and in bed theywore black velvet gloves. 
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if you prefer gloves of another color, go to 8 

if this color suits you, go to 10 


8. In bed, they wore blue velvet gloves. 

if you prefer gloves of another color, go to 7 

if this color suits you, go to 10 


9. Once upon a time there were three peas rolling along on the great 
highway. When evening came, they fell fast asleep, tired and worn. 

if you wish to know the rest, go to 5 
if not, go to 21 

10. AU three were dreaming the same dream; indeed, they loved each 
other tenderly and, like proud mirrors, always dreamed similarly. 

if you wish to know their dream, go to 11 
ifnot. go to 12 

11. They dreamed that they were getting their soup at the soup kitchen, 
and that upon uncovering their bowl they discovered that it was ers soup. 
Horrified, they woke up. 

if you wish to know wby they woke up horrified, consult the word 
"ers" in Webster, and let us hear no more of it 

if you judge it a waste of time to investigate this question further, go 
to 12 

12. Opopoi! they cried when they opened their eyes. Opopoi! what a 
dream we dreamed! A bad omen, said the fitst. Yessir, said the second, 
that's a fact, and now I'm sad. Don't worry like that, said the third, who 
was the sharpest of the three. We must comprehend rather than despair; in 
short, I will analyze it for you. ' 

i.f you wish to know the interpretation of this dream right away, go 
to IS 

if you wish on the contrary to know the reactions of the other two, 
go to 13 

13. You bore us to tears, said the first. Since when do you know how to 
analyze dreams? Yes, since when? added the second. 

if you too wish to know since when, go to 14 
if not, go to 14 anyway, because in any case you won't learn a thing 

14. Since when? cried tbe third. How should I know? The fact is that I 
practice analysis. You'll see. 

if you too wish to see, go to 15 
if not, go to IS also, for you will see nothing 

IS. Well then, let's see! cried his brothers. Your irony doesn't please 
me a bit, replied the other, and you'll not learn a thing. Moreover, during 
this rather sharp conversation, hasn't your sense of horror been blurred, 
or even erased? What use then to stir up the mire of your papilionaceous 
unconscious? Let's rather go wash ourselves in the fountain and greet this 
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gay morning in hygiene and saintly euphoria! No sooner said than done: 
they slip out of their pod, let themselves roll gently to the ground, and trot 
joyously to the theater of their ablutions. 

if you wish to know what happens at the theater of their ablutions, go
to 16 . 


if Y9U do not wish to know, go to 21 

16. Three big beanpoles were watching them. 


if the three big beanpoles displease you, go 1.021 

if they suit you, go to IS 


17. Three middling mediocre bUShes were watching them. 
if the three middling mediocre bushes displease you, go to 21 
if they suit you, go to IS 

IS. Seeing themselves voyeurized in this fashion, the three alert peas, 
.who were very modest,fled. 

if you wish to know what they did af~r that, go to 19 
if you do not wish to know, go to 21 

19. They ran very hard back to their pod and, closing the latter after 
them, went back to sleep_ 
. if you wish to know the rest, go to 20 

if you do not wish to know, go to 21 
20. There is no rest and the story is finished. 
21. In this case, the story is likewise finished. 

Paul Fournel ~~ 

)iin collaboration with Jean-Pierre 

The Theater 1ree: 
A Combinatory Play 

Principle: At the outset, the objective was to produce a play using the 
structure of the tree. The problems encountered in a project of this sort 
are numerous, and some of them appeared practically insoluble. A "tree" 
play would, more particularly, demand an almost superhuman effort of 
memory on the part of the actors. 

We thus elaborated a new graph which gives the audience aU the ap
pearances of the tree, but avoids the disadvantages for the actors: 

'?/• 

Directions for use: The actors play the first scene, then invite the audi
ence to determine that which follows, in choosing between two possible 
scenes (II and III). The modalities of this choice should be determined in 
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~ty: !he aodien"" in a !he""" ....y. fw ."""'ple. vote 
bya show of hands; in the case of a radio play, J;))' ~l,m.one~ etc. The 
essential point is that the vote should not take tOOJD~dl ~. 

In the example which we have el.borated, theaudita.ee will be asked to 
choose four times, which means that there will be five SceDe$ in the play. 
Given that opr "tree" contains fifteen scenes (four ofwhicn d() not lead to 
choices),sixteen different plays of five scenes each may be en~ndered. 
In order to produce these sixteen plays in traditionalJashion, one would 
have to write eighty scenes (16 x 5). Wt; b'V~ '~~~nomized sixty-
seven scenes. ' ,,': , : 

, 
The Theater 1i'ee: In order that the struct,ure ~ ~4te1y recogni~ 

by the audience, we have tried to construct simpl~pl"aJlf!I intrigues, for 
which the choices offefCd ~ the audience ¥.O ~~;~~0na1. 

. 1, ,:;~:~.~':' ~,tt ; 
Scene J: The king is unhappy; misfortune .rei~:~ 'e palace. The 

queen, returning from a journey, cannot comfort him, iHe is unhappy for 
one of the following reasons, between which the a.uctience,wUl choose: 

-His daughter the princess has lost her smile. (see Scene 2) 
-The princess has been kidnapped. (see scene 3) 

Scene 2: The princess appears upon the stage. She is unhappy. The king 
offers a reward to him who will make her smile again. The queen, stqr 
mother of the princess, rejoices secretly. The candidates come and go with 
no success. The masked hero arrives; the princess smiles. 

The king and the queen argue. The king learns that the qlleen has a 
lover, by whom she is pregnant, and the queen learns that the, king has a 
lost son. Is the masked hero: 

-The king's son? (see scene 5) 

, -The queen's lover? (see scene 4) 


Scene 3: The queen wails gypocritically in the presence of the king. 
With the princess gone, the child whom tl}e queen is carrying will reign. 

In the forest, the enchained princess falls in love with her kidnapper, 
and asks him to take her back to the palace as proofof his love. At the 
palace, the king and queen .argue. The queen has a lover, by whom she'is 
pregnant, the king has a lost son. During this argument. the masked man 
and the princess arrive. Who is the masked man? 

-Is he the king's son? (see scene 5) 
-Is he the queen's lover? (see scene 4) 

~ 
.>J 

Sce.ne 4: The 
\,
masked man is the queen's lover. The princess faints. The 

king, beside himself with rage, commands that the instruments of tonure 
be brought to him. . 

-Will he kill his wife? (see scene 6) 
-Will he challen$C the lover to a duel? (see scene 7) 

Scene 5: The hero avers that he is the king's son. The princess faints. 
The queen demands proof and perfidiously asks that the young man be 
thrown into the noble-pit in order to determine if he is a blueblood. l The 
king fails to reCogni1.e the absurd character of the situation, and accepts. 
Only tbe princess can save the masked man: 

-Will she awaken? (see scene 8) 
--,-Will she remain unconscious? (s~ scene 9) 

Scene 6: The king puts his wife in the torture machine. He will use this 
device to eliminate her. 

-Would you like a happy ending? (see scenes 10 + 14) 
-Would you like an unhappy ending? (see scenes 11 + 15) 

Scene 7: The king challenges the lover to a duel. In the course of the 
fight, the queen is killed. 

-Happy ending? (see scenes 10 + 14) 

, -Unhappy ending? (see scenes 11.+ 15) 


Scene 8: The princess awakens. She demonstrates the absurdity of the 
situation to her father. In a fit of rage, he forces his wife to test the device: 
she dies. 

-:-Happy ending? (see scenes 12 + 14) .~ 

!-Unhappy ending? (see scenes 13 + 15) ,~

iScene 9: The princess does not awaken. The king, before throwing hi$ ) 

son into::,the noble~pit, wishes to see if it is in working order, and throws 
his wife in. She dies. 

-Happy ending? (see scenes 12 + 14) 
-Unhappy ending? (see scenes 13 + 15) 

Scene 10: The queen is dead. The king and the lover are relieved. In 
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fact, the lover had seduced the queen in order to get into the palace. But 
he loves the princess. He is sad, however, to be her brother (recognition). 

-Go to scene 14. 

Scene)1: The lover, mad with rage, kills the king. 

-Go to scene 15. 

Scene 12: The king recognizes his son. The hero and the princess are 
unhappy, since, although they love each other, they cannot marry,' being
brother and sister.' 

-Go to scene 14. 

Scene 13: The hero, mad with rage, kills the king (he lov¢ the queen). 

-Go to scene 15. 

Scene 14: In fact, through a complicated play ofimarriages and adop
. tions, the hero and the princess are not brother and sister, and are thus free 
to marry. 

Scene 15: The king is dead. The princess kills the hero and throws 
herself into the noble·pit (she is rejected, but if the Spectator wishes to 
know why, he must come back to see the play again, because the reason 
for this rejection is explained in scene 14). 

Examples of possible combinations: 1-2-4-6-10-14; 1-2-5-8-12-14;
.1-3-5-9-13-15; etc. 

N.B.: It is obvious that a resume such as this cannot pretend to replace 
the ri~orous coherence we have tried to maintain throughout the play. 

Oulipiansand Their Woiks ... . . . ... . . . .... .. ... . . 

Much of the ibliographical material that foll ws appeared in Atlas de 
litterature po ntielle. This section has been upplemented and updated 
with new mat ial for this revised editio , but it does not pretend to 
exh;t.ustivity: th e are. then, selective b' liographies, No attempt has 
been made to distl uish between works irectly influenced by the group 
and pre-Oulipian 0 on-Oulipian texts y members of the Oulipo. Texts 
published in the "Bi ioth~ue Ouli enne" are listed at the end of this 
secti.on, under the rub . c "Collecti Works." The material used in the 
brief biographical sketc es was i ost cases supplied by the members 
themselves: additional m terial as kindly furnished by NoC!l Arnaud, 
M~cel Benabou, Ross Cha be s, Jacques Jouet, and Harry Mathews, 

NoeL ARNAUD was born on IS cember 1919 in Paris, In the late 1930s he 
was a member of a neo- ad group that published the review Les 
Reverberes and perfor d pia s by authors such as Tristan Tzara, 
Guillaume Apollinaire, eorges ibemont-Dessaignes, and Erik Satie. 
He also directed a ja club. In 19 0 he joined the Surrealist group La 
Main ala Plume, the nly one of its 'nd operating in the occupied zone; 
between 1941 and 944 it publishe forty-odd texts, including Paul 
Eluard's Poesie e irite, which conta'ns the famous poem "Liberte." 
During this perio ,NoC!l Arnaud was an tive member of the armed re
sistance. In 195 . e joined the Coll~ge de.ataphysique, where he serves 
as a Regent of neral 'Pataphysics and the linic of Rhetoriconosis. and 
Major Confe t of the Order of the Grande ~\. douille. In 1960 he became 
a foundIng ember of the Oulipo. As a frie d of Boris Vian, Arnaud 
oversaw th publication of most of Vian's wor s, and wrote his biogra
phy. He w s a cofounder and then president of tHe Association des Amis 
d' Alfred arry and the .. Association des Amis d~Valentin BrQ. On 30 
March 984, after Fran~ois Le Lionnais's death. Noel Arnaud was 
eleete president of the Oulipo. . 

Semi; sur Ie ciel. Paris: Editions des R6verb~res, 1940. 

L'iUusion reelle ou Les apparences de La realite. Par~: La Main ~ \a 


urne, 1942. \ , 
'I X absents qui n'ant pas toujours tort. Paris: La Main aht\Plume. 1943. 
'uke Ellington. Paris: Le Messager Boiteux de Paris, 1950:\ 
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mP,9(arY l~nguists have 
DJDlher of situatioDs 

, t. This is the case, in 
~- C)fa ~i'Oposition is 

~ 

CI",ude Berge 

For a Potential Analysis 
ot Combinatory Literature 

When. at twenty years of age, Leibniz published his Dissertatio de Arte 
Combinatoria, I he claimed to have discovered a -new branch of mathe
matics with ramifications in logic. history. ethics, and metaphysics. He 
treated all sorts of COIllbinationstherein: syllogisms, juridical forms. col
ors, sounds; and he announced two-by-two, three-by-three, etc., combi
nations, which he wrote:com2natio, com3natio, etc. . . . 

In the field of plastic arts, the idea was not entirely new, since Breughel 
the Elder several years before had numbered the colors of his characters 
in order to determine their distribution by a roll of the dice; in the field of 
music, people w~ beginning to glimpse new possibilities, which were to 
inlPpire Mozart in his "Musical Game," a sort of card index that allows 
anyone to achieve the aleatory composition of waltzes, rondos, and min
uets. But what about literat¥re? 

One has to wait until 1961 for the expression combinatory literature to 
be used, undoubtedly for the first time, by Franliois ~ Lionnais, in the 
postface to Raymond Queneau's Cent Mille Milliards de poemes. Litera
ture isa known quantity, but combinatorics? Makers of dictionaries and 

~encyclopedias manifest an extreme degree of cowardice when it comes to 
;1giving a definition of the latter; one can hardly blame their insipid impre
~ 

~ 
<lcision, ~ince traditional mathematicians who "feel" that problems are of 

combinatory nature very seldom are inclined to engage in systematic and :~ 
independent study of the methods of resolving them. 

In an attempt to furnish a more precise definition, we shall rely on the 
concept of configuration; one looks for a configuration each time one 
disposes a finite number of objects, and one wishes to dispose them ac
cording to certain constraints postulated in advance; Latin squares and 
finite geometries are configurations, but so is the arrangement of packages 
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1 t ~fdi1ferent sizes in a draw.er that is too small,or ~ disposition of words 
~\ or sentences given in advance (on the conditioD that the giveo.constraints 
6'"' .be sufficiently "crafty" for the problem to be real).2 Just as arithmetic 

studies whole numbers (along with the traditional operations), as algebra 
studies operations in general, as analysis studies functions, as geometry 
studies forms that are rigi4 and topology those that are not, so combina
tOries, f~)ts part, studies configurations. It a~mpts to demonstrate the 
existence of configurations of a certain type.· And if this existence is no 
longer open to doubt, it undertakes to count them(~ualities or inequali
ties of counting), or to list them ("listing"), or toexn'act an "optimal" 
exampJe from them (the problem Of9pUmization). 

It is thus not surprising to learn that a systematic study of these prob
'lems revealed a large number of new mathematical concopts, easily trans
posable into the realm of language, and that the ptur:i,tus of combinatorics 
bas wrought its worst on the Oulipian breast. 

., Although the first complete literary wbrk. of frankly ~.natory nature 
is the Cent Mille Milliards de poemes. and~ R.a),inond Queneau 
and Fran~ois Le Lionnais are the cofounders of the Oulipo. created simul
taneously, it should not be deduced that combinatory Hterature is the 
Oulipo. 

If one dissects Oulipian tendencies with a sharp enough scalpel, three 
currents become apparent: the first Oulipian vocation is undoubtedly "the 
search for new strUctures, which may be used by wriiers i.n any way they 
see fit," which means that we wish to replace traditional constraints like 
the "sonnet" with other linguistic constraints: alphabetical (Georges Per
ec's poems without e), phonetic (Noel Arnaud's heterosexual rhymes), 
syntactic (1. Queval's isosyntactic novels), numerical (1. Bens's irrational 
sonnets), even semat.ltic. , j 

The second Oulipian vocation, apparently unrelated to the first, is re
search into methods ojautomatic transformation of texts: for example, 1. 
Lescure's S + 7 method. 

Finally, the third vocation, the one that perhaps interests us most, is the 
transposition of concepts existing in different branches of mathematics 
into the realm of words: geometry (Le Lionnais's poems which are tan
gentical among themselves), BooHan algebra (intersection of two nov
els by J. Duchateau), matrical algebra (R. Queneau's multiplication of 
texts), etc .... 

It is within this last current that combinatory literature is situated. Let 
us sharpen our scalpel a little bit more and cut up a few specimens. 

The roughest form, the Stone Age of combinatory literature, it must be 
noted, is Jactorialpoetry, in which certain elements of the text m~y be 

.roc. ruLe....... ~.UIIJ•• UI "",UIUIUlnUI' "'U.~I"~UI~ 
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permuted in all possible ways as the reader (or chance) sees fit; the mean
ing changes, but syntactic correctness is preserved.

As early as the seventeenth century. HarsdOrtfer published in his Ric
r~(ltions factorial couplets like: ' 

Ehi', Kunst, Geld, Guth. Lob, Weib und Kind 
Man bat, sucht. Jehlt, bom und verschwind

3 

The ten words in italics may be permuted in all possible ways by the 

speaker without altering the rhythm (for they are all monosyllabic); 

whence 3,628,800 poems, different and grammatically correct (if one 

changes suchtto Sucht, Jehlt to Fehl, man to Mann). With n words to 

permute, tbenumber of possibilities would be "n factorial:' that is, the 

number: . 


n! = 1 x 2 x .•. X.n 


This form of poetry seems moreover to have been common during the 

period when it was called "Protean Poetry" (Poetices Proteos), following 

Julius Caesar Scaliger, who supposedly invented it. Leibniz, in his Disser

tatio, .cites numerous examples in monosyllabic Latin, from Bernhardus 

Bauhusius, Thomas Lansius, Joban Philippus Ebelius. Johan Baptistus 


Ricciolus, etc. . . . 
And. as nothing is invented, we must wait until 1965 for Saporta to 


write arid publish a "factorial" novel, whose pages, unbound, may be read 

in any order. according to the whim of the reader." 


Finally, in 1967. the Oulipo stated that it no longer expected any good 

to come from pure. unbridled chance. and Jacques Roubaqd published bis 

collection of poems, E (Gallimard. 1967), wherein the author proposes 

the reading of the 361 texts that compose it in four different but well-


determined orders. 

Another more elaborate form of combinatory poetry: Fibonaccian 

poems. We call thus a text which has been split into elements (sentences, 

verses, words), and which one recites using only elements that were not 


juxtaposed in the original text. 
This type of poetry is caUed Fibonaccian because, with n elements, the 


number of poems one can engender is none other than "Fibonacci's 


Number": 
n! (n-l)! (n-2)! (n-3)! + .. ,

F=l+ + + +~--'-" lI(n-I) 2!(n-3)! 3!(n-5)! 4!(n-7)! 
Here is an example, whose origin is easily recognizable: 

Feu filant, 
'0r 

j 
~deja sommeiUant, 
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benissez votte 
OS 
je prendrai 
une vjeille accroupie 
vivez les roses de la vie!' 

," 

Unfortumitely, it is difficult to invent texts that lend themselves to such 
manipulations or rules for intervals that pennit the conservation of literary 
quality. 

, "In the Cent Mille Milliards de poe~s, Raymond Queneau introduces 
ten SQnnets, of fourteen verses each, in such a way that the reader may 
replace as he wishes, each verse by one of the nine others that correspond 
to it. The reader himself may thus compose 10t4 ... 100,000,000,000.000 
diferent poems, all of which respect all the inunutable ru~50fthe sonnet. 
This type of poetry could be called ·\~xponentW.:' for the number of 
poems of n verses one can obtain with QueneQ.Jl'8 met1;lod is given by the 

. exponential function, 10". However, each of the hwadred tbousand billion 
poems may also be considered as .a line drawn 'in a graph of the sort 
indicated in figure 1. According to this point of view, it should be noted 
that the reader advances in a graph without circuits; that is, he can never 
encounter the same verse twice in a reading respecting the direclion oJ the 
arrows. 

For this reason, in 1966 we propOsed the dual fonn,~e antipode: that 
is, poems on graphs w;thoutcocircuits. Without wishing to define a cocir
cuit here, let us say that these graphs are characterized by the property 
that, beginning' from a given point, one can alwllYs end up at a point 
determined in advance. 

Let us consider the simplified example of figure 2. 
.Other pathway procedures were proposed by Paul Bratfort and Fran~ois 

Le Lionnais at the 79th meeting of the Oulipo. This principle is also be
hind Raymond Queneau's "A Story as You Like It." This text, submitted 
at the OuHpo's 83rd working meeting, draws its inspiration from the in
structions given to computers, the reader at each moment disposing of two 
continuations, according to whether the adventures of the ..three" alert 
peas" suit him or not. Presented in the form of abifurcatingsrapb (figure 
3), imbrication of circuits becomes apparent, as 'do converging paths, 
etc; ... whose properties might be analyzed in terms of the Theory of 
Graphs. [See figure 4 for additional Queneau graphs.] 

FinaIly, it should be noted that in his Drailles (Gallimaid, 1968), Jean 
Lescure travels pleasantly through a graph of order 4: 

Feuille de rose porte d'ombre 
Ombre de feuiUe porte rose 

~ 

Figure 1 

Principle oflhe graph of the Cent Mille Milliards de poemes (not all of 
the arcs and verlices have been drawn) 

1st VijRSE 2nd VEIISE 3rd VEIlSE 

~~~ 
The: king of ... to. put it . , , the corned beef. , . 

... """',."'". .. ~ ~ 
~ 6 :::::- ••.g. ~;•• 

.~ ~.t1 ~.~ 
When one day . . . 

.4 ~.~ ~ t1f 
" ~ ~.~ 

The marble. .. ...... 
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When everything ~ 
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l~U Ifor a l"otential Analysis of t:omblnatory Literature 

~ 
FeuiHe, porte l'ombre d'une rose 
Feuille rose al'ombre d'uneporte 
Toute rose ombre une porte de feuille 

Another foon of literature, which may lend itself to schemas rich in 
combinatory properties, is what has come to be called the episodic story. 
Since Potocki's famous novel, Un Manuscrit trouve d Saragosse, espe
cially since the episodic novels of Eugene Sue, certain authors have imag
ined characters who relate adventures in which figure other garrulous he
roes who in tum relate other adventures, which leads to a whole series of 
stories embedded one in the other. In his poems, Raym~nd Roussel6 went 
so far as to embed progressively six sets of parentheses [see figure 51. 

Figure 2 

among 
.the 

statues 

soft 
 wbosaw 

as the man 
overripe 

fruirs 

The verses corresponding to the arcs arriving at the same point (or leaving from the same 
point) were chosen in function ofa very precise constraint; for example, those that 'mil up 
at point D contain the word "man" ; those leaving from poim D have the same grammati
cal structure, etc . ...• Using this figure, the retUler may choose a priOri the po/lit ofde
parture and the point o/arrival. and lookfor "the shortest path." He can also construct 
"Hamiltonian Poems." which correspond to an itinerary in which each point is encoun
tered once and only once. Thus. the Hamiltonian Path BADe gives: 

"No no says the offended lady I am not looking for the man who spits in the pitcher." 
One can even construct quasi-Eulerian poems, traveling through the figure without 

passing twice by the same arc. and in maximizing the number ofarcs used; fundamental. 
purely mathematical concepts from the Theory ofGraphs furnish MUSSO many constraints 
. . . and the number of texts that may be constructed using the same figure is infinite! 

l'ur Il ru,I:'U'- .....-.1...... _. ---- ----.- . 

Figure 3 

Bifurcating graph representing the structure ofRaymond Queneau's "A 
Story as You Like It:' Lettres Nouvelles, July-September 1967. (We owe 

this saginal representation to Queneau) 

9 
1.. .... .. )1::;:::;:==1 

2l )I )K;.2.... III( ~ 

3 

In order to describe or count the agglomerations of parentheses in a 

monoid, the Polish logician Lukasiewicz established the bases of a math

ematical theory; it is to this theory that we refer in figure 6, where we 

represent the strUcture of the first canto of Raymond Roussel's Nouvelles 

Impressions d'Afrique by a bifurcating aroorescence. It may be remarked 

that this arborescence is much less complex than that of figure 7, for in

stance . . . which seems to open the door to a new field of research for 

the Oulipo.

We could not conclude this little inventory without mentioning bi-Latin 

literature and the work begun within the Oulipo by the author with Jacques 

Roubaud and Georges Perce. Since Euler, combinatorics has been inter

ested in Latin bi-squares; a Latin bi-square oforder ~ is a table of n x n 

squares, filledwilll n different letters and ndifferent numbers. each square 

containing a letter and a number, each letter figuring only once in each 

line and eacl\ column, each number figuring only once in each line and 


teach column. i 
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Graphs ofthe Ternary Relation: X Takes Y for Z (paper delivered by 
Raymond Queneau at the 26 December 1965 meeting ofthe Oulipo) 

LUNATIC ASVLUM 

A 0--0 o 
NORMAL SITUATION 

A Each person B oP+..q o ~Iunatics 
takes· himself for ~ taking them. 

8 himself and takes At selves for Napo_C O····Q %\ 0the others for leon..... l 
what they are ~.~.,c 

VAUDEVILLE 
ROMANCE

A 
Each person Prince's son ~ 0 /'
takes himself for 

8 himself and mis Poor slob -Iq.~...~ 
takes the idenlity ,. , 
of the two others Foster father .i....c 

aware of the se- O ••.~~;o 
crel 

DOUBLES 

A 

8 

c 

OEDIPAL SITUATION 

,,0 

.1ocasta's son 0 0'" 0 
i-

Oedipus ctj!.Qrn9 
It{
l- • 

IOcasia O:••-~.:t;tO 

COSiNUSIAN DlSTllACTION 


Dentist 


Cosinus 
at home 

Cosinusat ~ 

the dentist's "'••• 


",,

Madame Belazo~•••• 

Madame x"1o 0 

~ 

• I'lli. ---_
'/ree representing the embedding ofthe parentheses in Raymond Roussel. 

Nouvelles Impressions d'Afrique, canto I (the encircled numbers 
represent the number of the verse wherein lhe parentheses are opened or 

closed) 

(as the occupant knows . . . . . . to run the elevator) 

(power of the retoucher! . . . she changes into a sister) 

(everyone ... . . . a heavy weight) 

(as it is asked ... . . . wandering slowly on the 
ceiling) 

(sometimes a ... which boils) (the sun ... 
spark ... 

-----------...J 
'i 

-0 
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(0 
Figure 6 

Representation by means ofa bifurcating ar~rescence ofthe preceding 
system ofparentheses 

/ 
,~ ,.'" 

Fi$ure 7 

Representation by means ofa bijurcatlng arborescence ofanother system 
ofparentheses: [( )] {[( )]} 

A Latin bi-square of order 10 is reproduced in figure 8; it is, moreover, 
an extremely rare specimen, and at the present time only two are known 
to exist. We thus proposed to write 10 stories (represented by the 10 lines 
of the table) Wherein appear 10 characters (represented by the 10 columns 
of the table). Each character's attribute is determined by the letter of the 
corresponding square; his action is likewise detennined by the number of
the corresponding square. 

,l 
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Figure 8 

Specimen ofthe Latin bi-square oforder 10; the letters represent a 

characteristic attribute: A = violent lover, B = stupid as an ox, 


C ... rascal; etc . ... The numbers represent the dominant action of the 

character: 0 = does nothing, 1 = steals and assassinates, 2 = behaves 
 .. 

?"in a strtmge and inexplicable waYi etc. . . . 
'i~ 
:~ 

ii j]~'f 

j 
... "1 

J 
§ 

t 
ii I !i~~ .~ 

i5 
&)~ .~:; &) ..~ IZI! :! ':wJl. ~~ 

5 
'IS r~J 

-
~ 

-
j ~ -~ -- - - ---

Story numbert a.,-A. 
-J. -I. -H.Be -B. -D.e.-'. -- -

2 ·Ut A. G. J. ..-Sa e. -Da r.-'.- - --
 -- -a I. By a., D,J.e. AaUt B. '1- - --
 ---H1 c;I. -D. A.a. -G. 

-

E. 

'. 
" J, -'.-
$ a. J. -H. -E.-Ie -A.-De -C. -G1- -6 -D. -J. 11 -E.,H. -B,C. -G. A.-'.
- - -

-E. -H,D. -J. I. G. -A1 a. c.? -'. - - - --8 -C. -F,D. -E. G. -H, I, J. -Aa a.- - - --
-F,t Ea G, 

-J,-Aa -D. I, -H. .. a. c.- - -
 -to G. B.Aa D.C. E1 F. J. H. 

These 10 stories contain thus all the possible combinations in the most 
economical fashion possible. Moreover, they are the result of a century of 
arduous mathematical research, for Euler conjecture~ that a Latin bi
square of order 10 could not exist, and we had to wait until 1960 for Bose, 
Parker, and Shrikhande to prove 'him wrong....' . 

It is clear. that the contribution of combinatorics to the domains of 
words, rhymes, and metaphors is more complex than it seems, and that it 
is far from the anagrams of the Rhetoriqueurs or the stammerings of the 
Protean poets. 
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essary'to the progress of our work, has also wriuena SCJWs of prog,-.ms 
for selCetions timtPl'Ogressively account for the cOtptl'fJ. Pur story _st 
respect in orcler ~ .remain "loBically"and "PSYcbO~~~ceptlble.
Thjsclearly,d~tes•.webelieve. that tbo.aiclof a com~. f~. 

from replllcing the creative ~t of the artist, ptI.I1Jtif8·:~ latter ~" to 
. liberate hims9f from the slavery of acombnu.~ s~areil, idlowinahim 
also the best phance of concentrating em this "cJi~·'.which. lUone, 
can malce of the text a true work of art. 

.,' 
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The Relati()O X Thkes Y for Z 

I 

As Paul BraWort remarked during the meeting of 14 January 1966, the 
ternary relation "X takes Y for Z" may be represented by a multiplication: 
XY "" Z. Tbe "grapbs" of 26 December 1965 (see Claude Berge, "For'l 
Potential Analysis of Combinatory Literature") will be replaced by multi
plication tables (see II for the difficult cases). 

Examples: 

Normal Situation 

a b c 

a 
b 
c 

a 
a 
a 

b 
b 
b 

c 
c 
c 

Vaudeville Situation 

a b c 

a 
b 
c 

a 
c 
b 

c 
b 
a 

b 
a 
c 

Amphilryon 

J M Am S Al 

Jupiter J M Am S AI 
Mercury J M Am S Al 
Ampbitryon J M Am S Al 
Sosia Am S Am S Al 
Alcmene Am S Am S AI 

153 
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If every character takes himself for himself (that is, if a2 = a, b2 = b, 
etc.) and takes no other for himself (that is, if ax 01= a, bx 01= b, etc.), 
there will result only one possible situation for two characters, 12 for 3 
characters, 108 for 4, and, more generally, (n - 1)" - I, n for n characters 
(n:> 2). 

Consider. me following interesting theorem. . 
The multiplication table ofa group (Abelian or not) corresponds to the 

following situation: nobody takes himself for what he is, nor takes the 
others for what they are, with the exception of the unity-element, which 
takes itself for what it is and takes the others for wlu# tJiey are. 

In other words, the multiplication table of a group corresponds to a 
situation both vaudevillesque and mad, as seen by a lucid observer (the 
author for example). 

Commutativity ofthe multiplication: The multipl~on is commutative 
when ab = ba = c, that is, when Paul takes .JoAn for Peter and lohn also 
takes Paul for Peter (always in the case whct'C nobody ~es himself for 
somebody else). 

Exercise: Find concrete examples· of this situation in French or foreign 
literature, theater or novel. 

Exercises: Find concrete situations corresponding to the following 
semi-groups proposed by R. Croisot in "Propri6t6s des complexes fortset 
symemques de demi-groupes," Bulletin de la Societe Mathematique de 
France, vol. 80 (1952), pp. 217-227. 

la b c dab 

a IC c d a a a a 
bc c d a ba a 
cd d a c ca a 

c d 

a 
a 
a 

a 
c 
a 

da 

a 

balab 
c c 

a 

b 

b 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

d da 

a 

ab lac 
c c 

cab 

b 

c 
b 
c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

U 

We have assumed until now that the multiplication was defined globally, 
which is not always the case. When there are isolated points in the 
"graph," we may assume that the product is then O. 

Three madmen (a, b: 'cJ take themselves for Napoleon (n) and each of 
them takes the two others for what they are: 

a 
b 
c 
n 

lJ'"1 ne .KeUlUUn A .l....a I I' 

a b c 	 n 

n b c a 
a n c b 
a b n c 
0 0 0 --0 

Another convention might be that n (fictive) would take a, b, c, for 
what they are and, on the other hand, that a, b, c would take n for what 
he was. One WO\lld thep have: 

a b c n 

a n b c n 

b 
 a n c n 

c 
 a b n n 

n 
 a b c 	 n 

Oedipus 

a b c d 


son of locasta = a 
b b c d 


Oedipus = b 
0 b c d 


stepfather = c 
b a c 	 d 
dlocasta =dO b c 

Exercise: Find a formulation of this situation without zero. 

~ 

t
.t 
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this numerous, he may take sOlJ.ndings of his work. The computer inPaul Fournel case serves as an assistant in the definitive fine-tuning of the text. 

Mo" ..ithmir Literature 

application in the domain of algorithmic literature: Dominique 
Bourguet has programmed Raymond Queneau's "A Story as You Like It"4 

as to facilitate its reading. In this brief text, the reader is repeatedly 
to choose what follows in the tale through a system of double Computer and Writer questions. The elements of narration being very short, the game domi

, nates the reading of the text itself. This is unfortunate, since all of these The Centre Pompidou Experiment ,'possible texts have real charm. The computer first of all "speaks" with the 
reader, proposing the different choices to him, then prints the chosen text 
, • and without the questions. The pleasure of play and the pleasure

ofreading are thus combined.When the literary project of the A.R.T.A. was launched. rapid efforts had " 'In the same spirit and according to the same principles, a medieval tale 
J to be made to establish a basis for a possible agreement between computer was programmed by Jean-Pierre Enard and Paul Fournel,' and the 720science and literary creation. 1 Christian,Cavadia entrusted the whole of fairy tales of a work group directed by 1. P. Balpe will be programmed.the project to Paul Bratfort (logician, computer scientist, and writer), 


whose first goal was to educate the public and the writers themselves about 

this new undertaking. 
 Aided Creation 

all of this, the relation work-+computer-+reader must be replaced by
Aided Reading other sorts of relations in which the author plays a role (without necessar

ly'stripping the reader of his role). Among the different projects submitted
At first, work was brought to bear on preexisting literary material. There 9Y authors to Paul Braifort, one may already find examples of very differ
are, in fact, a few combinatory or algorithmic works that may be read far enttypes of relations. 
more easily with the help of a computer. Here, the machine performs a 

simple task of selecting and editing. 


1: Author-+Computer-+Work 

Combinatory Literature this type, only creation is aided. The computer is an integral part of the 
process and its work serves to elaborate the definitive text. Italo

The Cent Mille Milliards de poemes'l by Raymond Queneau furnishes ma proposes lists of characters, constraints, and events to the ma
terial particularly favorable to this type of experiment. It consists of ten asking it to determine through' progressive refinement who may
sonnets composed such that each verse of each of them may pe combined iU~1,.ICCU have done what. The author thus chooses to work on material that
with any of the other verses in the ten texts, which gives a total of 1014 

machine allows him to dominate.6 
sonnets. The printed collection is very prettily conceived, but the manip
ulation of the strips on which each verse is printed is sometimes tediOUS. ' 
, The computer, though, makes a selection in the corpus in function of 2: Author-+Computer-+Work-+Computer-+Reader 

the length of the "reader's" name and the time which he takes to type it computer intervenes on two levels this time. For one of the chapters
into the terminal, then prints the sonnet, which bears the double signature the Princesse Hoppy. Jacques Roubaud elaborates, with the help of a
of Queneau and his reader. 3 

{machine, a chapter which the reader must read with this same machine.7 
The author himself may profit from this process: when the combinations.(S'. 
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nose ana AIltlCOmblDatorics,.." 
He will be called upon to solve a series of enigmas, and the machine will 
furnish him with clues (inspired by the game ,of, cork,.penny) as to his 
groping progression in the text. 

Type 3: Authfl.r-+CompUler-Reader-+compUler~Wot:k 

With this-third type we enter into the domain of pro~ UuUare more 
distant and more technica:lly complex~ In Marcol ~'s "artificial 
aphorisms," the author furnishes a st~k of empty., fOJ'lJls and a stock of 
words destined to fill them; the rea4,er, then c;o.. at&ng to fonnulate a 
request, and, following dlis reQq~~" ~ ~~ wm\)~ words and 
forms to produce aphorisms.' ' " ", ,:',> ) 

The reader's panicipatioD is limited, butitnQQe~~necessitates a 
few elementary tlexions in the resul~ text.llt'~.~,everytbing, one 
may affirm that the author dominates his ~in-~ aphorisms; thill 
is not so in the case of _ S.S.A. v'L.J. @nq~ ~--A~ You Like 10 
project. _', - l': ',' -,' ", 

'nle goal of this enterprise is to produce divtQitiedsholt,stories in very 
large' quantities according to the precise and various wisl\eS formulated by 
the reader (he may choose the length, the theme, the decor, the characters, 
and the style). 

Beginning with a few homosyntactic short stories, Paul Brdort and 
Georges Kermidjian attempt to establish an extremely supple general 08

sature and a stock of "agms,U minimal unities of acfionor description. 
Their exact description is in permanent evolution, but one may say, 
roughly, that they are the intermediary unities between the word and the 
sentence, wbich in theory ollght to permit one to avoid both the pitfalls of 
grammar and the feeling of suffocation provoked by sentence types that 
recur incessantly (as in the work of Sheldon Kline); Each of these agms 
receives specific attributes which will come into play according to the 
reader's wishes. 
, The interest of this project is triple: first, it allows one to produce short 

stories, and this is nice when ane likes producing short stories; second, it 
enables Gne to elaborate a particular grammar prudently, step by step; 
third. it allows one to constitute a stock of agms that may be used on other 
occasions. But it is a long-term project that is only beginning. It will take 
patience, work, and time (=mooey). \} 

~ \ 

Italo Calvino 
• • fI: • • 

Prose ~d Anticombinatork$ 

The preceding examples conCCf'lled the use of the computer as an ~ t.Q 
JiteJ:al'Y creation m. the following si~ons: ' i-' , 

'TJle structures chosen by the author are relatively few in number, b1,lJ
tl1e possible realizations are combinatorily exponential. -, ' -' 

Only the computer may realize a number (more or less large) of these 
potentialities.

On the contrary, the, assistanee of the computer takes on an anticombi· 
natory character when, among a large number of possibilities, the com
puter selects those few realizations compatible with certain constraints. 

Order in Crime 

I have been working for some time on a short story (perhaps a novel?) 
which might begin thus: 

TIUt fire in the cursed house , 

In a few hours Skil1er, the insllraDce agent, will come to ask for the 
computer's results, and I have still not introduced the information into the 
electronic circuits that will pulverize into innumerable impulses the secrets 
of the: Widow Roessler and her shady pension. Where the bouse used to 
stand, one of those dunes in vacant lots between the shunting yards and 
tbescrapyards that the periphery of our city leaves behind itself like so 
many little piles of trash forgotten by the broom, nothing now remains but 
scattered debris. It migbt have been acute little villa-beforehand, or just 
as well nothing other than a ghostly hovel: the reports of the insurance 
company do not say; now, it has burned from the ceDar to the attic, and 
nothing was found on the charred cadavers of its four inhabitants that 
might enable one to reconstitute the antecedents of this solitary massacre. 

A notebook tells more than these bodies. a notebook fo\lfJd in the ruins, 
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,~ 
entirely burned except for the cover, which was protected by a sheet of 
plastic. On the front is written: Accounts of horrible acts perpetrated in 
this house, and on the back there is an index divided into twelve headings, 
in alphabetical order: To Bind and qag, To Blackmail, To Drug, To Pros

. titute, To Push to Suicide, To Rape, To Seduce, To Slander, To Spy Upon, 
To Stab, To~trangle, To Threaten with a Revolver. 

It is nor known which of the inhabitants of the house wrote this sinister 
, report, nor what was its intent: denunciation, confession, self-satisfaction, 
fascinated contemplation of·evil? All that ~$ to us is this index, 
which gives the names neitberof the people who were guilty noriliose of 
the victims of the twelve actions-felonious or simply naughty""""8,Jld it 
doesn't even give the order in which they were committed, whiCn woullJ 
help in reconstituting a story: tbe beadings in alpna~tical order refer to 
,page numbers obscured by a black stroke. To complete .the list, one would 
'have to add still one more verb: To Set Ablaze, tU,)do"htedly the final act 
ofthis dark affair-accomplished by whom?In order to hide or destroy 

'what? ' 
Even assuming that eacb of these twelve actions had been accomplished 

by only one person to the prejudice of only Qne peJ'JOn, reconstituting the 
events is a difficult task: ,if the ch!U'8Cters in questiOn are four in· number, 
they may represent, taken two by two, twelve different relations for each 
of the twelve sorts of relations listed. The possible solutions, in conse
quence, are twelve to the twelfth power; that is, one must choose among 
solutions whose number i~ in the neighborhood of eight thousand eight 
hundred seventy-four billion two hundred ninety-six million six hundred 

, sixty-two thousand two hundred fifty-six. It is not surprising that our over
worked police preferred to shelve the dossier, their excellent reasoning 
being that however numerous were the crimes committed, the gUilty died 
in any case with the victims. . 

Only the insurance company needs to know the truth, principally be
~ause of a fire insurance policy taken out by the owner of the house. The 
fact that the young Inlgo died in theftames only renders the question that 
much thornier: his po)Verful family, who undoubtedly had disinherited and 
exclud¢ this degenerate son, is notoriously disinclined to renounce any
thing to which it may have a claim. The worst conclusions (included or 
not in that abominable index) may be drawn about a young man who, 
hereditary member of the ~ouse of Lords,.dragged an illustrious title over 
the park benches that serve a nomadic and contemplative youth as beds, 
and who washed his long hair in public fountains. The little house rented 
.tothe old landlady was the only heritage that remained to him, and he had 
been admitted into it as sublessee by his tenant, against a reduction of the 
already modest rent. If he, Inigo, had been both gUilty incendiary and 
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victim of a criminal plot carri~ out with the imprecision and insouciance 
that apparently characterized his behavior, proof of fraud would relieve 
the company from payment of damages. 

But that was not the only policy that the company was called upon to 
honor after the catastrophe: the Widow Roessler herself each year renewed 
a life ins.urance policy whose beneficiary was her adopted daughter, a 
fashion model familiar to anyone who leafs through the magazines de
voted to haute couture. Now Ogiva too is dead, burned along with the 
collection of wigs that transfonned her glacially charming face-how else 
to define a beautiful and delicate young woman with a totally bald 
head?-into hundreds of diiferent and delightfully asymmetric characters. 
But it so happened that Ogiva had a three-year-old child, entrusted to 
relatives in South Africa, who would soon claim the insurance money, 
unless it were proved that it was she who had killed (To Stab? To 
Strangle?) the Widow Roessler. And since Ogiva had eve~ thought to 
insure her wig collection, the child's guardians may also claim this indem
mUlion, except if she were responsible for its destruction. 

Of the fourth person who died in the fire, the giant Uzbek wrestler 
Belindo Kid. it is known that he had found not only a diligent landlady in 
the Widow Roessler (he was the only paying tenant in the pension) but 
also an astute impresariO. In the last few months, the old woman had in 
fact decided to finance the seasonal tour of the ex-middleweight cham
pion, hedging her bets with an insurance policy against the risk of contract 
default through illness, incapacity, or accident. Now a consortium of pro
moters of wrestling matches is claiming the damages covered by the in
surance; but if the old lady pushed him to suicide, perhaps through slan
dering him, blackmailing him, or drugging him (the giant was known in 
international wrestling circles for his impressionable character), the com
pany could easily silence them. 

My hero intends to solve the enigma, and from this point of view the 
story belongs thus to the detective mystery genre. 

But the situation is also characterized by an eminently combinatory as
pect, which may be schematized as follows: 

4 characters: A, B, C, D. 
12 transitive, nonreflexive actions (see list below). 
All the possibilities are open: one of the 4 characters may (for example) 

rape the 3 others or be raped by the 3 others. 
One then begins to eliminate the impossible sequences. In order to do 

this, 'the 12 actions are divided into 4 classes, to wit: 

to incite 

. appropriation of will to blackmail
{to drug 

j 
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to spy upon 
appropriation of a secret to brutally extort a confession from{ . . to abuse the confidence of 

to'seduce 

~xual apprgpriation 
 to buy sexual favors from{to rape 

to strangle
murder to stab in the back{

to induce to commit suicide 

Objective Constraints 
Compatibility between relations 

For the actions ofmurder: If A sb'angles B. he no longer needs to stab 
him or to induce him to commit suicide. 

It is #lIso improbable that A and B kill each other. 
One may then postulate that for the murderous actions the relation of 

two characters will be possible only once in each permutation, and it will 
not be reversible. 

For sexual actions: If A succeeds in winning the sexual favorsor'B 
through seduction. he need not resort to money or to rape for the same 
object. 

One may also exclude, or neglect, the reversibility of the sexual rapport 
(the same or another) between two characters. 

One may then postulate that for the sexual acts. the relation of two 
characters will be possible only once in each permutation. and it will not 
be reversible. 

For the appropriation of a secret: If A secures B's secret. this secret 
may be defined in another relation that follows in the sequence. between 
B and C. or C and B (or even C and P. or 0 and C). a sexual relation. or 
a relation of'murder, or of the appropriation of will. orof die appropriation 
of another secret. After that, A no longer needs to Obtain the saDlC secret 
from Bby another means (buthe may obtain a diferent secretbya dUler
ent means from B or from other characters). Reversibility of the acts of 
appropriation of a secret is possible. if there are on both sides two different 
sectets. 

For the appropriation ofwilJ: If A imposes his will onB, this imposi.. 
lion may provoke a relation between A (or another) and B. or even be
tween B and C (or A), a relation that may be sexual, murderous, the 
appropriation of a secret, the appropriation of another will. After that. A 

no longer needs to impose the same will on B by another means (but he 
may, etc.). 

Reversibility is possible, obviously, between two different wills. 

Order of sequences 

In each permutation, after an action of murder has taken place, the victim 
may no longer commit or submit to any other action. 

Consequently, it is impossible for the three acts of murder to occur 
in the beginning of a permutation, because no characters would then be 
left to accomplish the other actions. Even two murders in the beginning, 
would render the development of the sequence impossible. One mur
der in the beginning dictates permutations of 11 actions for 3 charac
ters. 

The optimal case is that in which the three acts of murder occur at the 
end. 

The sequences given by the computer must be able to reveal chains of 
events held together by possible logical links. We have seen that the acts 
of will and of secret can imply others. In each permutation will be found 
privileged circuits. to wit: 

the ap.proPriation {Of.a ~xual appro-
of a secret . pnanon 

of-a murder 

or: 

the .appropriation 

of a leads to 

will 


determines 

an appropria- {a murder 

tion of will a sexual 

that deter- appropriation 

mines 


a murder 

a sexual appropri

ation that deter

mines. etc. 

an appropriation of . 

a secret 
... 

Each new relation in the chain excludes others. 
~ 

~ Subjective Constraints 
11 

Incompatibility of each character with certain actions committed or sub I 
mitted to. The 12 actions may also be divided according to a second sort 
of system, ciassifying them in 4 subjective categories. J 

I 
J 
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. -,DCtsO! DCtsO! disloyal acts thaI exploit
physical persuasion acts another's weak-
strength ness 

, to extort to incite to abuse the to buy good 
confidence graces

to.rape to seduce to stab in the to blackmail 
back 

lo strangle to induce to to spy upon to drug
commit suici~ 

~fA it is known that he is a man of enormous physical strength, but 
dlat he is also an almost inarticulate brute. 


A ~ot submit to acts of physical $tJ'ength. 

A cannot commit acts ofpersuasion. 


-Of B it is known that she is a woman in Cf)m.pIe~conllOl of.herself. 
with a strong will; she is sexually frigid; she ba~$~p aq.d drvg addicts; 
she is ricb enough to be interested only'in herself.: ", _ 

B cannot submit to acts of persuasion. . 
B is not interested in-acts that exploit another's weakness (she is not 

interested in buying sexual favors. she does not toucb drugs. she has no 
motive for blackmail). 

-Of C it is knowri that he is a very innocent Boy S(;out. that he has a 
great sense of honor; if he takes drugs, he vomits immediately; his iooo
cenceprotects him from all blaCkmail. 

c.cannot submit to acts that exploit another's weakness. 
C cannot commit disloyal acts. 

-'-Of D it is known that she is a terribly mistrustful woman and physically 
very weak. i 

D cannot submit to disloyal acts. 

D cannot commit acts of strength. 


An ulterior complication could be introduced!!!! 
Each character could change in the course of the story (after certain 

actions committed or submitted to): each might lose certain incompatibil
ities and acquire others!!!!!!!! 

For the moment, we forgo the explorafion of this domain. 

Esthetic Constraints (or SUbjective en the 
part of the programmer) 

, , 

The programmer likes order. and symmetry. Faced with the huge number 
of possibilities and with the chaos of human passions and worries, he 

~ 
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tends to favor those solutions that are the most harmonious and 
economical. 

He proposes a model, such that: 
-each action be perpetrated by one and only one character and have 

one and only one character as a victim; 
-the 12 actions be equally distributed among the 4 characters; that is, 

each of them perpetrates 3.actions (one on each of the others) and is the 
victim of 3 actions (each perpe~ed by one of the others); 

-each of the 3 actions perpetrated by a character belongs to a different 
(objective) class of actions; 

-'-tbesame as above for each of the three actions submitted to by any 
given charac4'r; 

-between two characters there be no commutativity within the same 
class of actions (if A kills B, B cannot kill A; likewise, the three sexual 
relations will occur between differently assorted couples). . 

Is it possible at the same time to' take account of the subjective con
straints and of the so·called esthetic constraints? 

This is where the computer comes in; this is where the notion of "com
puter-aided literature" is exemplified. 

Let us consider, for instance. 4 characters whom we shall call: 

ARNO 
CLEM 
DANI 
BABY 

A very simple program permits us to engender selections of 12 mis
deeds. Each of these selections might be, in theory, the scenario our hero 
is trying to reconstitute. 

Here are afew examples of such scenarios: 

SELECt 

ARNO BUYS CLEM 
. CLEM EXTORTS A CONFESSION FROM ARNO 
ARNO CONSTRAINS ARNO 
ARNO EXTORTS A CONFESSION FROM BABY 
CLEM RAPES ' DANI 
ARNO CUTS TIlE THROAT OF DANI 
DANI CONSTRAINS- BABY 
BABY EXTORTS A CONFESSION FROM ARNO 
.CLEM POISONS ARNO 
DANI . EXTORTS A CONFESSION FROM CLEM 
ARNO ABUSES ARNO 
CLEM EXTORTS A CONFESSION FROM CLEM 
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ARNO 
DANI 
BABY 
BABY 
BABY 
CLEM 
CLEM 
DANI 
DANI 
DANI 
CLEM 
BABY 

DANI 
BABY 
ARNO 
BABY 
CLEM 
BABY 
ARNO 
DANI 
ARNO 
DANI 
DANI 
ARNO 

SELECl 

POISONS 
SEDUCES 
SPIES UPON 
Rt\PES 
EXTORTS A CONFESSION FROM 
SPIES UPON 
THREATENS 
CONSTRAINS 
EXTORTS A CONFESSION FROM 
EXTORTS A CONFESSION FROM 
ABUSES 
BLACKMAILS 

SELECI 

SEDUCES 
CONSTRAINS 
SPIES UPON 
ABUSES 
RAPES 
CUTS THE THROAT OF 
STRANGLES 
BUYS 
ABUSES 
CUTS THE THROAT OF 
SEDUCES 
CONSTRAINS 

ARNO 
DANI 

CLEM 
CLEM 
DANI 

ARNO 
CLEM 
BABY 
BABY 
ARNO 
BABY 
ARNO 

ARNO 
ARNO 
DAN! 

ARNO 
CLEM 
DANI 

ARNO 
ARNO 
ARNO 
CLEM 
CLEM 
BABY 

. The absurdity o~ th~se sce~arios is obvious. In fact. the program used 
I~ completely stupid: It permIts a character to commit a misdeed against
hImself. 

The program can be improved in imposing: 
-that a4tocrimes be excluded; 

. ~that each character figure only 3 times as criminal and 3 times as 
vlcUm. 

One ~hen obtains scenarios like th~ following: 

SELEC2 

DANI POISONS 
 ARNO
BABY THREATENS CLEM
BABY SPIES UPON ARNO
CLEM BLACKMAILS ARNO 

CLEM 
DANI 
DANI 
ARNO 
BABY 
ARNO 
ARNO 
CLEM 

ARNO 
CLEM 
DANI 
ARNO 
ARNO 
BABY 
CLEM 
DANI 
CLEM 
BABY 
BABY 
DANI 

BABY 
ARNO 
DANI 
DANI 
BABY 
DANI 
CLEM 
BABY 
CLEM 
ARNO 
ARNO 
CLEM 

EXTORTS A CONFESSION FROM 
SEDUCES 
STRANGLES 
RAPES 
CUTS THE THROAT OF 
CONSTRAINS 
ABUSES 
BUYS 

SELEC2 

CONSTRAINS 
BLACKMAILS 
BUYS 
CUTS THE THROAT OF 
EXTORTS A CONFESSION FROM 
RAPES 
SEDUCES 
THREATENS 
ABUSES 
STRANGLES 
POISONS 
SPIES UPON 

SELEC2 

SPIES UPON 
CUTS THE THROAT OF 
STRANGLES 
THREATENS 
BLACKMAILS 
BUYS 
EXTORTS A CONFESSION FROM 
RAPES 
CONSTRAINS 
ABUSES 
SEDUCES 
POISONS 
. 

BABY 

BABY 

CLEM 

BABY 

DANI 


CLEM 

DANI 

DANI 


CLEM 
ARNO 
ARNO 
BABY 
DANI 

CLEM 
BABY 
CLEM 
DANI 
DANI 

ARNO 
BABY 

CLEM 
DANI 

CLEM 
ARNO 
ARNO 
BABY 
BABY 
DANI 
DANI 
BABY 
CLEM 
ARNO 

This new program still comprises obvious insufficiencies. 
Thus, in the first scenario it is not possible for Clem to blackmail Amo 

Who has already been poisoned by Dani. In the second scenario, Baby !1 

cannof rape Clem, because Amo has already cut the latter's throat, etc. 
:11 
'" 

Paul Braffort, who ensures the development in computer science nec
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essary to the progress of our work, has also written a series of programs 
for selections that progressively account for the constraints our story must 
respect in order to remain "logically" and "psychologically" acceptable. 

This clearly demonstrates, we believe, that the aid of a computer, far 
from rep/acing the creative act of the artist, pennits the latter rather to 

. liberate hir.nself from the slavery of a combinatory search. allowing him 
also the best chance of concentrating on this "clinamen" which. alone. 
can make of the text a true work of art. 
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to whom, incase the WOISt happened., he ~t~nt:rUSt his secret. 


No one besides a vCiry old lady shared his crun~nt. He strode 

, the length!}f his car but only ttavelhlg ~ governesses with 
,. ,cbUdJ:e~ap.ct ()1her b.o~ caseswere~~~VnwisdYihe leaped 

from the,tra1n onto the station platformi~:~ so felt a syrgeof 
THE DIALECT OF THE TRIBE darkn~witbin bml. The: pla~~, cJJmy'exp!pt for a youn.g 


rabbi. C7.t:gkA stagger~dltowar4;~if~ltp.~'kp.eeS, and ~sed . 

for GeorlJCS Per"to g¥p, out bis dW;overy befon.: ~~q.~sed. 


Tb~ rabbi. who lwL altbGugbJle \'V~~., a g~~ of 

German, was Nathan lWlstein's f"ther~)~~ to Odessa, he re
 Th.a,nk you for the letter suggesting I contribute to the Fests~peated what he had le~edto a profeS$Ql'aJ:~ $t; P~tersburg Con

in your honor, I ~ve never doubted that in translating your wor~ Iservatory, joris Zaremba. (He was the gJeat~1Ulcle both of lmris 
have been of service to our two cultures, but I am flattered to thinkKha'ikin and., through a niece's Bulgatian marriage, Boris ChriStoff.) 
that my general views on translation may be worth a hearing. I shall These faas supply a partialexplanatj,on of tlu: excellence of Rus
be happy to contribute to the homage you are deservedly to receive, sian violinists in the twentieth centwy, 'Pld dI:nify the origins of the 
not only for the privilege of collaborating in so distingqished an encontroversial expression "'Bratislava spicc:ato." 
terprise, but because I truly feel that the subject ¥9U have assigned 

me is a vital one. The longer I live - the longer I write - the stron

ger becomes my conviction that translation is the paradigm, the ex

emplar of all writing. To put it another way: it is translation that 

demonstrates most vividly the yeaming for transformation that un

derlies every act involving speech, that supremely human gift. Of 

course I ~ not saying that translation - at least not as I practice it 

- takes precedence over other modes of writing. On the contrary: it 

is its modesty that makes it so useful. But while it differs enonnously 

in substance from true writing (like your own), the difference is only 

one of degree. One might then say that insofar as true writing is a 

kind of translation, the text from which it works is an infinitely ardu

ous one: nothing less than the universe itself. 

http:cbUdJ:e~ap.ct
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By coinddence - only minds poorer than ours would call it 

acddent - I was, as you were writing your letter, engaged in radi

cally ext~nding my knowledge of translation, in a way as appropriate 

as it was unforeseen. 

I had returned for ten days to Fitchwinder University in order to 

continue my research on the Bactrian controversy. Our old friend 

Ms. Maxine Moon is still a librarian there; and it was she who brought 

to my attention the unexpected text that w~ to occupy me during 

the rest of my stay. This text was not in Bactrian, it was not about 

Bactria - in fact it put the Bactrians quite out of my head. It was in, 

of all things, Pagolak, the speech of a small hill tribe in northern New 

G~ea; and it had been transcribed for an article in an Australian 

anthropological journal by one Ernest Botherby (bless himl). It was 

entitled - by Dr. Botherby perhaps - Kale Gap Pagolak, meaning 

"magic transformation of Pagolak." Ms. Moon, correctly, "'thought it 

would interest'" me. The t~xt, she said, was an account of a method 

used by the Pagolak-spealdng trib~ to translate their tongue into the 

dialects of their neighbors~ What was remarkable about this method 

was that while it produced translations that foreign listeners could 

understand and accept, it also concealed from them the original mean

ing of every statement made. 

You will understand that once I had heard this much, it was 

impossible not to want to learn more. To translate successfully and 

not reveal one's meaning - what could be more paradoxical? What 

could be more relevant? (Is anything more paradoxical than the act 

of translation?) The crafty Ms. Moon had me hooked.. She whetted 

my craving with the remark that Pagolak was supposedly simple, 

with structures I could hope to master quickly, and abetted it by sup

plying two Pagolak dictionaries, one English, the other Dutch. 

The Dialect of the Tribe 

Ms. Moon had spoken the truth: the language is, as you will see, 

accessible enough, and I worked long hours at it. I made such progress 

as to expect by the end of a week to be able to produce an English 

rendering of Kale Gap Pagolak. (Need I say that you would have been 

the first benefidary of this undertaking?) But there is more to any 

language than its mechanisms, and inherent in the very utteranc~ of 

Pagolak was something that kept the roughest translation beyond 

my grasp. 

(The dictionaries turned out to be useless. They had been com

piled for traders and had only an arbitrary, mercantile utility. The 

problem, in any case, was not one of particular words.) 

As I became familiar with the text, which was an oral declara

tion by the abanika or "chief word-chief" of the tribe, I began won

dering why Dr. Botherby had not himself supplied a translation as 

part ofhis article. He had done his other work scrupulously: his com

mentary was packed with useful information; he had clearly taken 

great care in transcribing the words of the speaker. Had he, too, en

countered some obstacle to Englishing the text? The better I under

stood Kalo Gap Pagolak, the surer I became that Dr. Botherby, like 

myself, had had no choice except to leave the abanika's declaration 

intact. Was it after all so surprising for a language to resist ordinary 

procedures of translation when it was itself capable of extraordinary 

ones? What could be more extraordinary than a method that would 

allow words to be "understood" by outsiders without having their 

substance given away? It was true that the abanika claimed the power 

of controlling this method for himself; but I was starting to realize 

how absurd such a claim might be. For it wasn't only those like the 

abanika who had this power, but every last member of his tribe. The 

method did not depend on individual decision; it was an integral part 
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of the langUage itself. No one speaking Pagolak could escape it. No 

one attempting to penetrate PagoJak could elude it. 

In a 1Jlatter of days I found myself perfectly capable of under

standing\vhat the abanika was saying and .perfectly incapable of re

peating it in other te,rms, whether in English, or French - or Middle 

Bactrian. The abanika's declaration. you see, was the very process of 

transforming language that I expected it to be about. It was not an 

account of the process, it was the process itself. And how can you 

translate a process? You'd have to render not only words but the 

spaces between them -like snapshooting the invisible air under the 

beating wings of flight. An imposslbility. All that can be done is de

scribe, suggest, record impressions and effects. That is what Dr. 

Bollierby (i.i.d for his anthropologioU colleagues. It is the best I can do 
far you. 

From beginning to end. the abanika's words concern the. means 

of bringing about ka/o gap, the "magic changing( the redir(cting of 

language towards foreign ears in a way that both provides clarity and 

SUppJ;'eSse5 translation's customary raison d'etre - the communication 

of substautive content. You and I may ~ow that such communication 

is at best hypothetioU, perhaps Impossible; that tranSlation may, 

prec.i,sely, e~orcise the illusion that substantive content exists at all
but whalled a remote New Guinean tribe to such a JUscovery? Why 

$Quld. ~me? 
11Y questions are rhetorical: the abanika sp~aks only of hows, 

not whys. Let me Ilcquaint you with SQIlle of his tenns. The henn.etic 

transformation he ~cuJates is associated with the word n'alam.an. 
More precisely: nalaman is the final result of the transformation" while 

the means oiachieving that result is namele. As you can see, or bener 

hear, if "namele" is to become "nalaman," a redistribution of pho

~ 

The Dialect of the Tribe 

nemes must take place. Here is a first demonstration of the "magic of 

changing,N in one of its simplest fonns. The words representing these 

changes (kalogap) sometimes involve namele and sometimes nalaman, 
according to whether the means or the end is invoked. 

Now if kalo gap is embodied willy-nilly in the act of speaking 

Pagolak, awareness of it is something that has to be leamed. Yo~ng 

males are schooled in this awareness during their initiation into man

hood. or nuselek. Dr. Botherby, who underwent the initiation rite 

(nanmana) so as to witness and record it, says that pain and privption 

make initiates highly receptive, so that they master namele rapidly. 

The core of the instruction (afanu) is sitokap utu sisi. This phrase leaves 

an impression, approximately, of "resettling words in [own1 eggs": 

aptly enough, after the youngsters emerge from afanu through sitokap 
utu sisi intO nuselek and its attendant privileges of ton wusi and aban 
metse, they claim to be emerging from boyhood (rather: "'boybeing") 

like seabirds from chicken eggs (utopani inul ekasese nuselek ne sami 
sisinam) ....... dear Christ, it doesn't mean that - but can you perhaps 

intuit how tokkele (not "words," those words) return to their sisi to re

!!merge in unexpected, unrecognizable fonns? 

Sitokap utu sid - this will surprise no one familiar with the an

cielit Mysteries, the Kabbala, or modem linguistics - sitokap utu sisi 
requires sutu (you cannot call it death - perhaps dying.. the dying ... ), 

narakaviri (lite fire, like burning - fire-as-bummg), and!<.ot (not just 

8--t, but life tumulwously swarming out of the tropical dung, or words 

to that effect). The crux is narakaviri. The abanika makes this deafen

ingly dear as he cries over and over nuselekka namele nanmana nalaman 
nanasiluvo narakaviri - of course he is, as well, making a magical 

pun, magical in the incantatory repetition of the initial na, punning 

in that ~t identifies the initiation of the young men (nanmana) with 

http:and!<.ot
http:n'alam.an
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the transformatio~ of language they are submitting to (namele). 
Narakaviri ne se e/eman again indicates the primordial role of fire

being-burning. although sutu and kot are never forgotten. (Examples: 

umani.sHitta kalasaviri nekko/im and tuku kot,kot kotavan.) But the mo

ment of narakaviri is supreme - above all for us, for you and me, 

writer and translator. Nusu tese alukan, you might say (but they would 

not say it, not in naiaman, because alukan is a foreign word, meaning 

"gold"). 

Now, dear colleague, and companion, please look hard at these 

two short passages in Pagolak. Each points to narakaviri, to this criti

cal moment in namele. The first enacts the way up to it (pakanu), and 

the second the way down from it (p/ot). You can enter these passages. 

What I propose is not reasonable, not unreasonable. Enter these two 

. passages. You have no need for more knowledge. Your awareness is 

equal to the task. This is a task: like all tasks correctly performed, it 

leads to revelation. Move (as I ~d) through the first passage to the 

last, become the bodily metamorphosis that this movement inspires, 

and you will have made the great lurch forward in your afanu. Then 

we shall walk in the light of nuselek together. 

What you must provide is attention. Your attention must be ab

solutely ready. More than that: you must expand it in a decorum of 

complete accessibility, in a ripeness as for dying, with the sense of a 

purpose vast but as yet unkIlown. Do not think, do not care: Bel 

Pitst pakanu: 

"Amak esodupe/u mukesa dap alemok use dup ulemaka. "(Repeat three 


times.) 

Last, plot: 
"Amakesudupe/umoke sadapa/emuk use dup o1emaka. N (Ditto.) 

Helpful hints: don't bother with amak, a conventional opening 

The Dialect of the Tribe 

Ian; or with dup, which signals that an utterance is almost nalaman. 
Mukesa dap alemok includes, in a polysemistic context, the proverb 

"like jug, cork woman['s mouth]," while moke sadapa/emuk among 

other things refers to a folksong in which "impetuous [husband) with

draws-from-vagina." (Womenare thought to create namele naturally, 

along with language; but as I hardly need tell you, they have no 

mastery of it - no power of na/aman.) Similarly, where use ulemdka 
involves "'burning the old field," use olemaka leads to "burning (Le. 

cooking) new fish." 

Submit to the passages once again. Do you see how beautiful 

this is? How brightly narakaviri colors the dawn sky? Brighter than 

any ulemakal And now how bright and clear it must be that namele 
never be explained, or nalaman understoodI Listen: awa nuse/ek kot 
tak nalaman namele Pago/ak! I promise to steal the book for you, from 

this selfsame library - fuck Ms. Moon, since she won't let me Xerox 

it. I shall do this for you - what wouldn't I do for you? And even 

before you share the totality of the words, you - abanika yourself, 

abanika esolunava - can partake of my tunaga (joy-as-it-becomes

joy), my utter nasavuioniputitupino/uvasan, as the birth-wording goes, 

when alemo/i: brings forth tupinohi who will some day come to nuselek. 
Such twenty-one carat alukan for our own namele and nalaman 
words into words, sparse scraps resurrected in the plenitude of 

unentrammelled recreationI And I promise to tum to the composi

tion for your Festschrift as soon as this letter is mailed. Meanwhile, 

. nasavu/onipUtitupino/uvasanl And let me on this private occasion add a few 
last words, spoken out ofthe fullness ofmy mind and heart with admiration, 
with devotion, with love: Amak kalo gap eleman nama la n'kat tokkele 

sunawasetanamnanumanisi sutu pakotisovulisanan unafat uplenumo 

kooo kafe avanu 10seakinabanasavuloniputitupinoluvasan (II) abanik.a 
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THE NOVEL AS HISTORY 


founded in various parts 0 the wId,. and of that encounter with 

Rouxmol you just mentione w n he lay sick with yellow fever. in 

New Guinea. Rouxinol's devot care of him, he told me, expressed 

the silent acknowledgement a oral debt that the old man had 

contracted twenty-odd ye rs be re: first alpinist to accost the 

Himalayas, he too had be succore in the helpless aftermath of a 

SOlitary fall by one he di not mow - orgmann, the Danish lepi
dopterist. 

" At the time he ved Rouxinol's life'>Ergmann was traveling 
with old Jeremiah eats, who is best reme ered,as having been 

to Kuromato, the origina ,Japanese ambassa
\ 

dor to St. Peters urg. The fact has eclipsed his earli~,and remarkably 

versatile care as diplomat and man of letters - K~ts was, for in

stance, inst mental in persuading Ketchum, who un\v then, using 
\ 
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REMARKS OF THE SCHOLAR GRADUATE 

The headmaster has asked me to give you boys, briefly an~ in 

plain language, a resume of my work. I know that as with all scien

tific discoveries mine has been doubly misrepresented to the lay world 

- by half-comprehending news media on one hand, by professional 

journals with their confusing jargon on the other. Then there have 

been the dust clouds of controversy shrouding further what is essen

tially not a difficult set of facts. And I'm glad of this occasion not only 

because of the pleasure of paying modest homage to the school where 

I acquired the first tools of scholarship, but because as regards the 

c~ntroversy I want to repeat - well, that is not quite honest, let me 

rather ~y assert, something that could not be admitted earlier lest 

my whole hypothesis be disgraced: Gartner was right. At least he , 
was, as far as his main claim was concerned, not wrong. I am sorry 

the old man is dead, dead before I could give him due credit. 

Indeed we must start with Gartner's theory, which I now con

sider proved: that the honzontalline, or dash, was a non-phonetic 

symbol of the ancient Bactrian divinity, derived from its incarnation 

as a snake. The discovery last month of some tablets from about 2500 

B.C. fUrnish the proof. On them the sign appears sometimes singly, 
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often by twos, threes, and fives, ahnost always in arrangements of 

l~ than seven. Previously we had always considered such small 

group~,~fragments, or fakes. While it is true that on these tablets t 
many of the dashlike strokes vary considerably from strict 

horizontality, this is nothing new, and in any case the defonnations 

have no significance - sincetl:\ere was but one sign, its shape could 

deviate from the nonn without danger of ambiguity. Is were any
.,' 

'chalk avaihible? Good, let me show you - , 

\. 
~ 
tr/ 	 ~ 
",'j 

~ 
and so forth: all one and the same thing. 

So here we have without any doubt a people whose scriptural' 
:y 

apparatus comprised one symbol, a stylized pictogram of their god, 
t· 	

arbitrary, particular, charged with connotations that we cannofhope 

to disclose. This was Gartner's discovery and it is a fine one. Butit 

ends where it begins, and its usefulness is limited to the very first, 

'most primitive period of Bactrian written culture. For Gartner re- ' 

fused to explore any possible extension, evolution, or modific~tion 

of th~ initial significance that he had rightfully attributed to the sym

bol.' He would not even admit that the dash might have come to 
~ 
J;' 	

stand - and what could be more logical? - for the name of the god 

as well as for the god himself; this would have meant acknowledging 
, 	 ' 

that the dash had gained a rudimentary phonetic power. Suchobsti

nacy led to the complete breakdown of his reasoning powers when 

he came to consider the Early Second Period of Bactrian dvilization 

(about 2000 to 1850 B.C.). 

'~ 

Remark$ of the Scholar Graduate 

Except for one or two fragmentary examples, all the materials of 

the Early Second Period (tablets, seals, etcetera) show the dash as
sembled into vertical groUps of seven, so: 

Gartner, and all other scholars until myself have followed him, saw 

in these columns only a multiplication of the original symbol, and 

they consequently interpreted them as mere reduplications or 

intensifications of its prime significance, In other words they saw in 

them only a quantitative transformation of identity. But the fact is, 
the dashes are not identical. 

Again I must eliminate any thought of giving importance to physi

cal variations of the sign. It is incredible how scholars persist in dash

ing down this well-pounded dead-end street, even though our oldest 

testimony on the original Bactrians, a paragraph in Herodotus, ex

dudes all doubt on the subject: "The few remaining Old Bactrians 

say that until the time of the calamity they wrote with a single letter. 

Some attribute their demise to the abandonment of the original prac

tice." No, when I say that the dashes when grouped by sevens are 

not alike, I mean simply this. The dash at the bottom is, uniquely, the 

dash at the bottom. The one above it is not at the bottom, and by that 

Virtue is unlike the first. The one above that is similarly distinct from 

-C 
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the two below it. So it goes through the topmost one. 

If I can claim to have had an original idea, this is it. It is certainly 

not o~~Jhat presupposes arcane knowledge of any son, or a depar

ture from common modes of thought. But because it was new and 

because the rest of my hypothesis flowed naturally from it, it was 

denounced as fantastic by most of my colleagues, and it brought me 

years of dispute and.abuse. I cannot go into all that argument here. 

Ultiinately the confrontations were useful, led me to new truths, and 

helped me refine those already discovered .. I can oIlly summarize the 

facts that issued from that long and diffiMt time, ol'Ilittingthe some

times lucky, sometimes devious ways by which I came to them. 

. We have therefore a group of seven symt.>ols identical in form 

but distinguished from one another by position.. It was highly prob

able, once one had posited a phonetic ~gnifi.cance to this differentia

tion (piaogrammatic and thus conceptional distinctions were excluded 

by the visual equivalence of the'signs), that the ancient Bactrians like 

their neighbors indicated only the consonants of the words they tran

o soibed; and while it was impossible to be sure exactly which conso

nants were represented by the dashes, extrapolation from later texts 

~f 	
was able to establish the classes of consonants that could be assigned 

them, thus: 

ok (h) 

.1 (r) 

osh (ch, j) 

,t (d, n) 

~ (z) 
f (v) 

(b, m)P 

Remarks of the Scholar Graduate 

(For convenience I shall hencefonh let the first letter stand for its 

class.) Next I discovered that vowels were also determined by posi

tion, that is, they were represented by the spaces between the dashes: 

(a) 

a 
e 

u 
o 
a 

(a) 

Finally, I learned that the symbols were to be read from the bottom up: 

(a) 
k, 


a 


J 


e 


sh 


i 


t =(a)pa/osutisheJak(a) 
u 
s 

0 

/ 
a 


p 


(a) 
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This was - schematically, approximately - the written word. It was 

of course the written word - no other could be set down, as a 

moment's reflection will show: there were seven characters to be 

sure, but only as a function of their place in a fixed sequence. Every 

word {so to speak) had to begin with pa, continue with fo, and so 

forth - hence only one word was possible. The unique case that 

defined the symbols was all they themselves could signify. Because 

of this singularity, I myself have no doubt that the seven dashes stood 

for the seven syllables of the Bactrian divinity~ The first and only 

word was the first and only name, which was af:fi?c.ed to all things, so 

t.hat all things bore the name of God. 

The first step in phonetic differentiation, which was albeit lim

ited of crucial imponance, was followed around 1850 B.C. (Middle 

Second Period) by a new development in Bactrian writing. Whereas 

until then only single groups of dashes are found, now several col

umns appear on the tablets and (another novelty) stones: 

etc. 

What can this signify? Isn'tthe answer obvious? We need only apply 

our experience of the Bactrian mentality to guess that as the position 

of the dashes in a column determined their function, so the positions 

-
a-
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of the columns in a line detennines theirs. It is a pity that this period 

of Bactrian writing is so shortlived and that we cannot with certainty 

say which of two possible forms this linear determination of mean

ing took: whether the words were all the same while their denota

tion silently varied; or whether the words themselves changed with 

their denotations. Although the latter alternative will seem more ~ea
sonable to us, there is no particular evidence to make us prefer it. For 
instance, the Fobsuk Stele reads: 

and we know from a Sanskrit version on the back that the sense is 

"'God copulates with the soul of mother," but it is by no means sure 

that, as my colleague Piotrovsky states, the corresponding words are 

mavozunijerah (of) mother 
apafozunijlaka heart 

amavosudishlah dig a well (in) 
pafosutishelaka god 

although of course this would be quite possible in the later texts from 
which he derives his interpretation. They may simply be: 

http:af:fi?c.ed
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.(a)pafosutisheIak(a) 

(a)pafosutishelak(a) 

(a)pafosutisheIak(a) 

(a)pa/osutishe/ak(a) 

where the first (that is, rightm.ost~ (a)pafosu~(a) would mean 

"god," the second "copulate witb/· the third "'soul/' and the last 

"mother," 

The question is not an essential one. Thewct is that tbefirst 
group in a line has a given meaning, these(x)lld ~o.t.b~ one, and so 

on. 
There was no theoretical limit to the number 9f cobl1nns that 

could be aUgned, nor was the line itself a practical1imit: the Bactrians 

soon learned to set rows of columns one above another to fonn a 

continuity. The longest text contains eighty-seven groups, in seven 
, , 

and a half rows. The majority of examples, however, range from four 

to seven colwnns. There are none with less than four. This is because 

the statements, whatever their length, were obli~d to begin with 

the words "God copulates with the soul of (the) mother,'" this was in 

fact the cardinal sense of all declarations in the new writing, so that 

all its written utterances were inevitably religious in nature or at least 

given a strongly religious colOring by these opening words. In fact we 

~y!say that where in the first period BaCllian writing consisted of 

one divine name that was identified with all things, in the second 

period it consisted of a statement of one divine act that was identified, 

with all acts. The change corresponds to that in religioLIsbelief from 

a magical to a moral god, to that in economy from agriculture to 

trade. 

You will have noticed that in Piotrovsky's version of the'Fobsuk 

Remarks of the Scholar Graduate 

Stele, the ehas in two of the four words fallen from the normal series 

of vowels. This is in ac~rdance with the subsequent evolution of the 

Bactrian tongue and script-The unlimited possibilities of aligning 

groups, which differed radically from the earlier dosed field of seven 

characters, evidently took the lid off the scribes' inventiveness. In a 
matter of two generations. by 1800 B.C., the system of uniform col

, 
umns has broken· down (Late Second Period). Groups were divided 

into fractions that represented an increasingly various number of pho
netic objects, indu~ vowels, dipthongs, and syllables: 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

I 

tch baor dir ha 

These fractions lost more and more of their relation to the Original 

sounds of the groups, and of course to the sacred meanings of the 

original words, or word. As the complexity of the Script grew" venical 

or diagonal marks were appended to the dashes to specify their func
tions, alt):lough the seven levels of the dashes were retained until a 

SUrprisingly late date. Thus a row of characters had the height of a 
row of columns: 

l, 
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s ah tv sh h k 0 eh 

This last reminder of its origins disappeared from the alphabet (for 

such it now was) just before the . destruction of the Bactrian state and . 
the dispersion of its people. The history of their preseriation of the 
script and its reemergence in Europe is the subject of my next book 
- and touching as your attentive faces are, I don't plan to give away 

any of its secrets today. But perhaps I may point out to you that ten 
Bactrian characters survive in the modem international alphabet of 
our own time; that they occupy the first six positions in it, as well as 
- and this is the most telling of all -,- the first and the last. This is 

history's cettain homage to the unapproachable superiority of the 

Bactrians among the andents in the domain of writing. 

Of course Ganner would have none of this. He raIled on to the 
end of his life, poor man, against everything I wrote. He was ob

sessed with the shapes of the signl He even called me a "chauvinistic 

liar"l The words are preposterous, but after all not surprising, coming 

as they did - and this is something you boys should remember 

from a man of the West. 

-

VJ 

I \ THE LEDGE 

eparated into two parts. The ower, a bluish trans
lucent white, to earth in the shape of lens, its edges resting 

against the bases of e mountains that fined the valley, its mass 

curving over the vagu sidue of the cit . The upper part rose steadily, 
in silvery layers, like jell . h gliding ward the surface of the ocean, 

in ever-increasing tra,nspa ney. In a cleft in the side of the valley a 

portion of the thinning fog s verted from its ascent, was sucked 

into a bunched white river of oud that flQwed south, rising along 

the bed of the gorge that' en d the mountain, to issue several 

miles farther on a high p eau. Tli cloud-river there flattened out 
over fields, enclosingth infrequent mIets in moments of appar

which howeve the sun quickly penetrated, 
as the moisture con' ued its lateral dispersl n. The valley-born cloud 

was no longer a ud, but an airy emulsion at tended toward the 

. spruce forests the hills edging the platea u, wtl re it hung amid the 

dark trees 1 g after the open areas had cleare . But other, truer 

clouds no appeared among and above the hills. For' stance, to the 

south, uffs like explosions sailed into view; it is true ~at they did 

not st long. To the east where the higher hills lay, logllxe clouds 

C 
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Where Signs Resemble Thoughts 

All of the "word-images" (ideographic images generated by the spelling ofwords) are produced 

from the same configuration or matrix ofletter-points. The matrix is based on a circle ofletters 

organized around a pentagram ofvowels. Each of the twenty-six letters of the Alphabet is asso

ciated with a specific point on the perimeter of a circle. Lines are drawn to interconnect these 

letter-points according to the spelling of the word printed below each image. 
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the spelling 01 words recall mystical 
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Don Pedro from his shirt has washed the fleas 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


The bull's horns ought to dry it like a bone 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


Old corned-beefs rusty armour spreads disease 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


That suede ferments is not at all well known 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


Toone sweet hour of bliss my memory clings 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


Signalling gauchos very rarely shave 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


An icicle of frozen marrow pings 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


As sleeping-bags the silent landscape pave 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


Staunch pilgrims longest journeys can't depress 

X ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ » 


What things we did we went the whole darned hog 

X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


And played their mountain croquet jungle chess 

X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


Southern baroque's seductive dialogue 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


Suits lisping Spanish tongues for whom say some 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


The bell tolls fee-less fi-Iess fo-Iess fum 
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[he wild horse champs the Parthenon's top frieze 
< ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


;ince Elgin left his nostrils in the stone 
<...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


[he Turks said just take anything you please 
< ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


\.nd loudly sang off-key without a tone 
<.........................:.................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


) Parthenon you hold the charger's strings 
< ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


[he North Wind bites into his architrave 
< ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


rh'outrageous Thames a troubled arrow slings 
<........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 

r 0 break a rule Britannia's might might waive 
< ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


>latonic Greece was not so tale'ntless 
<: ......................................................................................................................................................................................:....................................» 


\. piercing wit would sprightliest horses flog 
<: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 

;ocrates watched his hemlock effervesce 
<: ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


r:heir sculptors did our best our hulks they clog 
<: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 

"lith marble souvenirs then fill a slum 
<: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 

:or Europe's glory while Fate's harpies strum 

17 
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At snuff no Cornish sailorman would sneeze 
:>( ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... > 


His nasal ecstasy beats best Cologne 
:>( ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ > 


Upon his old oak chest he cuts his cheese 
:>( ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... > 


With cherry-pips his cottage floor is sown 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


The Frisian Isles my friends are cherished things 
X ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


Whose ocean still-born herrings madly brave 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


Such merchandise a melancholy brings 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


For burning bushes never fish forgave 

X ............................................................................................................................................................................................,.............................. > 


When dried the terrapin can ~aught express 
X .............................................................................................................................................................................................................;............. > 


Shallots and sharks' fins face the smould'ring log 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


While homeward thirsts to each quenched glass say yes 
" X ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................:........ > 

Lobsters for sale must be our apologue 
x ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ > 

On fish-slab whale nor seal has never swum 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


They're kings we're mammal-cousins hi ho hum 
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At five precisely out went La Marquise 
)( ~~.......................... ............................................................................................................................................................................................>
~ 

For tea cucumber sandwiches a scone 
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................>
)( .......... 


Her native chauffeur waited in the breeze 
)( ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


Which neither time nor tide can long postpone 
)( ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


How it surprised us pale grey underlings 
)( ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


When flame a form to wrath ancestral gave 
CV' ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................>
,... , 

Adaring baron pockets precious Mings 
x ..·....·····..····..········..····..·..···......·....·....······..·..·.....................................................................................................................................................> 


Till frremen come with hose-piped tidal wave 
x .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................,. >

The fasting fakir doesn't smell the less 
X .m............• ....•••••....• ....•••..••••• ..••........ • .. • ....• .. ••••..••..• ........................w ..................................................................................................................> 


In Indian sununers Englislunen drink grog 

X .......................................................................................................................-..........._..................................................................................... > 


The colonel's still escutcheoned in undress 
X ..............................................................:............................................................................................................................................................> 


No need to cart such treasures from the fog 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


The Taj Mahal has trinkets spice and gum 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


And lessors' dates have all too short a sum 
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From playboy Chance the nymph no longer flees 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... > 


Through snobbish growing round her hemline zone 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... > 


His toga rumpled high above his knees 
x ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... > 

One gathers rosebuds or grows old alone 
x ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 

Old Galileo's Pisan offerings 
X ......................................................................,....................................................................................................................................................> 


Were pots graffiti'd over by a slave 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... > 


The leaning linguist cameramaniac sings 
X ........................................................................................................................................~UO............................................................................... > 


Etruscan words which Greece and Rome engrave 

X ..........................................................................................................................................................;................................................................> 


Emboggled minds may puffand blow and guess 

X ........................................................................................................................................................:,.................................................................. ,.. 


With gravity at gravity's great cog 
X ....................................................................................................................................................................................,......................................> 


On wheels the tourist follows his hostess 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... > 


With breaking voice across the Alps they slog 

X .....................................................,..................................................................................................................................................................... > 


Do bank clerks rule their abacus by thumb? 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... > 


In cognac brandy is Bacardi rum? 
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He bent right down to pick up his valise 
X .....................................................................................................:......~.............................................................................................................> 


That hordes ofcrooks felt they'd more right to own 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


He bent right down and well what did he seize 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


The thumb- and fmger-prints ofAl Capone 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


Oh how oh how he hates such pilferings 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


Filching the lolly country thrift helped save 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


He's gone to London how the echo rings 
X ...............................,............................................................................................................................................................................................> 


Through homestead hillside wo~d rock and cave 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


The peasant's skirts on rainy days she'd tress 
X .......................................................................................................................................................................;...................................................> 


And starve the snivelling baby like a dog 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


Watching manure and compost coalesce 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


One misses cricket hearth and croaking frog 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


Where no one bothered how one wanned one's bum 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


Yet from the City's pie pulled not one plum 
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When one with t' other straightaway agrees 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


The answer is they could be twins full-grown 

X ........................................................................................................................................................,.................................................................. > 


Replies like this the dumbstruck brain may tease 

x····..·....····················.. ··········.. ···..·..·····..·..............................................................................................................................................................> 


Normal one aims to be and share the throne 

X ...............................................................................................................................................................:........................................................... > 


And yet 'twas he the beggar Fate just flings 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... > 


Rejecting ermine to become a knave 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


" 


The fertile mother changelings drops like kings 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


In purest cradles tha's how they behave 
X .....................................................................................................................,......................................................................................................> 


The genealogist with field and fess 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... > 


With quill white-collared through his life will jog 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... > 


To prove mamma an adult with a tress 

X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


But I can understand you Brother Gog 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................> 


And let you off from your opinions glum 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... > 


A wise loaf always knows its humblest crumb 
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o , 00, 000, 000, 000, 000 POEMS 

Prose took the minstrel's verse without a squeeze 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


His exaltation shocked both youth and crone 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


The understanding critic firstly sees 

X .....................................................................................................................................................:..................................................................... » 


'Ere meanings new to ancient tribes are thrown 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


They both are right not untamed mutterin~s 

X ............................................................,.............................................................................................................................................................. » 


That metred rhyme alone can souls enslave 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


. They both are right not unformed smatterings 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


That every verbal shock aims to deprave 

X ...................................................................................................................................................:...............................:....................................... » 


Poetic licence needs no strain or stress 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


One tongue will do to keep the verse agog 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


From cool Pamassus down to wild Loch Ness 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


Bard I adore your endless monologue 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


V entriloquists be blowed you strike me dumb 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


Soliloquies predict great things old chum 
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o '00................. 'OE""S 


The acid tongue with gourmet's expertise 
x ......... w................*........ ~..." .............................................~ .." ................................." ............... ,."" ......................................................................................_ ••_ ..........~•••••••••••••• > 


Licks round carved marble chops on snails full-blown 
x ............... ~.............................................................~ ............~.............................."......... ~...............................................................................................................>

The showman gargles fire and sword with ease 
)< ......................................................"' ................................................................................~..................a." ............. u' ........................................~ ........................................._ ........ > 


While sharks to let's say potted shrimps are prone 
x ..................................................................................................~..........................................,. .....................................................................~...........~....................- ........- ...........> 


The roundabout eats profits made on swings 
x .......................................................................................................,.................................................................,................................-.--....-..-......................> 


Nought can the mouse's timid nibbling stave 
x ............................................................................................................................................................................................._......-............................--.-.................>

In salads all chew grubs before they've wings 
X .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................~....- ...........................> 


The nicest kids for stickiest toffees crave 
x ...................................................................................................................................,........:............................._......................................-----.-.........-... > 

The wolf devours both sheep and shepherdess 
x ........................................................................................................................,............ ,..............~......................................,.....,..............................._ ................... > 

A bird-brain banquet melts bold Mistress Mag 
x ................................................,................................................................................."........................................................·..··.......·.............. '... '1 ••••• •••••••••••••••••• >

The countty lane just thrives on fannyard mess 
x ......................................................................................................................................,.,........................................................................._ .......- ....................> 


Whiskey will always wake an Irish bog 

x ...................................................................................... ,......................................................................................................-............._............................................... > 


Though bretzeIs take the dais from board-room drum 
x ...................................................................................................'!:........... 'u ......................................................................................................................................... > 


Fried grilled black pudding's still the world's best yum 

----~-~--------------.-.-- ...- .... 
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o 100,000,000,000,000 POEMS 

The marble tomb gapes wide with jangling keys 
x·..···········..······..····..·..·················..···..···...............................................................................................................................................................» 


When masons dutch the breath we held on loan 
x·············..·······································.....................................................................................................................................................................» 


Forms shadowy w.:th indecision wheeze 
X ......................................................................................................................................................................................................:....................» 


And empty cages show life's bird has flown 

X ............................................................................................................................................................~.............................................................. » 


It's one ofmany horrid happenings 
X .............................................................................:.............................................................................................................................................» 


With sombre thoughts they grimly line the nave· 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


Proud death quite il-le-gi-ti-mate-Iy stings 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


Victorious worms grind all into the grave 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


It's no good rich men crying Heaven Bless 
X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


Or grinning like a pale-faced golliwog 

X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


Poor Yorick comes to bury not address 

X ............................................................................................................................................................-.............................................................» 


We'll suffocate before the epilogue 

X ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................» 


Poor reader smile before your lips go numb 

X ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... » 


The best ofall things to an e~d must come [Trans sq 
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Notes 

INTRODUCTION 

I. In alphabetical order: Noel Arnaud, Jacques Bens, Claude Berge, Jacques 
Duchateau, Latis, Fran90isLe Lionnais, Jean Lescure, Raymond Queneau, Jean 
Queval, Albert-Marie Schmidt. 

2. The new members: Marcel Btnabou, Andre Blavier, Paul Braffort, Italo 
Calvino, Fran90is Caradec, Ross Chambers, .Stanley Chapman, Marcel Du
champ, Luc Etienne, Paul Fournel, Jacques Jouet, Harry Mathews, Michele Me
tail, Georges Perec, Jacques Roubaud. It must be noted that the OuIipo draws no 
distinction between living and dead members; !talo Calvino, Marcel Duchamp, 
Luc Etienne, Latis, F'ran90is Le Lionnais, Georges Perec, Raymond Queneau, 
and Albert-Marie Schmidt are now deceased. 

3. See "Entretien: Perec I Jean-Marie Le Sidaner," L'Arc 76 (1979): 7. (All 
translations are mine unless otherwise specified.) 

4. According to some, the first utterance on earth, addressed by Adam to Eve, 
was a palindrome: "Madam, I'm Adam." Although this theory may seem rather 
esoteric to non-Anglophones, it rejoins a broader tradition of myth which postu
lates the formal purity and rigor of original language. See Claude-Gilbert Dubois, 
Mythe et langage au seizieme sMcle (Bordeaux: Ducros, 1970). 

5. See "Deux Principes parfois respectts par les travaux oulipiens," Atlas de 
litMrature potentielle. 90. (For full references to Oulipian works, see the bibli
ographies in the foregoing section, "Oulipians and Their Works.") 

6. "Entretien: Perec I Jean-Marie Le Sidaner," 8. In fact, only one of Perec's 
poems, entitled simply "Un Poeme," seems to have been written freely. See his 
La CI()ture et autres poemes, 85. 

7. See Paul Braffort, "Un Systeme formel pour I'algorithmique Iitttra:ire," Atlas 
de litt~rature potentielle, 110. 

8. See Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1973), 14-16, 19-45; KabbaLah and Criticism (New York: Seabury, 
1975),25-27.36-37,54-55,62-67,78-79,86-89, 122-23; A Map ofMisread
ing (New York: Oxford University Press, 1975),70-75,84,95-99, 106-09, 126, 
149, 179, 195,200; Poetry and Repression (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1976), I, 16-21,47,66,99'::'100, 124-26, 164, 183.223,248-49; Agon: To
ward a Theory ofRevisionism (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982),200
223; The Breaking of the Vessels (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), 
23-31. See also Michel Serres, La Naissance de La physique dans Ie texte de 
Lucrece: Fleuves et turbulences (Paris: Minuit, 1977), and "Lucretius: Science 
and Religion," in Hermes: Literature, Science, Philosophy, ed. Josue V. Harari 
and David Bell (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1982), 98
124; Jeffrey Mehlman, Cataract: A Study in Diderot (Middletown, Conn.: Wes
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leyan University Press, 1979), esp. 1-32. Essays from the Thom polemic are 
offered in Sub-Stance 40 (1983). 

9. "Entretien: Perec I Ewa Pawlikowska:' Litteratures 7 (1983): 70-71. 

LIPO: FIRST MANIFESTO 

I. How can sap rise in a debate? We shall leave this question aside, since it 
arises 'not from poetry but from vegetal physiology. 

2. The Lettrists, as the name suggests, focused their aesthetics on the a1phabet
icalletter. See Isidore Isou, Le Lettrisme et I' hypergraphie dans La peinture et la 
sculpture contemporaines (Paris: Grassin, 1961), Les Champs de force de la pein
ture lettriste: Nouvelles Precisions sur la mecanique. Ie [sic] matiere. Ie rythme 
et l'anecdote de l'hypergraphie (Paris: R. Altmann, I. Isou, 1964), and Ballets 
ciselants polythanasiques. hypergraphiques et infinitesimaux (Paris: R. Altmann, 
I. Isou, 1965). See also Maurice Lemattre, Le Lettrisme devant Dada et les ne
crophages de Dada! (Paris: Centre de Creativite, 1967) and Le Lettrisme dans le 
roman et les arts plastiques. devant Ie "pop-art" et la bande dessinee~ (Paris: 
Centre de Creativite, 1970). The latter constitutes the 6rst number of the review 
Lettrisme, published by the Centre de Creativite. For a history of the movement, 
see Jean-Paul Curtay's excellent La Poesie lettriste (Paris: Seghers, 1974), esp. 
68-98. (WM) 

3. The Russian mathematician A. A. Markov (1856-1922), principally known 
for his work in th~ory of probability. (WM) 

4. Raymond Queneau's Cent Mille Milliards de poemes, discussed in the Intro
duction to the present volume. Beolian haikus: a literary application of the work 
of the British mathematician George Boole (1815-64). See Fran~ois Le Lionnais, 
"Poeriles booleens" and "TheAtre booleen," La Litterature potentielle. 262-66 
and 267-68. (WM) 

5. "Crows, foxes" may be an allusion to La Fontaine's fable, "The Crow and 
the Fox." Nonetheless, Fran~ois Le Lionnais was genuinely interested in animal 
language, and proposed to the Oulipo on I July 1963 that the group undertake to 
write poems using only those human vocables understood by certain animals: 
poems for dogs, for crows, for foxes, and so forth. This provoked the following 
exchange: 

Jean Lescure: "One of my clients, who trains racehorses, told me one day 
that he often reads Baudelaire to his horses, and they seem to adore it. . . ." 

Raymond Queneau: "That's what's called doping. It's because of Baude
laire that Off-Track Betting is going to Hell in a basket." 

See Jacques Bens, Oulipo 1960-1963. 230-31. As to Algol, both Le Lionnais 
and Noel Arnaud experimented in the 1960s with Algol poems. See Le Lionnais, 
"Ivresse a1golique," La Litterature potentielle, 217-22; Arnaud, "Poemes algol," 
La Litterature potentielle, 223-27; and Bens, Oulipo 1960-1963, 54-55. (WM) 

6. A 6ne autoreferential exampl~ of Villon's acrostics is furnished by the envoi 
of the "Ballade des contre-verites": 

Notes to Pages 28-33 

Voulez vous que verte vous die? 

II n'estjouer qu'en maladie, 

Lettre vraie que tragedie, 

Lache homme que chevalereux, 

Orrible son que melodie, 

Ne bien conseiIle qu'amoureux. 


(Shall I tell you the truth? 

There is no joy except in Sickness, 

No truth except in tragedy, 

No coward like a brave man, 

No sound more horrible than melody, 

No wisdom except that of lovers.) 


On the use of acrostics in Psalms and Lamentations, see Ralph Marcus, "Alpha
betic Acrostics in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods," Journal of Near Eastern 
Studies {j (1947): 109-15. Auguste Herbin (1882-1960) was a French painter. 
The B.A.C.H. acrostic was used by Bach in the theme of the last fugue of his Art 
of the Fugue,· it was later adopted in works by Liszt, Schumann, Reger, and 
Barbian. See Albert Schweitzer, J. S, Bach (New York: Macmillan, 1935), I,425. (WM) 

SECOND MANIFESTO 

1. A systematic exploration of the detective novel has already been undertaken 
in this perspective. [See Fran~ois Le Lionnais, "Les Structures du roman policier: 
Qui est Ie coupable?" and Jacques Duchateau, "Lecture marginale de Peter Chey
ney," La Litterature potentieIle, 66-69 and 70-74, respectively. (WM)] 

2. This is a bilingual homophonic translation of the first line of Keats's Endy. 
mion: "A thing of beauty is a joy for ever." Le Lionnais's ejaculation can be 
literally (if nonhomophonicalIy) translated as: "A beautiful monkey is a toy for
winter." (WM) 

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE OULIPO 

1. The College de Pataphysique takes its name from "pataphysics ," the disci
pline proposed by Alfred Jarry, which he defined in his Gestes et opinions du 
Docteur Faustroll (II, viii) as "the science of imaginary solutions." Jarry himself 
spelled the word with an initial apostrophe, perhaps to suggest epataphysique. or 
"shocking physics." The College itself was founded on II May 1948, the fiftieth 
anniversary of Faustroll; its principal (if by no means eXclusive) function is to 
promote work on Jarry. Publications of the group include the Cahiers du College 
de Pataphysique and the Dossiers du College de Pataphysique. See Linda Klieger 
Stillman, Alfred Jarry (Boston: 'I\vayne, 1983), 41'-42. Several of the founding 
members of the Oulipo held titles within the College de Pataphysique: Queneau, 
for example, was a Transcendent Satrap; Latis was the Private General Secretary 
to the Baron Vice-Curator; Noel Arnaud is the Regent of General Pataphysics and 
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the Clinic of Rhetoriconosis, as well as Major Conferant of the Order of the 
Grande Gidouille. (WM) 

2. See Noel Arnaud, "Et naquit l'Ouvroir de Litterature Potentielle," in Jacques 
Bens, Oulipo 1960-1963,8. (WM) 

3. Raymond Queneau's first novel, published by Gallimard in 1933. (WM) 
4. In the penultimate quatrain of his "Booz endormi," Victor Hugo rhymes 

Jerimadeth with se demandait. As the fOflner place name figures in no known 
atlas, it has been conjectured that 1erfmadeth may be read as je rime adait. or "I 
rhyme with daft." (WM) 

5. According to Bens's minutes, this meeting took place not on April 5 but on 
April 17. See Oulipo 1960-1963.42-43. (WM) 

6. Again, according to Bens, the date of the meeting was not April 20 but April 
28. See Oulipo 1960-1963, 45-52. (WM) 

7. Lady Godiva was a female tortoise who lived in Fran!rois Le Lionnais's 
garden. See Oulipo 1960-1963.71. (WM) 

8. Baudelaire, of course. 
9. Years become centuries in Oulipospeak. (WM) 
10. Let us recall the names of the old ones: Noel Arnaud, Jacques Bens, Claude 

Berge, Paul Braffort, Jacques Duchateau, Fran!rois Le Lionnais, Jean Lescure, 
Raymond Queneau, Jean Queval. Foreign correspondents: Andre Blavier, Ross 
Chambers, Stanley Chapman. 

RULE AND CONSTRAINT 

1. Queneau's attack was directed against Andre Breton and orthodox surreal
ism; see also "Raymond Queneau and the Amalgam of Mathematics and Litera
ture" and "Mathematics in the Method of Raymond Queneau." Queneau, dis
tressed by Breton's autocratic rule, left the surrealist group. Along with Jacques 
Baron, Georges Bataille,J.-A. Boiffard, Robert Desnos, Michel Leiris, Georges 
Limbour, Max Morise, Jacques Pr6vert, Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, and 
Roger Vitrac, Queneau signed Un Cadavre, the 1930 pamphlet condemning Bre
ton. Its language is very vituperative (if perhaps not quite as harsh as certain 
passages of Breton's Second Manifesto); the most commonly occurring epithets 
are fiic (cop) and cure (priest). See Maurice Nadeau, Histoire du surrealisme 
(Paris: Seuil, 1964).131-37. (WM) 

2. Benabou is of course alluding to La Disparition. (WM) 
3. This diagram, previously unpublished, was furnished by Marcel Benabou as 

a complement to "Rule anp Constraint." The three circles should be imagined as 
rotating freely; thus, in elaborating a given structure, any combination of linguis
tic object, semantic object, and operation is possible. (WM) 

THE COLLEGE DE PATAPHYSIQUE AND THE OULlPO 

I. See "Brief History of the Oulipo," n. 1. The text here translated served as 
the introduction to a body of work submitted by the Oulipo to the College de 

.-- Pataphysique. (WM) 

~ 
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2. "Art is long! And life so short," Faust. I, 558-59. (WM) 
3. See "Brief History of the Oulipo," n. 1. (WM) 

POTENTIAL LITERATURE 

1. A group of French mathematicians who worked and published collectively 
under the pseudonym of Nicolas Bourbaki. Principally dealing with set theory, 
Bourbaki's work was highly influential for the amateur and professional mathe
maticians in the Oulipo. (WM) 

2. See Georges Perec's "History of the Lipogram" for discussions of these 
figures and their lipogrammatic works. (WM) 

3. The philosopher H. M. Sheffer, who taught at Harvard, published a paper in 

1913 in which he reduced all the symbols of sentential logic (e.g.• "and," "or," 

"not," "if/then,") to a single stroke. Queneau evokes the Sheffer Stroke as a model 

of methodological elegance. (WM) 

4. The German mathematician George Cantor (1845-1918), known for his 
work on the theory of numbers. (WM) 

5. Literally, "leaves," "sun," "fickle," "banks," "vermilion," "sleep." (WM) 
6. The catalogue of the Bibliotheque Nationale informed me that in 1867 he 

had published L'Arithmetique de Mademoiselle Lili. 

1; Keith Bosley, in Mallarme: The Poems (Harmondsworth: PengUin, 1977),
167-69, translates the sonnet as follows: 

Will lovely, lively, virginal tOday 

Shatter for us with a wing's drunken bow 

This hard, forgotten lake haunted in snow 

By the sheer ice of flocks not flown away! 


A swan that was remembers it is he 

Hopelessly yielding for all his fine show 

Because he did not Sing which way to go 

When barren winter beamed its apathy. 


His neck will shake off that white agony 

Space deals out to the bird thafwiII deny, 

But not earth's horror where the plumes are clamped. 


A ghost whom to this place his lights assign, 

He stiffens in the cold dream of contempt 

Donned amid useless exile by the Swan. (WM) 


8. Here, I again rely on Keith Bosley (169-71): 

While high her sheer nails offer up their pink 

Agate this midnight, lanternary Anguish 

Upholds a crowd of evening dreams now sunk 

In phoenix fires: no urn gathers their ash 


http:1960-1963.71
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On sideboards in the empty room, no conch, 

No cancelled trinket resonantly foolish 

(The Master took it to the Styx to drink 

Tears for ~e Void regards aU else as trash). 


But near the blank north casement a gold gash 

Gasps where perhaps painted unicorns lash 

Pire cornering a nymph, dead, naked, lank 


In the mirror, while still in the frame's ambush 

Obliviously embraced, the septet wink 

And forthwith in their distant fastness fiash. (WM) 


9. The entire text of Athalie's dream (from Racine's Athalie. II, v) is as follows: 

C'etait pendant l'horreur d'une profonde nuit. 
Ma mere Jezabel devant moi s'est monttee, 
Comme au jour de sa mort pompeusement parte. 
Ses malheurs n'avaient point abattu sa fierce; 
M~me el1e avail encor cet eclat emprunte 
Dont elle eut soin de peindre et d'orner son visage, 
Pour reparer des ans I'irreparable outrage. 
Tremble. m'a-t-elle dit, fllle digne de moi. 
Le cruel Dieu des Juifs l' emporte aussi sur toi. 
Je te plains de tomber dans ses mains redoutables. 
Mafille. En achevant ces mots epouvantables, 
Son ombre vers mon lit a paru se baisser; 
Et moi, je lui tendais les mains pour I' embrasser. 

Mais je n'ai plus trouve qu'un horrible melange 

0'os et de chair meurtris, et tratnes dans la fange, 

Des lambeaux pleins de sang, et des membres affreux.... 


Samuel Solomon'S translation of this passage, from Jean Racine: Complete Plays 
(New York: Random House, 1967), II, 400, is as follows: 

It was a brooding, horror-breathing night. 

My mother Jezebel appeared before me. 

Arrayed in pomp, as on the day she died. 

Her pride was quite untamed by her misfortunes; 

Immaculate as ever were the unguents 

With which she never failed to deck her face 

To hide the hideous ravages of time. 

"Tremble," she said to me, "my worthy daughter. 

You, too, the cruelJewish God must slaughter. 

I pity you, when in His fearful hands 

You fall, my child." With these words, big with dread, 
Her spirit seemed to lean towards my bed; 
And 1,1 stretched my hands out to embrace her. 

. Yet aliI found was but a horrid mush 

Notes to Pages 61-67 

Of bones and mangled flesh, dragged in the slush, 

Of bloody strips, and limbs all shameless scarred....(WM) 


10. The efficacy of transformations of this sort depends largely on the shock 
they produce as they run into the original: that is, the reader must ideally "hear" 
the original and the transformation simultaneously, and the latter must jar the 
fonner (this is also true of the S + 7 Method). To produce this effect, the untrans
formed part of the new text (in Queneau's example, the vocalic structure) must 
follow the original faithfully. Granted this, literal translation of the passage would 
not be effective. (WM) 

11. Named after Leonardo of Pisa, also known as Fibonacci, a thirteenth
century Italian mathematician, author of Liber Abaci. In a Fibonacci series, the 
first two terms are chosen arbitrarily (although by convention they are generally 
either 0 and 1 or 1 and 1); each term thereafter is the sum of the two preceding 
terms, for example, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, etc. Perhaps Fibonacci's 
greatest achievement was his popularization in the Western world of the Hindu
Arabic numerals. (WM) 

12. According to Fran~ois Le Lionnais, Estoup was a stenography teacher in 
the early part of this century who, while doing research for a treatise on the 
frequency of words, discovered a law. Raymond Queneau formulated the latter as 
follows: "The place of a word in the list ordered according to frequencies is con
stant when multiplied by its own frequency." Queneau's evocation and attempted 
explanation of this law at an early meeting of the Oulipo was met, according to 
Jacques Bens, by glassy-eyed incomprehension. See OuUpo 1960-1963, 42,88, 
90-91. (WM) 

13. Text of a lecture delivered in M. J. Favard's Quantitative Linguistics Sem
inar on 29 January 1964. The activity of the Ouvroir de Litterature PotentieIle 
having grown considerably since then, this report of its work is already dated. 

On the Oulipo, see F. Le Lionnais, preface to Cent Mille Milliards de poemes; 
R. Qucneau, Entretiens avec Georges Charbonnier; dossier 17 of the Cahiers du . 
College de Pataphysique: numbers 66-67 of Temps M~Us. 

1 recall the names of the members of the Oulipo: Noel Arnaud, Jacques Bens, 
Claude Berge, Jacques Duchateau, Latis, Fran~ois Le Lionnais, Jean Lescure, 
lean Queval, A.-M. Schmidt, and foreign residents: Andre Blavier, Paul Braffort, 
Stanley Chapman, Ross Chambers, and Marcel Duchamp. 

The reader will'find·a more developed account of the matrical analysis of lan

guage in an article (to appear) in Etudes de linguistique quantitative, no. 3, pub

lished by the Faculte de Lettres et des Sciences humaines of the University of 

Besan~on. ' . 


QUENEAU OULIPIAN 

1. Claude Simonnet, Queneau dechiffre (Paris: Julliard, 1962), 13-14. 
2. Claude Simonnet, ibid . 
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3. Paul Gayot, "Madagascar et Valentin Brft," Dossiers du College de Pataphy
sique 20. 

4. Paul Gayot, "A travers Ie Paris de Zazie et de Valentin BrO," ibid. 
5. This article originally appeared in L'Arc 28 [1966] under the title "Litterature 

Potentielle." 

RAYMOND QUENEAU AND THE AMALGAM 

OF MATHEMATICS AND LITERATURE 


1. Christian Goldbach was a Russian mathematician who conjectured in a letter 
to Leonhard Euler in 1742 that every even integer greater than four could be 
expressed as the sum of two odd prime numbers. His conjecture is an example of 
"incomplete induction" since. although it has never been proved false. it cannot 
be verified for every even integer greater than foUr. The Prussian mathematician 
F. Klein (1849-1925) proposed the "Erlanger Program" in 1872. It drastically 
modified the existing classification of geometry and remained the authoritative 
model for nearly fifty years. It was finally rendered obsolete by the new geome
tries that followed the general theory of relativity (1916). (WM) 

2. The "Disparate Luncheons" (for instance, several years ago, the one with 
Pierre Auger, Fran~ois Jacob, Andre Lichnerowicz, StanisIas Ulam), the "Math
ematical Luncheons" (for instance. in the spring of 1976, with Henri Cartan, 
Nicolaas Kuiper, Casimir Kuratowski, Christine Phili), and other agapes. 

3. He was an honorable member of the "Confrerie des Degustateurs de 
Nombres," which I founded some years ago (but which has never met). 

4. S, because s is the first letter of "sum." 
5. E. Waring (1734-98), an English mathematician specializing in number 

theory, conjectured in 1770 that every integer n > 0 is the sum of a fixed least 
number g(s) of the sth power of integers O. (WM) 

6. Mathematicians who are richly informed about and passionately interested 
in art and poetry are far more numerous. 

7. October third being both lanine's birthday and my own, we used to celebrate 
it by dining together with, at the most, our spouses; presents of ties and delica
cies, and quatrains (,'October" rhyming with "sober"). 

8. See Fran~ois Le Lionnais, "Poemes booleens," La Litterature potentielle. 
262-66. (WM) 

9. The allusion is to Andre Breton and the surrealist group; see "Rule and 
Constraint," n. 1. (WM) 

10. It is not a question of cadavres exquis. Queneau's patent guarantees, in 
addition to the conservation of the rhyme (which is not at all extraordinary), the 
conservation of syntactic coherence (that is Oulipian) and aspires to the conser
vation of a semantic atmosphere (which is Quenellian). 

11. It has already fostered works in France by Monique Bringer, Georges Guil
baud, and Jacques Roubaud, as well as works by American mathematicians. 

12. This article was originally published in Nouvelle Revue Franraise 290-- [1977].
vJ 
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MATHEMATICS IN THE METHOD OF RAYMOND QUENEAU 

1. Fran~ois Le Lionnais, "Raymond Queneau et l'amalgame des mathema
tiques et de la litterature," Nouvelle Revue Franfaise 290 (1977): 76. ["Raymond 
Queneau and the Amalgam of Mathematics and Literature" appeared in the Nou
velle Revue Franfaise prior to its publication in Atlas de litterature pOlemielle. 
(WM)] 

2. See "Conjectures fausses en theorie des nombres," Bords, Hermann, 1963,
31-36. 

3. Bards, 34. 
4. Bards, 82. 


5•. Critique, 176 (1962). Reprinted in Bords. [By "right here," Roubaud means 

the journal Critique, where "Mathematics in the Method of Raymond Queneau" 
was published prior to its publication in Atlas de litrerature potentielle. (WM)J 

6. Bords. 12. 
7. Bords, 29. 

8. In the Proceedings ofthe Academie des Sciences. 
9. Vol. 12, no. 1, January 1972. 

10. See the first sixteen terms ofthe series 1.1.1.2. in the article cited above,
39. 

11. This is a conscious choice: see, for example, in the article on the s-additive 
. series, the remark on page 64: "For Sl = I, we discover with pleasure Fibonacci's 
numbers." These numbers, long linked to esthetic speculations, figure, for ex
ample, in the great medieval Georgian courtly work, The Knight in the Tiger Skin. 

12. Reprinted in the "Queneau" issue of L'Herne. 
13. Batons, chijfres et lettres, 340. [See Queneau's "Potential Literature."

(WM») 

14. Or previously, perhaps, to the idea of matrical analysis, I do not know. 
15. Reprinted in Cahiers de l'Herne. 
16. "The black sun of melancholy" is an allusion to Gerard de Nerval's sonnet 


"EI Desdichado," line 4, which is itself an allusion to Albrecht Durer's Melancho

lia. (WM) 

17. Notably, in the work of P.Braffort and J. Bens. 
18. The issue of 29 sable 93, 79. 

19. The quotation is from Pound's Spirit ofRomance, ch. 2. (WM) 
20. These are not the only "mutations" in the poem. 
21. In J. Roubaud, EtoJfe (Zurich: G. K. Editions, 1974). 
22. G. Perec, Ulcerations, Bibliotheque Oulipienne 1. 
23. See Claude Berge's article, "Pour une analyse potentielle de la litterature 

combinatoire," in Oulipo, La Littlrature potentielle, "Idees," Gallimard, and, in 
the same volume, Queneau's article, "La Relation X prend Y pour Z." [Both 
articles appear in the present collection. (WM)] 

24. Article cited, 63. 
25. Bibliotheque OUlipienne 2. 
26. See the book cited, note 23, principally Jean Lescure's historical article and 
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Fran~ois Le Lionnais's two "manifestoes." {All three pieces appear in the present 
collection. (WM)) 

27. "Litt&ature potentielle," in Bdtons. ehiJIres et Iettres. 317. 
28. Article cited, n. 27, 322. 
29. Article cited, 323. 
30. F. Le Lionnais, "Premier manifeste," in Lo. Linerature potentielle. 20. 
31. See n. 27. {See also Georges Perec's "History of the Lipogram." (WM)] 
32. G. Perec, "Histoire du lipogramme.'" 
33. Lettres Nouvelles, 1969. 
34. Lo. Disparition. 1. 
35. See the texts cited in nn. 27 and 32. 
36. La Disparition. 296. The disappearance of the e elicits an effervescence of 

punctuation. {Queneau's text also appears in Lo. Littirature potentielle, 98. 
(WM)] , 

37. Queneau's table was published in Atlas de litterature potentielle, 74-77.
(WM) 

38. It is impossible for me to offer any more details, since these belong to the 
Oulipo. 

39. Article cited, 322. 
40. Le Voyage en Greee. 94. 
41. See section 4. 
42. See also the testimony of F. Le Lionnais in the Nouvelle Revue Franraise: 

"A fan of whole numbers cannot help but yearn to confront the horrors and de
lights of those rebel angels, the prime numbers." 

43. This position remains of current interest, if one may judge from certain 
recent oafish statements about the "Fascism" of language. 

44. Gallimard. 
45. J. Roubaud, Mezura, Editions de 1'Atelier, 1976. 
46. Introduction to the Poesie des ensembles. 
47. Editions Caract~res, 1958. 
48. Editions Gallimard, 1961. 
49. See Lo. Litterature potentielle or Bfltons. ehiffres et lettres. 
50. See P. Lusson's work in the Cercle Polivanov on these questions. 
51. The other basic example is of course Raymond Roussel's Comment j'ai 

eerit certains de mes livres. 
52. See "La Litt6rature s~mo-d~finitionnelle," in Lo. Litterature potentielle. 

123. 
53. Bourbaki, introduction to Topologie generale. 
54. Topologie ,generale, ch. I, 186. 
55. F. Le Lionnais is the representative, and almost the only one, of this ten

dency. 
56. Bibliotheque Oulipienne 3. 
57. Queneau, Les Fondements de La litterature d'apres David Hilbert. 3. 
58. Id., ibid., 4. 
59. Id., 13. 
60. Id., 12. 
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61. In the article "Technique du roman," Bdtons, ehiffres et lettres, 33. 
62. In the broad sense, the term "text" seems to be the term that most closely

corresponds to "set," in its very great poverty. 
63. See "Pour une analyse potentielle de la litt~rature combinatoire," La Litre

rature potentielle, 58. [Perec's work resulted in La Vie mode d'emploi. See,also 
Perec, "Quatre, figures pour Lo. Vie mode d'emploi," L'Are 76 (1979), 50-53. 
(WM)] 

64. See Harry Mathews's experiments with Shakespeare's sonnets in "Ma
thews's Algorithm." (WM) 

65. Not counting the places that advertise it. 
66. Bfltons, ehiffres et lettres, 29. The novels in question are Le, Chiendent. 

Gueule de Pierre. and Les Derniers lours. 
67. Odile, 33. 
68. We are not attacking the indivisibility of the man and the work. 
69. See n. 11. 

70. Still in "Technique du roman," in Batons, ehiffres et lettres. 33. 
71. This article was originally published in Critique 359 [1977]. 

HISTORY OF THE' LIPOGRAM 

1. Perec is alluding to Queneau's Cent Mille Milliards de poemes. (WM) 
2. Racine's Phedre. line 1,112: "Le jour n'est pas plus pur que Ie fond de mon 

coeur" (The day is no more pure than my own heart). That this was the line Perec 
had in mind was confirmed by a personal letter from him to the editor in February
1982. (WM) 

3. "It is shameful to have difficult trifles / And it is the foolish toil of buffoons." 
Martial, Epigrams II, 86,9-10. (WM) 

4. "I sing of Demeter and Kore, the bride of Klymenos." (WM) 
5. Rittler speaks of twins, the Spanish also tell a story of brothers (Los dos 

hermanos ... ), and La Disparition tells the story of a large family: would the 
theme of brothers be somehow inherent to the lipogram? 

6. Two translations are possible: "The enchantment struck down Apollo's son" 

and "I free Apollo's son from enchantment." (WM) 


7. "And yet the R is a letter of the alphabet, a letter which recurs quite often, 
notwithstanding the paucity of our discourse. A letter which, although you might 
ignore all the others, cannot escape you. Now, of course, one can repeat that old 
and famous aphorism, NATURE IS CONQUERED BY ART." (WM) 

8. "Various consequences of love, in five exemplary tales, and new' devices for 
writing in prose and verse without one of the vowels." (WM) 

9. "The vowel e is found in th,e majority of the most frequently used words in 
the language, such as . . . father, mother, benevolence ... levity . . . jejune, 
pleasant, excellent. . . nevertheless . . . woe . : . zest!" (WM) 

10. Literally (if not lipograrnmatically) translated: "We camp in Malakoff, or 
rather, since Malakoff has entirely disappeared, neither seen nor heard, we camp 
where it used to rise up, so insulting (Vanity ofvanities, all is vanity!)."(WM) 
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11. See Queneau's L' Instant fatal. (WM) 
12. "The ancient power of language surges forth in the Lord's Prayer." (WM) 
13. Efforts to locate the Conrad text and to identify the English female novelist 

have thus far failed to bear fruit. Marcel B~nabou suggested that Perec meant 
D. H. Lawrence rather than Conrad, but this cannot be confinned. On the other 
hand, I am indebted to Bruce Kochis for an example of liponymy from Vladimir 
Mayakovsky: in his "About This," a poem of 1,500 lines about love, Mayakovsky 
never uses that word. The first part ends With a rhyme that seems to call for the 
word "love," whose absence is thus rendered conspicuous. See Mayakovsky, 
trans. and ed. Herbert Marshall (New York: Hill and Wang, 1965), 161-215. 
(WM) 

RECURRENT LITERATURE 

1. The authors wish to thank Bernard Jaulin and Pierre Rosenstiehl for their 
judicious ~dvice. 

2. The authors are referring to Jean Lescure's S + 7 method. See La Litt~rature 
potentielle, 143-54, and Atlas de litt~rature potentielle, 166-70. (WM) 

3. Among the eleven texts offered in "Exercices d'homosyntaxisme" (La Lit
t~rature potentielle, 176-80), none is attributed to Latis. (WM) 

FOR A POTENTIAL ANALYSIS OF 

COMBINATORY LITERATURE 


1. Dissertatio de ArM Combinatoria, J.-E. Erdmann (1666). It is surpriSing to 
note that this very rare work, written in Latin, has never to our knowledge been 
translated. We owe certain of the references we used in the inventory of combi
natory literature to Y. Belaval. Let us also cite another famous mathematician, 
Leonhard Euler, who suggested principles for a Combinatory Art in his Lettres a 
une princesse d'Allemagne sur divers sujets de physique et de philosophie. Steidel 
(1770-74),27. 

2. One could mathematize the concept of configuration in defining it as an 
application ofa set ofobjects within an abstract finite set provided with a known 
structure; for example, a permutation of n objects is a "bijective application of 
the set of objects within the set ordered 1, 2, . . . , n." Nevertheless, we are 
interested only in those applications that satisfy certain constraints, and the nature 
of these constraints is too varied to allow us to use this definition as the basis for 
a general theory. 

3. "Honor, Art, Money, Property, Praise, Woman, and Child I One has, seeks, 
misses, hopes for, and disappears." G. P. Harsdorffer (1607-58), a founder of the 
"Pegnitz Shepherds," a Nuremberg society, wrote a Poetischer Trichter (Poetic 
Funnel) (1647-53) with which one could "pour" the art of poetry into anybody in 
six hours. See J. G. Robertson, Outlines of the History of German Literature - (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1950), 83. (WM) 

oJ 
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4. Marc Saporta~s Composition No.1 (Paris: Seuil, 1962) was published in 
1962, not 1965. (WM) 

5. The poem Berge has transformed is Ronsard's "Quand vous serez bien 
vieille": 

Quand VOllS serez bien vieille,. au soir, ala chandelle, 

Assise aupres du feu, devidant et filant, 

Direz, chantant mes vers, en vous esmerveillant: 

Ronsard me celebroit du temps que j'estois belle. 

Lors vous n'aurez servante oyant telle nouvelle, 

Desja sous Ie labeur ademy sommeillant, 

Qui, au bruit de Ronsard, ne s'aille reveillant, 

Benissant vostre nom de louange immortelle. 


Je seray sous la terre, et, fantosme sans os, 

Par les ombres myrteux je prendray mon repos; 

Vous serez au fouyer une vieille accroupie, 


Regrettant mon amour et vostre fier desdain. 

Vivez, si m'en croyez, n'attendez ademain; 

Cueillez d~s aujourd'hui les roses de la vie. 


Humbert Wolfe, in Pierre de Ronsard, Sonnets for Helen (London: George Allen 
and Unwin, 1934), translates the poem as follows: 

When you are old, at evening candle-lit 

beside the fire bending to your wool, 

read out my verse and murmur, "Ronsard writ 

this praise for me when I was beautiful." 


And not a maid but, at the sound of it, 

though nodding at the stitch on broidered stool, 

will start awake, and bless love's benefit 

whose long fidelities bring Time to school. 


I shall be thin and ghost beneath the earth 

by myrtle shade in quiet after pain, 

but you, a crone, will crouch beside the hearth 


Mourning my love and all your proud disdain. 

And since what comes tomorrow who can say? 

Live, pluck the roses of the world to-day. (WM) 


6. See the study Jean Ferry devoted to him in the journal Bizarre 34-35 (1964). 
7. Work on the literary applications of the Latin bi-square was pursued by 

Georges Perec; in 1978 it resulted in his La Vie mode d' emploi. (WM) 

MATHEWS'S ALGORITHM 

1. S + 7: see La Litt~rature potentielle, 143-54 and Atlas de litt~rature poten
tielle, 166-70. Semo-Definitional Literature: "Litterature Semo-DefinitioqnelIe'; 
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or "L.S.D .... a process elaborated by Marcel Benabou and Georges Perce; see La 
Litt~rature potentielle. 123-40. (WM) 

2. It is entirely possible to apply the algorithm to syllables. If we omit this 
example, it is only because its demonstration is somewhat fastidious. 

COMPUTER AND WRITER: 

THE CENTRE POMPID'OU EXPERIMENT 


1. A.R.T.A.: "Atelier de Recherches et Techniques Avancees;' or "Workshop 

of Advanced Studies and Techniques," a group working at the Centre Pompidou. 

For a time, the OJ,llipo used A.R.T.A. equipment in their work on computer-aided 

literature. Personal letter from Paul Fournel to the editor,S December 1983. 


(WM) 
2. Gallimard. 
3. In the same spirit and using a very similar technique, Michel Bottin pro

grammed the I ()67 poems contained in the XList kiss of love of Quirinus Kuhl

man. 
4. This story is published in Oulipo, La Litterature potentielle, Gallimard's 

"Idees" collection, 277. [It also appearS in the present volume (WM).J 
5. A prototype of this text may be found in Oulipo, La Litterature potentielle, 

Gallimard's "Idees" collection, 281. [Appearing here as ''The Theater Tree: A 
Combinatory Play." (WM)J 

6. See Calvino's "Prose and Anticombinatorics." (WM) 
7. See Roubaud's La Princesse Hoppy ou Ie conte du Labrador: Biblioth~que 

Oulipienne 2 (ch. 1); Biblioth~ue Oulipienne 7 (ch. 2); Change 38 (1980), 11

29 (chs. 3,4). (WM)
8. See Benabou, Un Aphorisme peut en cacher un autre. (WM) 
9. This paper was presented at the "Writer-Computer" meetings of June 1977. 

THE THEATER TREE: A COMBINATORY PLAY 

1. The "noble-pit" (trappe d nobles) is an allusion to Alfred Jarry's Ubu roi, 

III. ii. (WM) 

Glossary 
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Included here are names of Oulipian and pre-Ouiipian poetic structureS, as well 
as figures of classical rhetoric (many of the latter occur in Marcel Benabou's 
"Table of Elementary Unguistic and Literary Operations"). In the few cases in 
which Oulipian use of a term differs from general usage, this has been noted. 
The reader may find examples of many of the structures in La Litterature poten
tielle and Atlas de litt~rature potentielle, referred to below as I and II, respec
tively. 

ALPHABETICAL DRAMA 

A short theatrical form in which the lines spoken by the actors homophonically 
mimic the sound of a person reciting the alphabet. See I, 111-14. 

ANAGLYPHIC TEXT 

A three-dimensional verbal text. See I, 289. 

ANAPHORA 

Repetition of a word at the beginning of successive utterances: e.g., "I came, I 
saw, I conquered." , 

ANASTROPHE 

Unusual inversion of words or syntagms within an utterance: e.g., "Came the 
dawn." ' 

ANTIRHYME 

If one accepts the supposition that one may, for any given phoneme, postulate an 
"antiphoneme"-that is, a phoneme having opposite, complementary, or sym
metrical characteristics-it would be possible to create antirhymes. or couplets 
ending in phonemes and their antiphonemes. Antirhyme is a special case of an
tonymic translation. See 1,291. 

ANTONYMIC TRANSLATION 

A process of textual production that involves the transformation of an utterance 
into its contrary.·along a given axis of symmetry. The latter may be situated at 
any level: that of the individual word, of grammatical characteristics, or of the . 
general signification of an utterance. See I, 204-05; n, 165. 

APHAERESIS 

The omitting of a syllable or a letter at the beginning of a word: e.g., "bo" for 
"hobo." 

BEAU PRESENT 

A form of acrostic encoding in which the letters of a given name appear, in or
der, in the text. According to the most doctrinaire, the letters of that name, once 
used, may not be used again in the text. Georges Perec practiced a special form 

209 
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of the beau present, using only the letters of a given name to construct the text. 
See II. 264, 291-92. 

BELL,E ABSENTE 
A form of acrostic encoding in which the letters of a given name are the only 
letters not used in the text. In verse forms, one letter may be excluded in each 
verse: the name is thus progressively spelled out in absentia. See 11,213,290
91, and Georges Perec, La C16ture et autres poemes, 73-76. 

BOOLIAN POEMS 
A process of textual production devised by Fran~ois Le Lionnais, a literary ap
plication of the work of the British mathematician George Boole (1815-64). See 
1.262-68. 

BRACHYLOGIA 
An abridged expression: e.g., ;'And he to England shall along with you" (Ham

let, III, iii). 


CENTO 
A text composed of passages from 'other texts. See I, 172-75,209-14. 

CHRONOGRAM 
A text in which certain letters, when placed together, form a date in Roman 

numeraJs. See II, 268-70. 


COUPEUR A LA LIGNE 
[Cutter on the line.] A variation of the T IRE U R A LA L I G N E consisting of the 
progressive suppression of alternate sentences in a text. See II. 285. 

CRASIS 
Contraction of two letters or syllables into one. 

DEPORTMANTEAU WORD 
The division of a portmanteau word into its original constitutive elements. 

DIAERESIS 
In the Oulipian lexicon, the division of one syllable into two. 

EDGES OF POEM 
A process of textual production that uses the first and last verses, plus the first 
and last words of the intervening verses of a given poem. See 1,292-93. 

EPANALEPSIS 
Repetition at the end of an utterance of the word with which it began: e.g., "I 
would like that, would I." 

EPENTHESIS 
Insertion of a letter, phoneme, or syllable into the middle of a word: e.g., "visi-
taring" for "visiting." 

EURYPHALLIC VERSE 

See SNOWBALL.-UJ 
-.,t) 
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GEMINATION 

In the Oulipian lexicon, the doubling of the initial syllable of an utterance. 

HAIKUIZATION 

A process that retains the rhyming parts of a poem to form a new poein. See 
Queneau's "Potential Literature," and I, 185-203. 

HAPLOGRAPHY 

An error through which a copyist deletes a segment of a text, due to the identity 
of the initial and final elements of the segment. 

HENDIADYS 

A figure of speech using two nouns and the conjunction "and," rather than a 
noun and an adjective, to express a given idea. 

HETEROGRAM 

A text in which no letter is repeated. A "perfect" heterogram is also a "perfect" 
pangram: a text of 26 letters using all the letters of the alphabet. Geo~ges Perec 
practiced a form called "heterogrammatic poetry" in which each verse of a given 
text is an anagram of every other verse within that text. See II, 231-36. 337, 

.and Perce, Alphabets. Ulcerations. and La CMture et autres poemes. 

HOLOPOEMS 

Following the principles of holography, holopoems are represented as images in 
space. As the reader moves under (or over, or around) them, new words or 
verses become apparent. See 1,290. 

HOLORHYME 


A form of homophonic verse. See I, 237-38. See also HOMOMORPHISM. 


HOMOElITELEUTON 

The repetition of a phoneme at the end of successive utterances: e.g., rhymed 
verses. 

HOMOMORPHISM 

A process by which new texts are generated, which imitate the structure of a 
master text. The different types of homomorphisms are defined by the structure 
imitated: homosyntaxism, homovocalism, homophony, etc. See I. 115, 176-80; 
II, 159-164. 

JAVANESE STUTTERING 

A form of stuttering wherein syllables, rather than phonemes, are repeated. See 
Jean Lescure's "Poeme pour begue," I, 116. 

LARDING 

A form of TIREUR A LA LIGNE elaborated by Paul Fournel. In his example, a 
Queneau text is successively "larded" with 3, 1. 4, and 1 new sentences' (this 
series. of course, corresponds to the first four figures of the number 'IT). See 
II, 283. 
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LA RIEN QUE LA TOUTE LA 

[The nothing but everything the.] A text without nouns, verbs, or adjectives, a 
structure proposed by Fran~ois Le Uonnais. See 1,228-29. 

LlPOGRAM 

A text in which a given letter (or letters) of the alphabet does not appear. See 
Georges Perec, "History of the Lipogram," La Disparition, and us Revenentes. 
See also I, 77-100; II, 211-17. Liponyms, lipophonemes, and liposyllables are 
texts in which (respectively) a given word, phoneme, or syllable does not ap
pear. 

L.S.D. 

"Litterature Semo-Definitionnelle": Semo-Definitional Literature, a procedure 
elaborated by Marcel Benabou and Georges Perec. Various effects are obtained 
through the substitution of the definitions of given words within a text for the 
words themselves. See I. 123-40. 

METATHESIS 

The transposition of letters or phonemes in a word: e.g., "modren" for "mod
ern." 

PALINDROME 

A written locution that reads the same backward or forward. Palindromes may 
be "positive" or "negative": that is, composed, respectively, of an even or odd 
number of integers. See I, 101-06; II, 218-26. Phonetic palindromes, syllabic 
palindromes, and word palindromes are texts in which the reftected integers 
are, respectively, phonemes, syllables, and words, rather than letters. See II, 
220-21. 

PANGRAM 

A text containing all the letters of the alphabet. Obviously, the "value" of a pan
gram increases in inverse proportion to its length. A "perfect" pangram is a text 
of 26 letters including all the letters of the alphabet. See II, 231-32. 

PARAGOGE 

The addition of a letter or a syllable to the end of a word. This addition may be 
either functional (e.g., "drowned") or unnecessary (e.g., "drownded"). 

PARAGRAM 

A printer's error consisting of the substitution of one letter for another. As Mar
cel Benabou uses the word in his "Table of Elementary Linguistic and Literary 
Operations," it bears only a very distant relation to the Saussurian notion of 
"paragram." 

PER VERB 

A perverb juxtaposes the first part of one proverb to the second part of another., 
See II, 293-94, 344-45. 

POEMS FOR MOEBIUS STRIP 

A process elaborated by Luc ~tienne, involving the disposition of a text on a 
Moebius strip. See I, 269-75. 
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PORTMANTEAU WORD 

A word that fonnally and semantically conflates two other words: e;g., "smog,"
from "smoke" and "fog." 

PROSTHESIS 

The addition of a letter or a syllable to the beginning of a word: e.g .• "irregard
less" for "regardless." 

RHOPALIC VERSE 

See ~,NOWBALL. 

S + 7 

A method of textual transformation elaborated by Jean Lescure in which each 
substantive in a given text is replaced by the seventh substantive following itin 
the dictionary. See I, 143-54; II, 166-70. 

SNOWBALL 

A fonn in which each segment of a text is one letter longer than the segment 
preceding it. Also called euryphallic verse and rhopalic verse. A number of vari
ations are conceivable, such as the "melting snowball" (see Harry Mathews's 
"Liminal Poem"), in which, after its expansion, the poem contracts. See I, 107
10; II, 194-210. 

SPOONERISM 

A generally unintentional transposition of sounds in two or more words: e.g., 

"tee many martoonis." Named after the Reverend W. A. Spooner (1844-1930) 

of New College, Oxford, renowned for this sort of verballapsus. In French lit

erature, the conscious use of spoonerisms, or contrepeterie. is thought to have 

originated with Rabelais. Luc Etienne's L' Art du contrepet serves as a spooner

ism primer. 

SQUARE POEM 

A form proposed by Jean Lescure that exploits all possible permutations of a 

given set of four words. See his Drailles,277-84, and I, 155-65. 


SYNCOPE 

The dropping of letters or syllables in the middle of a word or expression: e.g.• 

"Halloween" for "all hallow even." 


TAUTOGRAM 

A text whose words all begin with the same letter. See I, 117. 

TIREUR A LA LlGNE 

[Puller on the line.] A fonn elaborated by Jacques Duchateau. Consists of taking 
two sentences in a given text and interpolating a new sentence, then two new 
sentences in the interstices thus created, and so forth. See Duchateau, Les Sept 
Coups du tireur ala ligne en apocalypse lent, occUpe alire "Monnaie de singe" 
de William Faulkner, and II, 271-85. See also COUPEUR A LA LIGNE and LARD
ING. 
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TMESIS 

Insertion of one or more words between the parts of a compound word: e.g., 

"what person soever" for "whatsoever person." 

UNTRACEABLE LOCUTIONS 
A form elaborated by Marcel Benabou. See his Locutions introuvables. See also 

.PERVERB. 

ZBUGMA

.A figure in which a single modifier applies in different ways to two or more 

words: e.g., "The room was not light, but his fingers were." 

-
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Acronym, 44 

Acrostic, 11,30,44:\97, 105-06, 197 
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103-04 

Alembert, Jean Ie Rond d' 

Alexandrine, 15,30,40,5 
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Allais, Alphonse, 168 

Alliteration, 44 

Alphabetical drama, 44, 197 

Anaglyphic text, 27. 197 

Anagram, 40, 44,97, 125 

Anaphora, 45, 197 

Anastrophe, 45, 197 

Anoulipism, 1-2,4-5, 7-10,27-1.8, 


38,65, 86, 116 
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